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It is coiTITJonly stated that the .equi_l ibrium ocean tid~~ 
.. ·, 





where Uz i~ the.· tide ·po_tEmtia1 ·of degr~e-2, g is _ the ac.:eleration of 
• • \ •• • 1 
. · gravi t~ ~ at, the s-urface and ~2 ~. h2 , · the _ s~cond degt\ee Love ·n·umbers, are 
s'calar· q~·imtities wbich c~aracteH~e the elastic response of the ~olid 
· Earth. in· fact this equatio·n applies _.· str{ctly to the "tides" in · the. 
. - . ~ ... . 
~quipo~entfal surfaces of oceanless, -spher.ically symmetric plane~ts. ·It 
' I • \ 
is found that the mass of the oceans·· is sufficient to distur:-b the potential 
.. , • ' t 
. • ) - .. . . , "' . I' 
· field _to ·w~tch · they' are· re~onding thus creating a "feedback mechanism 
· which incre~ses: the predi.cted ti.de height by about 63%. The_.loading ·and 
·· ... ' "'-: - . . : " . . . ' . : . \. ' . 
. ,subsequenf.defpnnation. of the ·solid Earth by the · ocean · tide creates 
. . ' .. 
' 
.another f~~d~ack loop whi~h decreases the· tide. by about 40%. 
'.,. . 
The combined 
'*'· effect of ioading .and self-'attraction is a 23%.- increase in the pr_edictea - .. --
- . .. . . . ---....-; -~. . . 
. 
. ·· tid{he.igh~:~~ In a·q~-~-f~pn the .ir~egul~ __ dist~ibuti~ri~of"~t~ ocean~ . 
· ·· · '.? v ' ;~~') · ·· --:-- - 1 • • • • • 
introduces ~complicatlOI')~· ·in the response of the oceans .to a pr,es~ribed , 
... , , ... . . ' . . ~ . . 
P?tent-ial a~d a s·ingle scar_ar equati~n no . longer suft"ices • . A set of' 
• • c • I . •. , ·• . . . . . 
omatrice~ · is aeveloped to replace ·t~e scalar. love parameters _and ~h~se are 
. . . ·' . ' . ,, 
used 'to construc-t maps ·of ·several tides which are fhough( to be equi l'ibri ufu. 
.. • • lJ • f • -
. . 
Matrices which gi ve ttre ~erturbed potential and the gravity ti d~ on a .~J:lon-
.. ' ' 
sp~ericallysY,YJmetrfc Earth a·r e also given, and the correct expression for 
. 1 . 
I • 
. .. 
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J, (i . 












"' I j~ ; 
· t.he 1 oild gr'a vimetri c .factOr., about ~hi c~ 't~ere ts: 'been. s~;,;e confus i o~,~---~-
-. , is derived. Previous estimates of the lnJ1uence of equ1l1~rium ~ocean . · . 
. I 
·tides on certain aspects 
"' results using the of the 
-.,.!.'-... 
of the -rotation /of. the Earth are re-worked 
' . l 
. . 
matr1 'method_~ .· l .. 
' ' 
""r 
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, . . 
. . . . 
EQUl'LIBR.IUM TIDES; ·FrRsr ·oRDER THEORY · ~ ' 
' . 
\.. · 
i} . Earth Deformation, Love Numbers-
:. - -. 
. , 
• ' ' J -
·. ~ 
introduc·ed - ~ method of characterizing the ,._.. 
' . ' 
response of an· eiasti~, spherically symm~tric,.gravifati~g 3pbere, 
. . . - _ ............ . 
ini~ially hy~~ost~tical1y stressed, to -a prescrib-ed body force potenti.~l. 
Thl fundamental assumption~ in the theor~. are ·that the de~sity and 
. ' . 
elast~c parameters vary only with geo.centric radius ~nd that all displace-
'ments be _ small. ·Only · in such a case · c'an· the defonn.ation of the body have 
.the same spherical ~hQrmonic fdrm .as the prescribed potential. . 
. . . . . 
-~ 
I • ' As given· by Lov~ 'the two parameters in the theory, called 
~ . ' 0 . . . • 
, ' I . c , 
Lo_v~ -~umbers, may be def1ned· by the f~llowing t~o eq~ations. _ I:F ·un. i~ 
- . . () - . . 
. th . (> • • ' . ~ • ... • • • 
the n ·degree so1id hannol'iliC. in the expansion of the prescribed boHy 
, ' • "4.. ... " • """"" • • ' 
force·potential U-the radial deflection"of the surface--a{ the hody is · 
·-· 
. •' 
,. . -~.1J . ~. ~~~ u;j~ -~ ~~: 
.. 
' (1.1) . 
' . ' 
(\ . . ~ i . ' 
~here .9 is the_ acceleraHon of ·gravity at th~ surfa.ce''and i;n is of c~urse 
a surfa~e ha~m6ni c. of . d~gr~e-n. T.h is define~ the - l·~·v·~ number h ~ As a . 
. . . . . . ' · n 
_ r~sul~ ~f th.e defo.rm.ation the notentiai of. .the bod·y.at ~~e·. s.rrface will _ 
be changed by _ · · · . · · . ~ : · · · . · ' . 





. , • 
. . , 
... 
(1._2) .· . ' ~ 
wnich defines the .~ove numb~r kn. 
/ . 
' .-
. .. . . 
Since· all "displacements · must be small ·· ·. 
' ' ' ' I ~ ' I 
" • 
• r 
-. ' ·,· . 
. l 
• • • • t 







. 'l .,. 
~he· Love number method is · a ~irs t order theorY. and in conmon with a 11 
' ' 
_ oother ~irsf order therdes obeys the princip.le. of lin~ar super:,osi~ion > _ 
rhis is simply because a:ny deformati9n which satisfies the criterion of 
bei,(g .smal-l. doe.s .. not ~-lter .th; ~.istribation, o·f density arid elastic 
• I , : • 
- . para'!Jeters sufficantly to yield a .model with appreciably .differ_ent Love· ·_. 
numbers. Love numbers of degr.ee zero and 1 do not ~xist because the 
' . 
. , 
associated bod~ forces leave the Earth undeformed {a body force derived 
• 0 - • • • • t • 
from a degree-zero ' potential vanishes. identi'cal1y, that d_erived from a · 
. . 
,_,r- :degree-1 - ~tential simply ·accelerates every point in tbe 'Earth_ by the 
. -~~me amount) . ' . (.j ' . 
Most of the -easily observable periodic Earth c1eformations 
( . 
·are of degree-_2 _in a· solid harmonic expansion and consequent-ly prior to 
,· 11 
about 1960 most of t.h~. interest was in evaluatin~ h2 and k2 a'nd· Love . _ 
' . ' 
• . . .I 
numbers of other deg~ee were -seldom mentioned ' in the literature. Sine~ · 
i "" 
.. ! - • 
_1962, however, Lov~ ny~bers up t~_ degree 2~ . hay~ · bee'n a va i 1 a~ l'e from 
.Cal_culations made on Earth models (Longman, 1963 a, b, . 1966; ·-Kau1a, 
I --~963~ Take"uchi et a·l, ]1 96~) -and the Pr:~bl em ~as since beef1 t9 use these .· _ 






- ' ' 
·I 
... 
number.s to in~estigat~ more fully the phenomena which cause the defonn'a-
. . ' I . . .. " · . 
. . . ~ I \ 
- tions or to •deduce how the Earth dep~rfs from the basic assumption, J;hat· 
of spherical symmetry.\ 
\ ' • L 
The fesponse of the Earth to prescribed loads, such as · 
~nowtrn~y al~o ~e des~~ibed in a ~ave n~mber. fo~~at. i~~ defin)ng equations ·.: .. 
for load L(l'~e'numbers ~·re similar to thos-e for non-l oad nurnbe~~· . ·Denoting 
.. .. • I" • •• , • • 
.. load love numbers here and elsewhere with a superscript prime;_ the radial 
. - . - . 
· deflection of the soli<l surface .in response to· a ·load pot\ntial 
. . I . . . 
- .. . ' .. 
U' is i.. - ~: 
. , .. 
. . ,.- I 
.. ~11 := hn · Un /d 
. . .. 












i . ,' 
, ·. 
. . 






' ! '· 
I · ' 
. . , . 
·:~-·· 













. ·, •, 
. . · 
' . . , 
- .3 -
'J ' ..::; _,.. 
-, 
. ·'·: ' . \. . 
' . ' 
and the change··'i.n po~entia1 at the s·urfaFe- is 
• ' I 
l I .~ . k, un. . .. 
_(1.4) 
'·' ... In dire~t ~nalogy with i~ostasy, wher'e yiel~{~g reduc~s the free air 
~ anom~li~s, the potential 'of a load· ·is . redu·c~~~~y yielding. The load Love 
~ ' . . ~ . 
numbers are, therefor,e~ negative (Ta~l_e 1.1). .• load Love numbers of 
d~greel o .· ~nd 1 . . are . possible: . ~ ~egre.i~t.lt'o .loa~ potenticl'l cor-respond~ to 
adding mass at the Earth's surface,. and a degree-!' ,.oad· is· possible · 
~ ' 
because_·a shift in surface rna95 distribution ·does not imply a· shift in . : '6 
the· centre of mass Of the whol ~ - system but only of the centre of mass ··Of 
. . .. . 
the solid Earth . 
' '· 
. . 





The tide rafsing-potential of ·the Moon, for e?(ample, is .. · 
. . I 
. . . 
. . .,p 
, .. . . n . . <~l/ ~ + Un =. X. ~(.I.} Pn (cos 04) . .... 
n- ~ ·n . R R . . 
. . .' . -:). . . . 
. ' 
( 1. 5) .. 
:_ (Piatz~an l972) where 
ti ·= constant of g~avitation ~I 1. ·-
" 
. . 
M = rn!!SS of the . Moo.n : 
- . . 
R = radius to the Moon } ffom the Earth's centre of mass ' • 
r = radius of the observation point 
a= angle subtended ~t the centre of the Earth by radii to the .observation .· 
~ point · and the Moon 
. " ' 
P n_{co.sa) .= Legen~re po~ynoini a 1 of ~egree~n 
I , 
' . 
~ ) I 










· -· 111 response tO thiS pote(lti al _,the eq~i potentia 1 StJrfaces Of a _ri 9 i d 
. . ~ . ., -
' ' 
Earth woulp exhib:i.t .a 'tide' dJ height ·· 
A ~ 
~ Un/f{ 
· ·~\ ' 
_, 
. -. , 
(L6) 
:Since the ocean will attempt ro ad4u~t itself so. :that its sur.fac~ is an . 
equipotential this is normaltly ' te.ken .to be the height of the ocean tide ·· 
thatwould b~ observed.' on th ~ suHac~ of~ dgid .Earth.- 1}1 ~ .is troje 
··on)y to the extent that t'he namics of the ocean ma'y be neglected. 
There are 'in a~dition SOme ot~r complicati o~~ which ~ill .be 'di;c~_s .sed 
'in t. .~ v. If the solid p~r,t .9f -~.e body is deformable · the pptential at 
. ' ' 
. ~ 
the surface ·will be 
· ~ ·. ) 
. •' 
( 1.'7) .·. 
., instead of simply 
- ~ . . 
• I 
- -v- ·un 
. . ~~ - ~ 
. . . l\ ' 
. . 
and. this -.' i ·s the p_otentia1 to ' which the o~eans will be responding. 
' . . . . 
( 1. 8} 
,. •• .. fJ' 
The 
. . 
. . · equipotenti.al ~urfa~es of the solid body will accordingly be · defl e~ted 
~ _.-,; 
radially .b~.~·{}~ 
. . \.. '·•' 
.... _. . 




I \o • ' • • 
with r~spe~t to the Earth 1s centr~. · Negiecting other influences · this is 
" '- I .,' 
. 
. ' . 
also the height above the centre of the Earth to whic~ the ocean surface 
wil -l be raised. Ti.de ga ug~s are , · ~owever , fixe~ t6 . ~he ·sol C" Ea l'th 
... ' . 
I • t- . 






I . " 







( " ' 
.·· . 
5 ::. 
,. ~ , ' ·~ 
·o 
. . 
· The solid ·Earth sur.t:ace ~ill be raised· bY .. 
' " . 
( 1.10) 
.·· ·.· . 
.. and·su.btrac'ting this. from 1..9 gives' the tide h'ei9ht as measured by a tide 
gaug~, 11ame 1 y . . . 
. .. ~ 
The factor 






· is call 'ed. the tide r:educing factor .and it is the ratio of. the tide height 
. 
. . ' 
on an Earth. with Love numbers 'h ,k ·to the tide height .on a rigid Earth. · 
· · · _ n n . _ · . . . . ,.. 
. ' . ,/ ' . . (' 
· (M~h,ior~ 1966). Due to ~he d~stance of the·sun and Moon fr,om~ t~e Earth 
th~raise primarily degree-2 tides. Although degree-3 tidps have been 
. . ·o . ' . 
observed they are · much smaller t 'tian the tides of . degree-2 (Melchior: and' 
· Venedi kov, 1968} • 
' • 
· .. . . . . .ln tidal measurements in .lakes it- is ·reall.y the slope 
J ill • • ' ' • ' J• , o o '. o ~ •• • o ~ o - •,. 0., 0 .1• • , • o a o 
.... · · · .:·.~ . -~;·:~o~,the equi_Potential surfa~es which is measured_ -(Mo~l-t~~' 1:919_; Proudma~, 
. _{~i~1 925} ·.an~this i,s _determined by the .slope of the local verlical wh_ic~· is 
describ~d by_ the same fact~r. The deflection of the local ve~tical is 
















:, ' •. 
, \ 
. .. ; ·~ ' 
r ~: ' 
. ....... ' , . 
. ; 
:- 6 -· 
' . .' ' 
the sur:f~c~ of .the Ea;th in any given dire~tion~ 
' . ·' - '. . . . . . 
· . bano~in (1883) and Sc~weyda~( .. 1908) were ~he first t~ \- _ 
..... . 
measure the tide··reducing factor. Both us.ed ·the monthly and fortNightly 
tides which" they assumed to be equ.il ib~i .um tides (Proudman ·(i960) ·. , 
. .· I 
I • . ' . , , ·. . 
subsequently found this to be an unjustifiable assumption) and .obtained ·· 
. ·. . . . ··\ ·r·· 




Darwin 0.675 ± 0.084 
. " 
·schweydar 0.625 ':t 0.043 
~ 
· monthly .. 
0.680 ' ± 0~387 
0.6,05 ± 0.012 
I ' 
'rabl~ · l.l The tide redu~i~g fa~t~rs·· .d'~ (na~i~, Schweyd~~) . . 
.. • - .. ' t • • ., • . ' 





Th~ va l 'ue computed from Earth mode 1 s is 0. 690 using Longman Is (196J) results. 
This small discrepancy is sur~ri~ing in vie~ 6f the num~e~ of er~ors a~d 
. . ' 
omissio~s in ·f.ll. · rh~ errors· ar.e di.sc;:ussed.more fully jn l.iv~ .' 
'• . 
· ' 
';;;) The Gravimetric Factor :• 
_,. 
' 0 
The second fa~tor which has been extensively measured is . 
... . . . 
the ,gravimetric_ factor " con.vehtiona~ly donated by on~ ·when the. Earth 
. . ~ . 
experiences the. tidal potentiaJ of the~oon, for example, there is a periodic 
' ' ' I ' • ' 
fluctuation in the acceleration ·Qt gra~ity observed on the surface due to 
... -















. \ ~ ' 
. 'i" . . '' 
'1 0 • 0 








. . . (, 
.. , 
t . 
· t. . 
· : 
: .. . 
. . 
' . Q 
0 ' .• 
. · - 7 -
.. 
. . . . ' 
be observed o~ ·a rigid Earth·. If lJ · is tbe.nth .degree component of the · 
. . . . . . . . ~ n . . . ·-
t~de raiiing pptential (equatid~1.5) the direct ~ontribution to the . 
0 
acceleration of.g'ravity with gmea'sure"d · positi~ely.upwards is 
. ~ . . . ' . . . 
6o:.: = J Un 





2) The gravitational acceleration of the deformed _part 
:· . . 
· · ·.of the Earth . .The defotmation potentia-l of the Earth has the value 
I' 
. . 
· kn ()Jla) 
J, . ' 
. ... 
..._ at the surf'ac.e: and fa 11 s· ofras 
- . . 
' · · .· n+l 
. · kn Uff'~( ~) _, ~ . .. ' 
. . 
( 1.16) 
so the accelerat'ion .of gravity due to the deformation is 
. . . 
. ., 
' . . 
) : · ·.· . ·~a =ir C~;,· unl~l'*'Hr:a. 
).. 
:: - kn ·Un ( n -t; l) (1:17) 
, a. ·' . . --
•• • ' .:, • ' <II • • ' - ./ ' 
. ~ . . 3) Th~ va~iatian of g prod~ted by mo~ing the g~~vimeter 
. ,• . .. . . ...-' ' ' ' :. ·, . . 
· i_n the. lind~f9pn~d !Jr~vity _ field .. of t~~ Earth,~~If ~is _the hei,ght the , 
SUrfaCE! i~ r·ai~e~ this. c'ontrib_utio~ to the~ gravity.-tide is · 
. . . 
.. · ~c· · .. 
' . 
I ' ' 
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· .. . 
. , . . ... - -
. - . 
~ 9-
. ' 
By sunming togethe-r the three contributions the total 
. " . ' 
' • 4)t .. • • 
lt~c;r= {n +d. h.- C~+l)kn) ~ · 
gravi,t_.Y tide is 
·'· 
. ' 
( 1. 19) 
. . 
The : factor. 
' ( l. 20) 
. ·"' 
' is ' caf\ed the gravimetric factor and it is the ratio ·o·f th_e gravit~ tide 
on an ~arth with Lov~ numbers ·hn,kn ' to the gra~ity tide on~ r~gid Earth . 
I f) t o 
•. ·In mu_ch the same' way a gravimetric factor for load 
potentials is ·derived in chapter 5. ·-. . 
. ' # ' . . ., ... 
'· 
•' 
' iv) Th·e Indirect Effect 
' ,i 
When measurements:of t~~ tide ~educi~~ factor ~e~e first 
m'ade it was found that -there was a wide scatter in the n-umerical ·values 
I . 
obtained.- Values of a2· range~ from 1.056 .to 1.28: -and values of y2 f~om 
a·.330 .to ·l.ll9•(Melchior,· "1966) . . Hecker (1907) recognized the source." ·. 
--
' , . . . . 
of the poor results and attributed it"~o the. indirect_ effect of the ocean~ ' 
I • 
Equation 1.11 appnes_ strictly to the .'tide' in the equipotential s·urfaces 
' . r ·pf spherically symmetric oceanless planets. The indirect effect-has the 
e i ~ ,. 
following influence -on the tide .height: · 
'I.: ' 
- l) _The .ocean itself having· appreciab)e mass alters the 
po~ential field to which it is responding. 
' ' ' 
2) Th·e . roadi.ng· of the ~rust .by 'the ~cean tide :creates an 
... 0 ' ' 
I J 
'f, {J • • 
·' 
II . 
. ' i ' · .
. . 
. ·· .. 




additional poten~ial which tends to reduce the feedback from (1). 
_The simple explanation for ~1) arid {2) is thai whe~ · a 
tide is produc.ed by the prescribed potential the ·gravitational force of 
' • • t. • ~ ~ I I • 
I . 
the _water mass attracts more water to it and the .result is a tide of 
.. . 
{ . 
increased amplitude. When the ocean bottom .deforms u~~er the' load of the 
tide .the gravitational pull of the tide is reduced in the same way that 
. 
isu~tatic yielding reduces free air grav~ty anomalies . 
, 
. Betause th~ Earth is. loaded by non.:.gl~bal ()oceans _it doe's< : -' 
not satisfy the Love number requirement of spherical ' symmetry. In fact, 
. i. . 
· due _ td the larg.~ amplitude of the ocean tide, the ocean cannot even be 
· treated as a perturbati.on on an otherwis~ spheri~'ally symmetric Earth. 




oceans means that when forced by a degree-2 .potential the o~ean may 
respond .with ti9e coefficients of any degree and order depending on the 
exact shape of the.ocean. Any physical tide will have ~t least the · 
modulation' of the ocean function (Chapter 2) and as a result the coefficients 
of the 'tide will not reduce to zero with. increasing degree any faster than 
. ' 
the co~fficients ih the ocean function (Table B.lj. To adequately describ~ 
'a tide therefore it .. should be expanded to. deg·ree and order 8, :whiah ~l's th'e 
0 
extent to which. the ocean function coefficients are a va i i ab 1 e ( Murrk and 
. ' ' 
MacDonald, 1960; Balmino et ~ 1973). 
Kelvin {1863) first pointed out the necessity of allowing· _ 
for. load yielding ~nd sel f-aftractton .- St~eet (1925) introduced a correct:ion · 
' 
for loading and Rosenhe'ad (1929) solVed the prob]em of self-attraction. 







. eno.~gh to ex hi bit a t:i de .but srila 11 enough so th'a t the tide height waul d . 
' 1 
be small and hence loading and self-attraction could be neglected .. For 
I , . . ' 
the sa~e re~sons the tide in buried pipes filled with water·was measured , 
. ..... . . . 
(Micheison, 1914; Michelson and Gale, ·1919) .. Although these methods 
I 
I 
avoided the error Qf using non-equilibrium tides (?are being taken to · 
ass.ure that the resonance peri ads of the water bodi &-·were ·far removed 
0 • • 
_, \ . 
from the diurnal period) and eliminated loading and self-att~action 
" . ' problems, cqmplete allowance for the indirect effect was still not· I 
achiev·ed. Th'is was because,- although unknown and unsuspected by these·. 
authors,' tides in the open'ocean can af.fect the deflection of the vertica.l 
- J .. 'l 
an~ especially the gravity tide at mid-continent stations (Pertsev, 19~6). 
. . . . 
·This effect of th~ distant ocean~ on the d~flection of the vertical is 
impossible to correct for because without a ·Knowledge of the tide in the 
. . 
open sea the correction. is impossible to estimate. As yet the ttde in the 
. . \ 
global ocean at the important diurnal and .semi-diurnal frequencies is 
imperfectly known although Farrell (lg72) has appreciably· reduc'ed the 
·gravity tide residual at mid-continent stations (Kuo et ~' 1970) by · 
. 
using the co-tid~l.chart of Hendershott (1972). Although·Pertsev hgndl~s 
the problem correctly there still exists some confus.ion in the west 
about how the problem-should be handled in a Love number format particularly 
'· 
as regards the Jo.ad gravimetric factor (Fa·rrell , -1970, R 25; Slichter, 
1972, p 316). The correct expression is derived in 5,ij, 
Rosenhead (1929) attempted to apply a correction to the 
,. . 
reducing factor which would allow for .ocean self-attractibn • . Although 
. .,... ..... " 
- . ; . 
substantially correct his method somehow escaped fdrther ment.ion in the 












A mo_r:-e ·systematic approach was . needed to. account for 'the. 
indirect effec in the tide height problemr .Munk~nd M~cDonald {1960) 
-' , ' . , 
outlined a 'method f predicting tide _heights allowing for feedback and · 
. ~~ 
. . 
continentality; Their result although substantialJy . ~orrect was derived 
~n an "u~n·e~~ssarily circuitous. tn~nner whic_h tended; to obscure. ~h~ phy~i~s ·_ 
~ t . . . ~ 
involved, arid as originally given contains two typographical errors. · 
Their equation · s~12.8 should read 
{1.21) . · 
··where ~ is the tide height, ~r 
1
and · j~ are th~ tide ~educing factors fo'r · 
. non-loa~ and lo'ad potenthls respectiVely, . Ur ~nd"U~tre the . prescribed 




' " f the mean ·dens it;. of the ·Earth,~· is the o~ean ·function, and the . constant : . 
. . ' . . 
is require~ ~o satisfy the -requirement of conserva~i on of ocean mass: 
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i ·.CHAPTER 2 . 
. ;' ; - .r ' • . • - ~ 
' r • ~~ . 
. ,,l ·" 
•. 
. . ~ 
EQUILIBRIUM TIDES; ·sECOND QROER TAEORY 




· Chap_ter 1 ·des~ribed some of the ina_dequacies ' of 
.. . 
. \ . 
theoretical s~u~i~es ·of oce~n/Earth ttde int~racti~~s. In this chapter 
· .. ~ . the problerA of the indirect effect of .the oceans on the tide height and · 
. . , ' 
the consequences of. the non-gl oba, i ty of the_ .ocean f~~ the Love number 
' ' 
· ·.concept will be explored in detai.L · Also the equations for the co-
.. . efficients. in the s.urface ha':""'nicxpansion of ocean tides win bO , . 
solved so that these c.oe.fficients may be readily computed for any. - tid~l 
potentia 1 i ~ ~rms' ·of the coeffi c; ents of _the prescri oed poten~i a 1 .. ~ 
., 
In . order to see how each effect separately alters the , ~ 
\} ., 
. simplistic 1.11 I shall consider- each effect in turn by examining va'r.ious 
' , ' 
idealized models. 
" . ' I I' • 
0 • 
'' 
ii) The Effect of Ocean _Self-Attraction . ,, . . 
, . 
\ . . , . I · , 
To m6del t~is .. effect ' conside~ ~ :;igid Eart}i.with- global _. 
oceans and suppose ~he height of ·the tide due ·to ' the prescribed 'pote'ntial U · 
is E; , with coefficients U and F,; in a surface harmonic expansion.'· By ,. 
- . n n . 
treating the tide as a 'lay~r ~f thick~~ss ~and density f. equal. to ' the . 
~ 1. \ " 
density. of sea water the potenti~l of the ti de may easily be found 'to be · 









( 2. 1) 
(Munk and MacDonald.,ll 1960,- p29), where /! is the density of sea wa_w,r 
and f the 'mean. d~nsity of the .. Earth·.. The derivation of .(2.1) is · giv~n 




- o I ' 
where V
0 
is the undisturbed potential .of the Ea.rth. ·.Since V is to be 
. ' . 
. '!l; · COnstant On t~e fluid SUrface the part Of 2;2 which depends .On ·latitude 




.- I . . l 









. ..,- ~ . 
The last _step ·can ' cinly be performed because the Qcean is global ~ and · as · a . 
• 1 ° ' I 
1 
• 
resu_lt u and ~ · have . the same surface' harmonic" fo'rm ' . 
. . ' 
' . 
. Although the ' solid part of this Earth model is r i gid and 
-· , . 
the~~fore has the Love -number hn = 9 the respons~ of its· fluid. s~rfac~ 
. . ' . ' 
to ·a prescribed potential can b.e ·descrihect'by the ' Love number•· 
• ! 
., ;, ·· . i 
~'" ~ ' v ~ 
j' 
.• 




I , • 
.. 
-; . 15 -
i } c • ' • 
. ·· f/ ·=· ·' I . \ ' ·' . -(2. 5} . 11 ,. 3/} . 
! ; . " -,, '. ·' 
. . . (d. n + n f . . , 
Since the equilibri~m · t;ide in a global-ocean . on a ri_gid ·Earth .is given_ 
. . . 
· ·si~bly_ by Ur(g when. ~elf-attra~ti~n is neglected, _fn represents an . 
amplification f~ctor. -T~e theoretical . tide heights are 'ncreased about 
l o% b_y ·se.l f-attraction i ~ the case of a degree-2 potential;_ . 
- ..c ' • ' \ . . 
-
Now the perturbed potential of this. model is 
!;. ~n _= r -3·a /';, C:n 
. · . n (d.n+ i)f 
.. . 







\ . · .. ' 
where ·. 
<jjn = 3 fo · • . · i -
·. (~n+l)f . J - li : 
1 (aniOf 
and gn is the 'love number' kn for· this model. ·. 
. ' ' I . 
.. .. 
-( 2. 7} . 
d .• 
. ' . 
..... • I!> As long as ' the global ocean on this · model is de~per than . 
. \ . . ' . 
any possible tide the model is equivalent to a · homogeneouss-.incompressible 
fluid Ear.th. As .a check ... on the -~alidity . of ~.5 · and ~.7. com~~~e thes~ 
( 
solutions with those. found by Kelvin (186'3} and.- given by J~keuchi (f950, 
. •. 
. . 
.· · · · · p 668) for_ a homogeneous ·incompres~ible Earth of rigidity A . , For d'egree-2 
. . 
. . . ·. 
· equations Z·S1 ?.·7 become · 
~ -
'· . 










. ' • 
0 
' •, . 
.. 









- . I . .. 





. h~,. s-); m 
• ,A • • 
k). = 3/a... m ' ' 
~ (' +.~i;~ J . ' (2.9) 
- I 
and for a fluid .jflodel)A._=o, ·m~ - / and 
' • • I 
k~.= 3/J- ,· . ·' (2.10) ·. 
' . 
. I 
St.L.·F ATTHAC:flON .SEL.f 'AlTRACTION 
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THE ErFECTlVE LOVE NUMBERS OF ~ RIGID· 
.f:ARTH MODEL ' ~ruTH . GLOBAL. OCEA,Ng -TAKING · 
INTO ACCOUNT OCEAN SELF ATTRACTION 
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.. • ·i 
<-
Equations i.s and 2.7 are con;i~tent . with ia~euchi's more ~eneral 
. . ' c . 
. . 
equations. The values off and g are given ·;n Table-. 2.r. 
. n n - -
~ii) . The Effect of Load-Yielding 
. I 
. . . ,~ 
0 
The model used -in this section wi11 be a global ocean 
on an otherwise rea i i stic·· Earth. The prob 1 em wi i 1 be handled in two 
step~. First. the ·ocean ~urface will be considered to be acted on by all 
! . 
the potentials it would experience because of the feedback and the :deflection 
0 ' • ~ •• 
' . . ,..,. . ' 
with respect to the Earth's centre will be obtained. Second the ocean 
I , . 
bottom''wi11 be '. d~formed by all the potentials · including the ocean tide ana 
_ t~e ~efle_ction of the ·solid su·rface with respect to the Earth's centre 
. . . 
•(, 
. will b~ obtained. The me~~ured tide will be obtained by subtracting one 
from the other. · 
The . potentia 1 s w_hi ch act on the ocean surface are: 
J) the potential of the lindeformed Earth: 
(2.10) 
where· .;' -is tthe -amount the sea surface is rai'sed above the centre of t~e 
· Earth. 0 0 
. "' 
. ' 
2) the prescribed potentia1s which do not/do load the · 




., : . " n ·(2.11) 
. I 
. ' . 
. ~ ' .. .. 
' ' ' 
\ 
·, . . 
.. ' 
. · . . ·
. '·, 
' I 
..; 18 .:. 
; "• . 
3)_ the deformation ' potentia,ls or the Earth ·as· a · · 
. . . 
.. result of the pr~s:<:ri bed potentia 1 s: 
. . 
\ ~r-.... _..1 
'('G.·,.,:- "'. 
..... 
' • . 
.. ' 
4)' th~ potential _qf t 'he tide itself: 




' ' ' ' ' ' . . . 
· 5) th'e deformation potential of the solid Earth'as a 
. . .. ( . ' ' 
resu 1 t of the o'cean tide: . 
' ' . 
These fi v~ ·p~tenti aJ s c~n ·now be. s urimed together, to ·obt~ in ·the potentia 1 . · 
4- '38 ~ ~-n . 
can+Of 
. (2.15} . 
0. 
0 
If this ·s.urface is to be an equipotential the variable part'of 2.15 
\.. . . . . ' . 
must be a constant on the .sea surface, which gives , 
3,~~· = t: ( U~+ _U~ + k11 U11 + k~U~ ?ff ~) ~n 
- ·... · · · . ~n+lf 
















Now considering the deflections of the solid Earth 
.. 
surface as a result of: 
. .. 
. . 
:· 1) 'the prescribed poten~i a 1 s: ( 
L. hn Un · ) I h·n• U~ ~7· 
. ., - " --lJ. 
- .- 8 - . s . -
t (2.17) .. ~ 
' 
' 
: 2) the ocean tides: •· <l 




Summing t~ese two- together gives for·the total deflection of the solid · • 0 , , 
0 
' . '! • • \ d ~ • • ' • ~ 
Earth surface with respe~t to the Earth's centre, • I 
(2.-19) 
·- • t ~ " ! • " ' • 
_S.ubtracting . this from?.'16, we notetha·tthe tiqe measured with respect to 
the Earth's crust is the difference between t.he tide. mea.sured with ~espect . · .-
.· . . . . . ' .. . 
- . - . 
· to the Earth's C~ntr~ ~and th~ solid Earth .tide, i.e. 
~: ~·- ~·' . ' · ( 2. 20) -
This results in 
. 3~" RI•K .. -h,.) .U~ +(l+k:~~h~'TU~ 
- • • p 
t_ , -f(f,-4; K~- h~) ~~t -~1\ J. f ( OA Sf . 
·.. ~ntlf · 
{ 2. 21) 
~ or, i.ri keep.ing with Munk and MacDonald~ onotation·, . - ... 
I ;:[If, 
l 'r. 
~ . . . 
.... . . 










- ~0 - ' . ·. 
.r 
.  
. . . ' . ~ 
. .. / 
' " 
. ~ E,~ "~ ~t[~(J, U11 _+ J~ U~ ~ J~3a f. £,~: Cons·r.<z.zz> 
where · · (J.:n iJ)f', .. 
Jn = 1-+ ~n- h, 
. ' 
·l 
( 2. 23) 
J \. . ~- k. I .hi · n~ ::. -+ . n -::- n --
... 
-·.· 
· The. cons'tant i.n 2.22 is determined by requiring co~servatjon of water: 
I ' ' \, ' • ' • (~ 
.i • e. 





_· · Jfo.~Js :- ·o 
'. s .· 
(~. 24) 
·, 
where s is the Earth Is -surface. In 'the case of 'gl oba 1 -~cean( the constant : 
· , 
i~ro (except f~r a .loa_d . which ·~dds ma~s to ·the E~rt~),~n . n_on:..global . 
· o·ceans thee}onstant is non-z~ro and ~epre_~~nts _.~n _.adju~~me~t in level 
referred to as the Darwin correction·(M &·M 1960 p •. lOO).· - We return to 
.. . · , ' .. · . .. " ' 
this point in 2. iv. · Equation ·2:'2? 'giv.es. ·· for:- t~l;!· t .i.de heights (n ~ 1) 
. - ' 
. ' 
. I · I · 
+"·J.n·. u .· I-~ ':J ' 3 f . f · . ~~+Of .· 
· . 
. , . . 
· . . Aga-i(l the l_ast step can on-ly· be--performed · because E; and u have the sa~e • . 
. ' . 
. . .... .. 
· harmonic form. The numerical values of the two Love number ·parameters . 
~ ,.. - p • • ~ • 
· are~given in Table 2.2 • . For a d.egree-2'pot'ential .which doe~ ~ot .. load 
p • • • • ' • 
. ' 




. ·. J··· 
. _1_ J~-i) .o ·- · ~ -~-S4Z . •. ·. 
. ~~·Q ' 
.. ;. . f -: -~ 
' 
. • • - .:> . 
. ' 
so that the tid~ reducin~ factor is. increase<L_,~,v. .about '20% when load 
. ;. • 
(2.26) 
. . , Jr 
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.. 
THE EFFECTIVE LOVh NUMBER K AND THE 
~FFECTIVE TIDE 'HEIGHT OF AN .EARTH " : 
MODEL WHOSE ELASTIC RESPONSE IS DESCRIBED 
' BY THE LOVE:. N,UMB£~5 H,'K·: . ."M~D ,.HOSE . I • 
SURFACE IS COVf:.REO . WITH GLOBAL OCEANS. ·., 
. ,' . THE LOVE , NUMBEHS OF THE f:.LASTIC -~ART o 
o ARE T A~EN F~OM· · LO~GMM.J. ( 1963) • 
·'· 
. 
• 0 • • . 
. . ~ - The deformation' potential of_ this ~~d~l due to a. non-
.. ' 
... · ·· .. load potenti~l · is · ,· 
. " . . 




I ' • , 
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I o ,' 
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- ~ ... 
r 
~ k;, Un· + ~~ 38!- E.n T 3a t:. · E..n' 
· : ~ln+ J)f . {~n+J)f · (2.27.) 
= ~ ~kn .f.{l + k~).3fo. I Jn . ] Un 
. (a» t t)f . J - Jn' 31! 
using 2 .. 25. · (~n+iJf 
A satellite· o·rbftlng this model Earth, or in·-ract the 
' . 
. -
celestiai body which produces the-prescribed ~otentia1~ will. ~ee this 
potentia.l as the· deformation p_otential o~ the -model: Its response may / 
be characterized by· the effective Love number ' 
. " . ... 
I r 
1. -ln'3f. 
. · ~n +l}f 
For ~· degree-2 )Jot~nti a i ... k2eff = 0. 366 •. which· is_ an _; ncrease of 15% 
over the valu~ Lorigman (1963). finds for the solid Earth . The exact · 
. . 
; . ,) . 
· ~value· o{ the deformation potential' of .. .;the Earth is impor,tant for studies 
. of satellite orbit perturbations. 
I . 
' ,- . 
Smitn et al.(l972) . have'used lase~ tracking of satellites 
-:. ·in the hope of. detecting.l pol~r motion ... They fi-nd_ 4 
{2.29) 
~est fits the.ir data. The theory of tidally..:.influenced sa.tellite orbits 
was developed fn a. series of papers by Koza i ( 1,965, 1967, l968) ·who 
. . 













' Newton {1~68) inv~stigated the problem with the view particularly of 
finding .the phase l~g of th~- s·olid-Earth t 'ide so that the tidally-
4. , I 0 
influenced secula~ acceleration of the E&rth could be deduced (Dicke, 
. ' 
1966, Munk, 1966) . ·He found--.~- \ . 
(2 •. 31) 
t:l 
Lambeck and Cazenave (1973-), recogni.ting that the oceans influenced the 
value o'f.k2eff as seen'.by satellites and that the n_on-glo_bality~f the 
oceans required ne~ approaches to Love number theory, · explored the 
relationship between the whole Earth tide tatmospher:-ic, oce'a'Mc, and 
.direct and indirect solid-Earth) and a low satellite orbit • . Under the 
-assumption that the solid Earth response to both load and non-load 
. ' 
> 
-potentials was well understood, they asserted that the satellite 
perturbations could be used to s_tudy and map 'the oc"ean tides. They found 
.. 
that forJow .i'nclination orbits k2eff is 17% lower than the .elasti9 k2 
. . . 
and for high inclination orbits k2eff is 5% lower. Jeffreys arid Vicente .-
. . . ' ' 
(1957) in a study of_ the Chandler wobble deduce that k2eff is increased by 
. I 
12% by the oceans~ In a simiiar studj Molod~nskii, " (l961) obtains a 16% 
increase. The differences between these ~everal observational and 
(! ('i-: 
. - . ~ -
theoretical results, and 2.28, may be attributed to (a) shortcomings in 
. . . 
the sate1l'ite orbit interpreta!ion, (b) failure (except by Jeffreys an_d 
Vicente, and Molode~skii) ·to take in.\o account- the dyna~i~al res.ponse of 













I · . ' 
. n 
h:) The Effect of the Non-Globality of t~e Oceans · 
0 
The stm~ way of treating tWe non-globality of the 
.1' . 
oceans is to solve for the -global ocean tide and simply truncate the 
. I 
solution to zero on land. The function which accomplishes this· is th·e, 
ocean functio·n,- defined .by Munk and MacDonald (1960): 
" . / 
'\ 
: { 0 where there is 1 and 
. = I where there a~e oceans . 
, 
I 
. (2. 32) 





:"and _f; will have exactly the same values where there are oceans as it waul d.; 
for a global ocean, and 'zero height ~here there is land. If~ and-~ 
3 ' 
are expanded in . surface harmonics · . 
(;c &)l') = f f. P;c(os~>(a:'cos ~- + . o: sbi"mc\ ). ; . ~ ·· · 
7) lhO . - · _' . \ 1 
. ' . ~ 
· \ · · .- n · ·. · " { 2 34) · ·~ ( ~~.r') ;: I: E,;,.= ~ 2: Pn(,os&)(":'cosm~ -t z.; sin-m~J ·· _ : 




where 9 is the .co-latitude and A the longitud~, it can be seen that F,; 
I ... I • 
·will not in general have the s~me harmonic form as the forcing function U . 
. ~· . ' .. . 
' ·"" .. Tides of d~ree-n and order m,will depend on the .poter;~tials of degre~s 












raise tides of numerous _degrees and o,rders depending. on' the ocean ' 
' . ' 
function. This suggests that the_equations for the tide height co-
efficients may be ~ast in ·a ~atrix form such as: 
. , 
·m Y, -' -
A square matr~x whose element~ 
_ are determined by . the coeffi-
ients of the bc~ari function 
nd the load and non-load 







Here y.,.'"a_re the cJfficients of-the -fide ancr l.Jt are the ,coefficients 
· of the potential. It will be found in 2.vi that the sol~tion for ~he 
tide coefficients can be given in this manner. 
(' . There is one additional complicatio~ intr~duced by non-
.. 
. . 
glob~lity, that is, an apparent_n_on-conservation ofwater-masst. This is 
.. 
. . 
overcome by re~uiring that the total 'mass of the oceans be_ col1stant, i.e. 
.. 
'I 
o ~[E. ds =o. 
-s r 
(2. 36} . 









·where s is the sur.face ·of t~e Earth. t . Us..i ng the 'ort~onorma 1 i ty· pr.operti es _ 
-, .. ~ .... 
of the surface harmoni.cs it is' clear that 2.36"is ,equivalent to s-tating 
n . 
0 (2-: 37) 
In the next section allowance w~l~- be made for explici-t mass tonservatiC?n· 
.· ' ~ 
The SO:-far undetermfned con'stant in ·2.21 is determined by '2.3 6 (or, 
equivalently," by 2.37). 
y) Equifibriu~ Tides on a Real Earth ,•. 
'Y . ' . . 
The method · o.f sjmply trurkatjng the tide to zero on 
fJ' • 
·land is not consistent. with _the feedback of the 9ceahs on themselves 
.. 
_ . either dir(\ctly or indirectly through the l9ading. This :;s because in 
d.oing so _one-is allowing for the feedback fran land areas to sea areas 
~ --...... " 
as if there were ocean ti de_s _in the 1 and areas, and then g~aki ng the . _ 
contradictory statement that· there ar~ no ocean tides in land areas. , 
· ' 
ClearlY, the con~it~on that there be no ocean -tides in land areas must be 
appl~ed before the feedback i$ considered. _ Returning to equations 2.16' 
and 2.19, ~and applying the ocean function after subtracting, we find 
~ 
so that it i$ explic~t that there is no. feedback from land ~reas. Apart 
- . . 
from the constant re'qui red for mass conservation' these are' ·th' equa ti o~s 
" : - \ . 






. · . 
...... 
·:- 26 ·-·. 
· Hendershbtt (1972). : 
' · , L' \ . 
.., 
. ·~. 
. . . ... . . 
vi) The Solution of. the Equations 
' . 
Hendershott's method of optain.ing ._ t~e . solution'of 2.38 
·.. - ~s throu~h a Gr.ee~' s t it~ti~n approach. Refognizing. t~at. the last variable 
1 n 2. 3 8 1s a feedba tenn 1 t may, be transform~d into an 1 nteg.ra 1 . 
~ . . . . . , ~ . . 
. . ' . 
.- (2.39) 
· where • 
·. 
.. ' . 
. G_Ce;A'Je,r') = i 1~ li~ t c.os»al\ ·cos'IJ1(\1 . 
,., . m . , 






· cxn = 3 fo 
· (d. n+J)f 
and the equ_ation for ti-de heights becomes 
. . . . "'' 
Here- fo~ brevity we consid_er· .only a no'n-;-load potential ~ . 
' ? .. -
•""' I ( 





' ,.. . . . 
). Although his inte~est was n<?t in ectuilibrjum tides his, s·ug~estion .?f·· 
. an . i1terative sqlution -~ay be u~ed here eff~ctive.ly~. That i~ the 
standard formula for tide heights may be inserted in the left·hand 
. . . 
. . 
. . . 
side of 2:42 and ·a better approxim~tion may be found: Thus 
. ··would be the first :;tep in the iteration. It may' .also be wor~hwhi le 
. ~ 
. . . 
to ·approach the ocea·n tide problem in the same way as lake ti.des are ., 
approached, · th~t is thr-ough the slope of t'he equipotential sur~ace.s with 
. . 
respect to the crust. Differentiating by Cl and. i.\ gives ! • 
. . 
. . ' 
' 
" . 
.U... ~ ·= ·r .]n .sl. U, + ( f(c9El'} cS~e~'rl')_l G(e~ J 6~') · d s~ 
cl ~ )1 fJ d& ~I ' • Ji\ . . . 
I . . . . 
(valid_ in the oceans} and ·these equations could then be 'solved -together 
. with the additional constraint 2.37 imposed by mas!i conservation ..... -
.. . , . . . ~ ... · ~ , . 
The method s ugge.sted ~Y Mun k and Ma~Oona 1 d ( 1960} yi e 1 ded · 
simulta~eous equations in the various coefficients and they gave only·the 
w ; 
~ . 
degree-2 order-zero coefficient in terms of several others. The solution _ , 
· :· , of the equations is attempted here in ma.trix form, the final result being 
I " • - • ' • 
o, 
· matrices which are to. the non-global oceans what the scalar love numbers 
. . ' . 












' ~ · 28 ":' - ·. 
. ' . 
Starting with 
• I 
. , . 
f ~.JI = r·~r~ Jr u~ , .. -;J; u: + J; 3a t:. f.,. +, c·~nsr] (2:4fr) •.• : "; . 
. - . .. . c~:r:-~- t>f· · .. , 
and expanding a1l the variables' in .-surface. harmonics 
. . . ( ' . . 
. . . , . . 
-~ -~ ~ · P~c UJ ~ •> [ Yi ·cos &f. r. :"_ z.~ t sin 4 " . r• . . ~ . . 
c;" ~ Pn .. (<.oso{ a: Cos)lltl : b: SiuA · . . 
(J = ~ P! cco~B)[ uf c.o.so .. v,t ~Jn t~J · · 
u'=~ ~ P/< cose>[v'i'~~s e~ ""· v1 ~t"' _t"] 
. . 
~esul,ts, afte~ substitution 1n 2.45J in the following.' . 







= -~ ·co .nsr. 
+ tra: Jr u: p; p; cosm~ cost~ 
. ""L ., 
. rot . . 
• .. • # 
. + "' 1 '"~ R)l\ P t · . · .. . 
a, ,.·vr " .,. c.osm~ smtc\ 
--~-
··· 
' • . 
. ., t '"t · . . ; + b, J,.. Ur .P"' P" san1n~ co$er\ 
. . 
~· .... a: 1; u;t P: Prt (OS'IW\C\ c.'os t (\. :. · . 






. . ' 
. ' 













. . ·. + ""''1' V,'t Q)lil P,t. -. ' lin · r .,. T J\ t cos l'r\c\ s t 'P\ ( (\ ,. 
• I , 
. ' 






. ' . .. 
· +~: J~.cx1' Yr.ll._p;pi Cos)n~ (osE!t\ I • 
"' ' · .t P,"' nt · ].. · 
+ ~~ .Jr o<r Zr ·. 11 _ rr s \)\ lt\A sin.~~ . . . 
. J 
In order to .faci 1 itat~ computation' the -coefficients Yr( and 2.$ are· now .. . 
' •; I •\ • • ~ I / ' a 
n.ot the tide height ~-~~f{i.cients but .the tide· height coeff~ ci ents 'inultipl i ed 
by g. Mul'ti.plying. both sides by P;siMqtt and integrating -~ver the surface 
.' one obtains, , after cpllecting .terms and rearr.anging·. 







• . ' 
D 
'.) 
. . ' 
... 















1 D~ D~ oq · · . . .1 .rn r r r P_ cos_ mt\ c.os f,\ Sl~ 9 f\ q S 
' s ·.. ' . ' 
+b"'( 1 u-t J'· '~ ...,, · ~· ) 
· · }\ · r ~ "" r ~r '*. ~;rO:r _Yr 
r, r~ si)\m~ coset\ 3't"q" ·ds _·. \ 1 R. lJ"'.ort npq ·~ . · , . . 
+ b; ( ?t- Vrt t _1; .\(/ t J~ C?<r z:) 
X ( P.,"' p,t p~ ~in""-" si" :tr, s iY...qAdS 1· . . · . . Js . . ' 
+ l ~, - ' :_. 
o c~n.sT. 
·. . 
. . . 
_. 
. ( 2. 48) 
J~ ' • 
··-. • , ~ ·.· · .. 
. . . . ' ' '. ' . . . . . ·.·. 
by'·the orthonormality of the a~soc.iated legendre polynolnials. Likew-ise. 
· lt!t.Jltiplying both si_des of 2:47 by .. Pp\osqt\ and integrating over the surfac·e 
I 




·y; · = . L[ a:("Jr u: · + 1~ u~' -+ J~ rXr~,-Yt) · ~ 
~M . 
' ' . .,. ( . . . . 
.-
1 P: P: P: (.OS ill~ c o.m. cos q A d.s . . . . . . 
:5 . . ' - . 
+ ,. c· J ~ , . \ t . , . ~· ) 
. q, r-Vr · +· 1r Vr .+ J.,..~,. z.,. 
. . , . 
.... 











't r J)"' o( n~ . . . 
).s _r~ ·. 1;. rfJ . . S .l~"'A cos ltt co~ q~\ d~ 
b~ ( 1r Vrt ~ J; v;l t ~; ~ r 2l) · 
_. 






· In order to red~ce the algebra ·we drop explicit reference to the Darwin · 
~.or~eoti on (the ·,ten.s. a~lo.,l. b~£C.As1. ) ~ satisfy eonservation ~f ma.ss : 
-requirements by using 2.36. . · 1 . 
. · The· eqy_ations 2.4R. and 2_.49 may ~e .cast in matrix form 
. but they can be simplifie~ somewhat by looking .at the integrals over the 
lo~gifude, )... . .There are four types of these in~egral s: 
·1) i nte,gra 1 s 0 f thf'ee sine funct 1 on s 
j 
2) integrals of three cosine functions .. 
·3) integrals of two sine and one cosine 
'4). integrals of two cosine and one sine· 
The product of" three ?dd ~unctions is odd and accordingly :integrals of 
• .'J •• • ; .• 
type 1 vanish. The product of two even-and one odd functions is odd ·and 
. -

















' . ,f. 1ft ( 1. . ' q -y' "( . \ .( )' ·y~ = ~La» rUt + ..Jr U.,. + 11' ~t y.,. 




Y;P;_P: Pi. c~s~A ~os~.~ Cos1~ d~· - · .. 
• 
... 1'\ ( . \ . '( I . ~ 
. . "· + b n. ( "'J.r Vr :+ J r Vr ~ 1,. O<. r Z r) 
' . 
' ' 1 P .... P/P~ s i• ,r,;.. ~i.,..t~ ~o,~i\ ds] ·t. (2. 50)" 
. s· . 
- ' -
. ' 
:z4 . [ '"( f .. \ ,q 1' . ~) I - ~-~)I _1~Vt"'. -tJ,..v, _ .. + rOI..rZ·r 
-' p 
r( ~ .,.. ~ 
•• tp;'prtp~ . ·CO~ · W\.1\ Co~ ef) .Sl)\Cft\ ds ' • ' 
""' 
)1\ ( ' • f \ ·~ ' \' , . ) 
. . bn Jr Ur i- "J,. Ur i- ~r U...r '(-r .. 
q 
f 
j P:PtP~ Sil\ M•\t"osti\ si>t.qt\ ds J • 
" ~-
'1' 
' 5 ' ' I> 




For convenience in writ.i~g d,efine the fol,-o~ing arrays: ·. ' 
. 
. . ~ a: J P;' P: .P~ coS.l'IA <ost.,._: co>q (I cl S 
-S · .. 
'-




' . ' . 
.. , 








. -: .. · :~ ~- 8l( r)tJP}\). 
- .:. 33 ._ 
.. 
... 
. ' "' 
: ,/ : .
. . -
· ~ . b~ P; P; P~ ~;". w..A c:~.t.>. si" 'i;.. ds 
1 -
-
·. · ~. 
.. ... - . 
·. 
. . (2.51) 
. , I 
./ 
. ' \ 
,. .. 
Substituting these \nto 2".48 · ~nd~ 2 .. 4~ ~esults· ;nth~ equations ·· : · 
. . . . . . ~ . 
. \ ' 
.· y~ = :Ji~ J,._-u~ + J~·u·; . + J~~iYt) AI(:;~,P,'I): 





. : \ 
'. · .. +( j,.:V/ + 1~ v'i ~ :1; "'-r z~) B ':·t,P~'I~ ' 
' ~ . -- ' . . . ' (2.52). 
. .· Z~ ; f;~·. :lr V~ +:~ v;.t + :~<Xr z;}RJ.(T,~;~~) 
ll • 




. t \" . \t \ '. ~ . . '. . . .. 
f (J,. Ur -i !r. u,. "'}r~r Yr) BJ.( r.t)_P,C,~ . . : 
. ·~ :- ' I 4"' 
t. • • : 






















\I .... . ' 
. ' 
. o 
' • <: 1 . 
. .. 














Tbese eq~ation.s look very similar to matrix equatio-ns written out in 
. . . 
·.· 
. . . 
.. subscript form except for 'the fact that Al, A2,' .~1, anq 82 a·re -4-d{mensional · 
r • "' • 
ar.rays instead of 2-diJ.llensional .matrices andy/-,, .~~' ·u), V/, o~•anp \/~( 
• • ' \ • • I' 
·are. 2-dimensional arrays · instead of 1-dimensionar column 'matrices. This 
r .. • i ,.. \ ~ • • ' 11 ' • ' • ' 
\ \ o • I } 
; pr~blem can ~e circum~eoted if a mapping can be found that·w~ll map the 1 
.. 
4-dimensional arrays into ?-dimensiona1 arrays· and the 2-dimensiona1 
_f)_"rrOY~, inl:o 1-d~nlensional column matri~.es in such a way that the form of 
~~' equ_!lt1ons 2.51 · 1s preserved. The mapp1ng must of course-be one to one and 
~ . . .. - . , 
onto._ (by .which is meant .each ~lem_ent ofS, corr~sponds to one and only one . 
e1~men(in5~)._ The ~allowing mapping satisfies these criteria. 
,, . . . .. . : 
I. 
'(9e -r , t -element o! y/ ,'etc. is mapped to ~~e 
row -
j • 
/ < • 
- ~f · the column matrix which,. without introducin~ any confusion, 'is labeled 
>.I • ' ~ , . I , 
w1th the same .name. Likewise the r, J, p, q, element of~Al, A2, Bl, B2 
I 
is mapped to the 
. ...... 
t • \ 
.ctnd the (2.54) 
,. 
d · y(~) +tq+l~ 




. . .,:., · 
.• .v .,....· 
. .. \ / · j" • . • 
. ~-
. th . ( \: ... t glVen e same name as 1 s . : 
"--~ . . 
image. - T~us for example 
. ' .· 
, " .· 
~ .. 
. . 




. r - ' • 
. . 
. • I r -.• --,. _..--
. ·?' . ---~------.--________ 
·-.· :~--~- :- ~5- ' 
. - '·. 
_ ..-· .... --~:; ·. . ' . . ·, . 
. . ·. -~ ·.j.;_ " .-·.:-··.:- ' ·. ~ ..... ... ~ ... - _,..... 
. . /  . - - ~--~· 
. ·_, . ~$-~. .. . ~~~ ' ~~ , ~ 1' r . .. ' .. ~ 
. 0 'i() -··-· 
. '/,o ~~-- _-...,.s --..~ o . . 
-~ . ... - -
: 
·-·~· . . _ .V0
1 
+-E-·--~.,. vo . v' 
It :r, .,. 11 . 
• .:... l -~' ' • .;•~. --~- "" __ ... -~··i .. ~ . 
... ' ·. 
' .. 
. ' . 
Y,~ . .· ·_. · .. =. 
. ....-... ,~ .... 
'J.. - - ~ . . . 
' ' ' ,~"/ I 





~· '. - . 
. -
• 
. . ' 
. 
. ' •' 
' I I • • 4 > • 
I . . 
,, 
' . . 
' . 
' . '• 
' ~. . ' 






. . . . 
' . "";"""· -,--~ ... 






1 ~ I t , . 
' •. 
' . 
. ' ; 
.... 
Some furt.her .~otati_ on is .needed befor.e proceeding. Define ·. 
. . ' 
Jr AI (r.t)JCf) .: ' . [A I J] 
, 1)',. J ~ . ~ 
.. . - ) ; fll{r,(P~'f> . :. . [AI 'J J) ~-
. ~ , J~ ~r Rl(r;f, P.q) ~ [ A.l J I fl) 
_' .· :1,91_(6~~-  91J] . 
. --. J ~ ·el ( r; iJ P_/~) . =- r a J J u · 
' ' . 
J;·""rBJCr;.fJp)q) ~ ( /3.111 fl] ·. . ·. 
~ . . I . . 
' ,'\ ' ' I 
. ' .. 
. , . . 
,_ 
. . . 
~ ,. . 
• 
.- '\ 




( 2,. 56) 
. . .--
..;.... ... . 
Jr- A~(-r,~,~q) ,: r Ra 'JJ· ·. , o_ 1 ' , 
. . 
\ - . . ·. 
Jr: ~ fU. (.,.,~lPft) ·:.· [ fl ~ "J J A] 
' ' 
. , ... · · ' • 
\ . . ' . ' ' 
],.· A~ (1"",(P/t) ·: [ A~ ·J/J 
• 'I ' < 
. . . 
.. . .. 
. ,. . . 
. . . 
. \ . 
.. . 
. \ . 
. . 
' 
. - ·. '_, Jr- B~l"r~,P;~) = [ B.l J] __ · .
· ... · · . . J; s·~c-r.t,~q) ~' [~~1u :: 






. . - -_ ,d. 
·. ~ . 
' .. . . 
'. . ·. 
. ~ . .. 
' . ~ . .. 
- .' 





It is implicit in these identitie~ ihat the R.H.S. is the imag~, under 
the. mapping 2.54~ o'f the arrays on t~e L; ~·S· _The equations ~ay ~hen ~e 
" r written ' .. )• 
.. 
-~ '[Y] =[Itt J)[UJ + [IHJI)[~ij + [A.I'J-tA][YJ "'< [B_l 'l) [yJ ~[61'lij [V0 t[Bl'liR][l] 
' (2.57) 
(zJ= [A~JJ[VJ-+[A~)arvu +[A~j~AJ[zJ · ·~ra~1]tvJ +~~jn~~ -.re~'ltA1fYJ . 
' No . .. . . 
and the form of equations 2.52 is pres~ved! ·The constant term in the 
0 0 
• I 0 :__............ " .. 
'preceding equations is implic~t~ equat_ion· 2.56 in that Y.0 :::0. Re-
arranging slightly 
· [YJ = ['- ADl~ftr~''liM. +~l~ij[UU ~(al'lJ[vJ +[Bn9[v~ +~11tl!)[zJ} 
, · . ~r · . '> - { 2. 58) · 
[z) ~ C:, .. ~;).1lA1{[R~'SJ[VJ +(A_~ :q[v ij :ti3~'J)~~.+[£3~JI)[t~J. + f8d.1tAJ. [YJ} 




-[YJ;: [ o<.] + [~)[Z] 
[Z]:: [ ~J + [A)[Y~ 
f -
[ ~ f'[ I - A I j I A){(M~1[~ ~(Ill l ~ [Vij +[131J)lV] + [im Q [\lij 1 
' -
()-
·, - -.I . 











Equations 2.60 are COI,Jpled matrix equations whic'h must now be uncoupled. 
. . . 
-. S~bstituting the first )n the se_c~~a and ~he sec~~d in ~h~ first ·~ive~· . 
~ . · , [YJ.:: . [o<] -t [13] { [\') · -t f r1J [YJ} . · ' . \_ 
. (2.61) 
,, 
[ZJ - (AJ[[j](z] : ~¥] ~ [A)[o<J (2.62) 
~ . 
r 
rYJ ~ ~- [{l]~\]rfr~ + rBJ~J} ' . . 
' . 
[Z) " . (-I- [AJfflJ]'{[ls'J +[t\](O(J} · . ·. (2.63) 
.. The equati9ns are now compl~tely uncoupled. The for9ing terms in 2.63 
r . . . . 
are in the matrices 0( and¥and will now be separated out: 
. ' . ..... ' 
; . 
, . _, -1 . ' 
· . , [yJ ~ - ~ - [ 11)[r\J] ( 1-[AI_~.' '!J [A, I j] [U] . . _· 
~~ -1 . ~ 
. . f U - [fl}[f\J] [ 1.- [hr-~r liU fA 1 j l] [U 1] (} .• 
. . . ( . 
+ ~ ~ [~r\~ E ~[Ill') 1111 [1311] [V] •. 
-\ .· -1 . t 
4 [t ~ [13][t\~ n -[t)r)tATI [~11qTv'l ' 
. _, _, -
~[I - rrsJ[?tJ] [133 [1-[Al. )\A]} [A~3) LVJ ~ . 
. ;:-. T [ I - [~Jf;\u~l [ill u ~ t /I).JtRJ n3.). j ] : [u] . 
/"'../ . . ... , . -t . . . t' -~!~-~/(3] [ 1_- [AJ.~IA~1 [B;). Jl} [U U 
. + U ·- ~']] [f3] [1-_ [tl;).~\A~ ~ A;t1i) [VIJ 
. . 
. . 





- ; . 
..... 
! •. • 
. . ' 
' ' .. 
'. . 
. - 38 -




' _, - . . . 
rz 1 = [ , - fAJf13J] .r 1 -ell~~ ,~J1 fAJ. "lJ IvJ 
. . , . . . . . 
. - .... ... t . .' 
+ [t ~[~)[~:\] D -[~~"JtAJ] [~J.~l][VI] _ .. ·. ,' ·. • II 
.. I 
' r 
_ .. .. 
. .-1 ... r . • . a - , 
~ · ~ - r~Jfi3J] D -(A~ 1tA]1 r~·J.J1 [v] . · .. . . ·. · _ : · ·_ .. 
. 
' .. ( ' • - . _, 
. t ~ . .. ft\Jfalj [t ~ [R~ 1·11~J] [BJ-'l·ij [uu· . . .- . 
' . -t'· . . ·- 't . ·· : . . (2·.6{/ 
-t [ l - [i\][13~ [r\] D -[AI"J lA]l [~t:\1 [u] . ~ . . · · .. :_· · ·. · · . . · . 
. . ... l -.... · - ~ 
. .· . . . . [t ~[r~[(3~ [A] [ l - ~11 tA]) [~~1l] [Ul] ·. . . . 
. ·. . . ~ -[~]fl3]t [ c\] f I ~ ~rl I Rl]' [ 131)) [ V] . . 
I 
.. 
. (; . . ' ' . 
' ' ', . : . . . -l -f . . 
0
• • • < •• ·, .u -[~fftl][(\] [l. -[11JIA]] [6'1'Jll[Vl] . < I·- . 
~ o • • I 
. . . . ·· . . 
,• . 
. . ~ . 
· c"ollecting terms~ eqitations 2.6·4 and 2.65 ~ay be .written as. ·. ·. · ' . : ·. .·. 
. .. ' - ' 
. · . : ·. [Y] .== [LQ[~J t'[Li][UI] +.[L 3]fvJ + [L4J[VQ ·. 
~ - 4 . .. 
I ., 0 I !J 
.. . 
(2.66) . 
[Z]:: [Ls-][U] +[L~][UU -f[L7][v:r ~+[L 8][\Jt] . · 
. . . . . . 
~ . 
... .-. 
. ·: wit.h the L matrices defined as· 
. 
. ' . . . , 
. 6"' - ' . 
. . . ... 
. . 
• ~ - • <'I 
-"" -. . . . 
. . . 
. '. ' " ' J . ~. • 
' . 
. . ' 
' • - · 
'' ' . 
. .. 
. . " 
. . 
-
' ' I ' ' 
< • ' 
.· · ... 
.. ' ., .. 
. . ' 
. i · . , •. • • • 
t • • • 
. ' 
' . . 
" ~ . \ ' .. ·. . ' 
' 0 
. ' 
. ' ' 
·. 
'• . . 
' . . 
. I 9 
--- 3 -
" 
.• . ' 
,. ) -' . 
' . ~-
· · · I .. f - · - · I 1 ~, 
f L.l] · ·~ [1-:[t3Jf.rl]f p -[AI:l; /3} [It I"J} + g -Jl3~n [~) [ I -fl ~ 1t.Ai [/3~ 'l] 
. . .. , ... , ' ' _, . . ~ _, 
[L~] ~ [t-.[a~]1~-(Al1tA]] (At"lij tft-lJ3.l>.J)ff3)_[/-J[-1~1\AjJ [~I'JU 
... ( . -\ ..,1 ... ( • ·. 
. [L3] :···u -~]lt4~ L I -(AI'liA~ [r31'l] .f r 1-~L\l]f~] [1-~~11An [Al 1l : 
. ' ' _, . . -t . ..., _, . . 
[Lljj:: [t-~]fA1) U- [~~}A~~Bl'Jij. i ~I ~f~»J][/J) [I ~£Allt~· [/1.l"Jtj ( . . · 
' . . ,, .... , . ( -t _, ' . ' ( 2. 6 7) . 
. ["fJ:: [I ~[r~f/3~ [1-r~~~lA~ r~~:lj + [1-[t~J] [~] D-/.AI"llR~ .[AJ~ ( ,' . . ; 
' _, ' . . -J . . -1 ... t . ,, 
[L'] e [ I ~Lt/[11~ D ~[Al ~tnjf [t3).."ll] -t D-lr\Jf~Al [~]a -QH'J I~)J IP~ 111 . . : > ' 
. . ' ...:, .... . - -t . -l . . . 
[L7J :(c-{n)Lf~l) [l-~~l14])[AJ.~) +ij ... H\llfn)L\][f-~l~lAlJ[~I~I) . . .. 
-t . -• . -1 · ~1 ' 
[L8J := ~ -[t\~~ [i ~[A~ "ll~v[fl'J.'JI) +fl.~f~)TOj]~~-[h7[AI"ltJ8] [f3t_~?. . . 
. . . ~ 
: · Duet~ the nature of the forcing potenti~l, generally OQl~ the ~1 and L5 •,-
' . 
. ! 
atrices will be n~eded. All of the tidal predi~tion matrices . have, 
. . . 
- · nowever, been calculated. The progranming of the· calculations is .r- _. 
• , • • • I • • • 
. discussed in ~hapter 3 .• 
- . 
., Among the tide height matri-ces ·Ll · and l7 represent d.irect · 
. . . . 
" . . . . 
coupling, · i..e. v/ .ex~iting y;. l3._and L5 'are cross-coupling matrices. _:. 
In a globa·l 'ocean modelll and L7 should be of the form 
. .. ,. . . 
-. f 
_-. . ' JIJ.e+f .. d~r·S)I\~ \Jf" · ' 
. . (2. 68) 
. . 
. where J\.~ ~s the . g1~~-al 'ef fecfive ti~e · reducing factor . (~qu~tion ?·2_6) 
· . · and L3 and L5 would be. null _matrices. 
. . ·, 
·o, -. . . , 
·' 
,• ~ ; 







.. !.! • • 
. . . 
.·· " 
\ 
u. • . 
r 





' ' I 
- 40 -· 
.·.....,_ 
. 
· ·· .. The operations· o~ chapter 2 have been prograrrmed and 
L. 
the .tide height matrices ar'e giv'en in. table ·2.3a 'for the ca.se of' no 
feedback and . i.n ·tab 1 e 2·. 3b for ~h~ _case_. of feedback. .No~~; that i i1 
. . ' . . 
matrices L3, L4.- L7 and La· columns \1 ,2 ,4 aJ1d ? co.nta in or:aJy zeros. · This 
is because .th~se particular columns represent excitation from terms in ·, . 
. . ·~- . . . ' . ' ; 
the prescribed potential which do not ·exist i.e. the zonal coefficients• 
. ' . \ - .• . .' . 
with a sin~ f4nct ion 1 ongi tude dependence.· 
. .. 
... 
. t;; . . 
.. 


















. . . 
· . . ' 
' . 
. . ~ 
·' ' .. 
' ' .' 
. ' 
. ' • 
/,," . 
, I ' , 















' . I 
:Tab 1 e 2. 3·a T~e tide height matri c·es with the oceanic feedbac.k neglected 
MATRlX . AIJ (L1 WITHOUT FEEDBACK) 
~,0 - - 0,0 · 0,0 . 0,0 .- 0,0 
~121.~180 . Kl·;b434 ~0;0310 •0,0391 · ·0,0219 
~e.t671 •0 1 0lJ0 0,7548 0,0~21 ·0~0345 
•0,1340 •0,0943 0,1031 0,4403· 0,0092 
~0,1033 ~e,e7e~r •0,1110 0,0123 _ 0,5321 
e,0sio . rd 1 0l'l2 •0 1 0767 -? 0,0097 •0,0214 
0,1190 -.0,1124 0,0&89 .· 0,0073 '0,042b 
~.· iij~& •0,0032- 0,0287 . •0,0618 •0,0879 






0 i5131 ·-e.~ -"~66 
~0~0312 . 0,5057 
e10ose . 0,~142 
•0,1742 -~.0180 
•0,0458 0,0099 
0,0 . 0,0 
•0, 0001 . ·e, 0639 
0,0066 •0,0486 
•0,0343 0,0289 
•0 .0650 -·0 .. e784 
-0,0120 ,.0,060'5 
",Wi95 .. 0' 0299' 
0,6028 0,0053 










0 , .ec73 
•0,0380 
e,S897 •0·1 01314 •0 1 0148 · 0 1 01'U •0 1 0002 •0,0058 
MATRIX AlJl (~2 wr~HO~T FEEDBACK) 
"•" 0,0 . ~.0 a 0,0 "·" 0,0 "·" . "·" 0,0 0,0 . 
•e,a1H2 . 0,a30~ •0,0400 •0,09&1 •0,0538 0,1044 •0,0897 .. 0,0~17 0,1482 •0,1179 
•0 1 2122 •0 1 0400 0 1 973& e,U~50 ·~ 10848 • _iL,2405 0,0550 0,0"153 •0,1128 0,11'41 
•0,1520 •0,1217 0,1330 1,0829 0,0226 0,111713.0,0141 •0,079~ 0,.0671 •0,@_032 
•0,1171 •0,0908 · ~0.1432 0,0302 1,3~87 ~0,2102 0,1095 •0,1507 •0,1819 •0,1489 
0~05~5 0 1 0441 •0i1016 0 1 0238 •0~0526 1•2620 •0,020B ' 0 1 0278 ' •0~1866 •0 1 2944 · 
0,1349 ,•0,1450 0,0889 0,0180 0,1048 •0,07b·7 . 1_,1726 0,0220 ~0,0694 0,2297 .. . 
-Yt!~~7 •0.~041 0 _ .0371 . •0,1520 •_0,21&3 0.1598 0,0330 1,3C'f77 0,0122 0 , 0&34 
- ~~~!Z7 ~ 1 1438 •0 1 1094 0 1 ~514 ~~,1044 ~0 1 4285 •0,041b •0 1 0221 1 1 2789 •0~088i . -~~~!52 ~~;0191 -0,0184 ~0,0004 -.0,0142 R0,1127 ~.0230 0,0034 ~0,0147 .. 1,3675 
MATRIX I:U'oJ _· (L3 WITHOUT FEEDBACK) . · · · 
. .,," . . -- 11),0 0,0 ' . 0,0 0,0 0,0 010 0,0 0,0 0i0 ' 0 
"•" 0,0 ~0,0395 -0,0 •0,0323 •0,0539 0,0 ~0,0069 •0,0099 0,0046 
. . 0,.0 0 1 0 0 9 0.016 0~0 •0 1 0270 •0 1 1001 0 1 0 ""'0,00Sb •0 1 0248 •0,1290 0,0 0,0 · 0,0021 e,e . 0,0043 •0,0154 0,0 ·~ 1 0253 0,0111 0,1210 . 
. " 1 0 0 t 0 • 0 t 0 8 b 9 ~- t 0 · • 0 1 0 0 8 S .• 0 t 0 4 4 2 . 0 t 0 • 0 t 0118 ,. 0 1 1113 • 0 t· 0 7 9 ~ 0,~ . 0~~ · •0,0258 0,0 0,0131 •0,0589 ·0,0 0,0093 0,0119 ~0~0945 
0!0- 0,0 0,0111. 0,0 0,0212 · 0,1045 0,0 0,0111 0,0053 ·e~0415 . 
.. . 0_,0 "•" •0,0242 0,0 ~0,01o0 . · e,e245 0,0 _ •0,0036 •0,e4o·9 ·0,0870 . 
. "~" .) _0,0 : 0,0516 0~0 •0,0023 0,0258 . 0,0 •0,0005 0,0079 ~0,033b 
"•" 0,0 •0,0422 " · " 0,01~8 •0,0041 ·. 0,0 . 0,0131 0,017.8 •0,0095 
'I 
,.. 
, f;. • • 














) .:· HATHx"x BIJI 
. G 
.. _.-. e) 
" . U.~ - WITHOUT FEEDBACK) 
"'"' ~"·" !ill , .0 . 0,1:i - ~ - .0,0 0,0 . 0,0 "·" . · f6,0 
"·" 0,~ •0,0510 "'e. -~.0796 ··0,1327 "·" .-0,0160 •0,0229 0,0112 0,0 0,0 ' 121,0020 0, a· -~.0. 0663 •0 ,24.62 e·, 0 •0,01-29 .. 0,0575 •0,2991 
_e.,e 0~0 0,0035 0,0 r6,_0105 •0,0379 0t0 . •111,0,586 0,0397 0,2945 . 
0,14 0,0 . •0,1120 . 0,0 .. 0,·0209 •0, Ul86 0,0 - ·0 ,0274 • .-0,2582 •0,1853 ' 
-
0,0 ra,0 •0,0333 e,0 0,0322 .... 0,1448 . 0 · ·" 111,,0216 0,0277 •0,2192 
"·" "·" 
0,0917 · 0,0· 0,0522 ~.2571 
"·" 
0,0272 0,0123 •0,096~ 
0,0 0 I 0- • .0,0313 0,.0 •0,~394 0,0603 0 1 0 -~ "0083 •0,1088 0,2017 • • 
0,111 0,0 0,0666 0,0 · 0 '0056 . 0,0636 0,0 "0 90iH 1 0,0184 .. 0,0778-
"•0 0,0 .. 0, .. 0544 0,0 111,0389 •0,0101 "·" ~,0304 , 0,04 12 
•0,0221 
..;.. MAT~lX B2J (L.5 WITHOUT ffflj}-SACK) \ N 
. 
"·" 





0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 e;.e · 
_- •0,0~70 •0 •. 0·395 ~!0016 0' 011111 •0,0270 .. &J,032i 0,0245 •0,0056 0,0296 ,-.0,1451 .. . 
0,0 0,0 0,0 . . 0,0. 0,0 . 0,0 e·,e 0~0 0,0 0,0 
•i!' 1 1.H7 •0,1042 •0,0869 . 0,0kl57 •0,01685 0,0524 0,0235 •0·,01l8 .. e ., eelf2 0,1754 " 
. ' 
' 
. . · e,.e~26 •0,0434 · ·0~0806 •0,0051 -0 • 0.11 0 • 0 • 0 58 9 .0. 0290 0,0045 0',0119 •0,0113 
. "'14 0,0 · '0 10 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 . 
0 '" ,.0,1.,37 •0,0300 .. 0,0242 •0' 0.456 .. 0,0160 ,0,0505 0,0176 •0e003b •0,0039 0,1577 
... e,l~24 . . 0,0112 •0,0432 . 0,0124 •0,0603.. / 0,0258 . 0,0032 ·•0,0177 0,0079 0,1066" ' 
•0,0?45 0,0014 •0,0375 0,0153 .. 0,0072 •0,0341 ~0, -0041 0,0084 •0,0056 .. 0,0095 
MAT~lX 62Jl (L.b WITHOUT ,Ft:.EDBACt(). ~ 
. 0 '., 14,0 0,0 0,0 
"·" "·" 
0,0 0,0 0,0 . 0,0 
"•" "•" 
0,0 0,0 e·,0 0,0 · 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 




. " ' '0 ·. 0,0 _ 0,0 0,0 0. 0 .. . ,0,0. 
"·" 
0,0 0,0 
. ·-;;, . "!'0.1493 111,0,1344 •0,1120 . 0,0141 •0,0209 0,1290 0,'0545 •0,0274 •0,0097 0,4061' . 
, ~ ·· ~ 0;~~z9 •0,rd!lb0 "'0i10.40 •0,11H2b •0,0271 ~0,1448 0,0672 0,0105 0,0277 •0,0263 
. ~+-~ !it,rd . 0. 0 0,0 0-,0 
"'·" . "'·" 
0,0 0,0 0,0 ". 0 ' 
-a, rt7o •0,0387 •0,0313 •0,1122 •0,0394 0,1241 . _0,0408 •0,'11063 •0, 0091 .0,3b57 
<! · -kJ,2k1&8 •0,~222 •0,0557 0,0304 •0,1482 0,0636 0,007" •0,0410 0, 0184 0,2472 
•rd·, 0645 ·0,0018 .. 0., 0483 0,0~76 •0,01_77 •0,0839 •0,0096 0,0195 ·0 , 0 130 •0, 0221 .. 
I - - • 
-"" 
; :.-
.... • -~ ,- <t .<_! 








Table 2.3a continued 
-~ /. 
MATH IX A2J (L7 · WtTH0UT . FEED~ACK) 
f4;i' ~.i' 0,0 · 0,~ a,ra 0,0 
·. {4.' ·' 0,0 0,0 .0,0· 
"·" ~ • .0 
·· .. · e;e· 0,0 (1!,6928 . 0,0 , 1110,07~9 ... 0,0740 
"'" "·" 
· 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
· e,e "•~ 1110,2477. 0.,0 - _ .,' Q223 0,0019 
·e," 
. "' .. ~ .,0,_0596 0,0 ". 00·05 0,4968 
0 · 0 0,0 0.,0 0,0 0,0 
"·" • • 
Ill t "' 0i0 .. 0,1415 ·0,0 ""0,1897 0,0952 
. ! B,k' 
"'·" 
0,0039 0,0 ··0 ,-0137 •0 ,1!266 ·. 
e,., 
"·" · 
0.,0032 0 .. 0 . 0,0188 •0,0_450 
MATRIX · A~Jl CL8 WIT-HOUT FEEDBACK) 
-
·e'" "•" 
. _0,0· e,0 
"•" "·" ld ,·a 
"··" "·" 
0,0 0,0 . 0,0 
0p0 0,i:'J 0,8938 0,0 """i1891 -... 0,1820 
111,0 0,0 0,0 . 0,0 0,0 0,0 
0,0 
"··" 
•0,3195 0,~ 1, 0385 . 0 t 0048 
111,·0 0,0 ... ... 0,0769 -~ . 0,0 0,0--012 1,-2219 
0,0_ _lll,lll 0,0 -
"·"' 
0,0 0,0 
' &· e,~ 0,0 . ·•0,182b 0,0 .. 0,466!? 0,234~ 
I 0,0 . 0,0 0,0050 0,0 . •0,0337 .. ~ ·,0&53·-
0,0:. 
_Ill," 0,0042 ~· "•" 
... · . 

























i . . 
. 
.0,0 .. 
"·" "·" 0,0 0,0 
"' 0 . 
·•0,0325 0,0022 0,0112 
·0,0 . 0,0 . 
"·" •0.140Z •0 1 0253 0,2085 ' . . 
"·"176 .. 0,0123 ""0,1248 
. 0,_0 0,0 0,0 
· ", 4923. •e, 0236 0,1357 
: 0,8022 0,5835 .. 0,e9e8 




0,0 0,0 _ 0,0 
-0,0753 0,0051 0,0259 
"·" 
0,0 0,0 
.. 0,3250 .. 0,0587 rif,4835 
0,0408 •0,0285 •0,2~93 
0,0 0,0 . 0,0 
1,1415 ~0,0546\ 0,3146 
0,0052 . 1,3530 •0,2105 . 
0,~218 •0,0351 1,3735 
-. 
.. 













Table 2.3b _The tide height 'matrices with ocean feedba~k 
: .. ... . . 
.. 
MAT R 1 X_ .:1.1 
·0,0 . . ·-' "·:" 0,0 
.. •0,~521 0.7948 .. 0,02'19 
-~,4114 ~0~0249 0,9577 
~0,Z~Z2 ~~~1127 0 1 1552 
· ~e,i921 .. ~.0889 •0,1399 
.~ 1 li2o .0,041b •0,1131 0,2353 ·~.1672 0,0801 
0w3B67 ~0,0142 0i0239 
. &.~784 . 0,1311 •0,1228 






















• • I 
··e,lil : ·_ "•" ·"•" "•" e,e I .~e,S1Z7 1,02s2 ~0,0321 ~0~1147 •0,0b7~ 
~e,~~6~ ~~ 1 0321 1,2355 . 0~1580 .. a,10~e 
~e,l201 •0,1454 0,2002 1,2s11· - ~,0336 
•0i~179 •1,114& •0.1804 0,0446 1,5587 
e,t~7o e,eS37 - •0,~459 0,0209 -~~0o91 
· e,a~~8 •0 1 2157 - 0,1034 0,~196 0,1296 0,3~78 •0,0181 0,0308 •0,2040 ~0,2915 
. ·. e,3157 0 1 1692 •0,1584 0,0469 •0,1386 
. •0,~~25 •0,0252 · 0,0291 0,0007 •0,0169 
W,0 . 0 1 0 0~0 
0,0517 ~0.~76 ~0,0034 
•0,1405 0,0~70 0,0056 
~,0iSS 0,0ao1·-a,a4~9 
•0,1123 0,058'1 ~0,0874 
.i612~ ~0,0122 0,0161 
~0,0439 0,5656 0,0124 
0,0892 0,0186 0,6850 
•0,2161" •0,0i12 110,1i.U_01 













·e,e778 · · 
B 1 0.027 
•0,0763 





0,0 0,0 : 0,0 . 0,0 0, .0 
•0 1 133S •0,0079 . 0 1 1744 •0,15Sb 0,0b3~ 0,0129 ' ~0,1632 0,1803 
0,~155 ~0,1065 B,eo06 0,~063 









•0 , ·1465 
•0,0282 0,0387 ~0,2312 •0,3828 
1,3116 . 0,0289 •0,0817 0,2844 
0,0~32 1,58~4 0,~265 0,0681 
•0,0~91 •0,0235 1,46.36 •011114 
0,0285 0,0035 •0,01~6 1,5537 
MATRIX L3 
· ""-- - 0 , e ·_- ·. - · 0 , ra 
~- . "·" . 0,0 0,0 \.., 0,0 •0,0397 ' 0,0 0,0196 · 0,0 
·0, 0 0, 0 . 010 0,0 . ~0 . . 0,0 
0,0324 
•0,1419 '"---..,_0 ' 0 0 t 0 
"""· . "· 0 
"·" 0,0 
"-• e 0,"' 









0,0644 . 0,0. 
-0.-0572 0,0-
~0,0381 •0,0748 . 0,0 
. •0,0340 •0,1385 0~0 
. 0,0099 •0,~2,5 0,0 
.. ~.004l •0,0~90 0,0 
0,0160 •0,0752 0,0 
-0,0227 -' 0,1332 ~.0 
•0,0213 0,0328 ~.0 
•0,00·82 0,0384 0,0 . 
0,0207 •0,0028 · 0,0. 
~0,0046 1[!'0,0006 
























. Tab1e 2.3b continued 
- _: 
.:· . 
• ' KAJRlX L4 , . :-- ' ,, e," .. 
-· "·" "·" "·" ·, 
0,0 : 0,0 _0,0 : · 0,0 0,0 0,0 
0.-0 0,0 •0,0512 
"·" 
•0,0938 •B, -1841 0,0 .,., - '-"0 1 0106 "0 ,IUH4 "-· 0751 ·-
. . 
. "•" "·" 
0,0253 
"·" 
•0,0836 •0,3406 0,0 ~ •0,0125 .. 0,0491 .. 0,3289 . 
" 0 ,e 
"·" 




•0.1460 . 0,0 .. 0,0115 •0,1204 
"·" 
•0,0315 • .0 ,3246 •0,1917 -
"•" 
0 ;e -~.0500 0,0 
. "' 0395 •0,1849. "·" 
0,0233 · · e,e3~5 ':"0,2796 
0,a 0,0 0,,1068 ~0 ,0 0,0559 0,3271' e,e ". 027_8 ~0,00]1.1 .•0 ,1653 ·--., 
"·" "·" 
•0,0467 0,0 •0,0524 0,0807 
"·" 
... 0,0073 .. 0,1463 0,1987 
lr:1,0 
"·" 
.... 0,0830 · 0,0 ~0~0201 0,0944 0,0 -.. a, 0069 0,01 11 -0 ,1113· 
0 
"•" "·" · 
.. 0,0738 ·a,e 0,~509 •0,0068 
"·" 
0. 0'368 0,0528 •0,0183 ~-
.MATHlX LS U1 .... , 






ii,B 0,0 .0,0 0,0 0,0 0 . 0 't_ •' 
·' 
.. e;l~o9 •0,0197 e,019o 0,0~53 •0,0351 -0,0481 0,0285 •0,0084 ' 0,0369 •0,19&7 
0' 0 Q 0 e 0,0 e,0 0,0 0,0 0-,0 . 0i0 090 -e. 0 
• . ' . t 
•0_1 Zl4.1· '•0 1 122~ -~.1094 ". 0>132 ·0·0~47 0,0o42 0,0252 •0,0156 ~e,a151 a;z3e9 a4 0~9l .. e,a60l •0,1115 .. 0,0088 ""'10122 -e, 0752- ·0 '0369 0,0059 . 0,~178 •0,0079 0,0 . ' 0,0 0,-0 0,0 0,0 0,0 (4,0 
"·" "·" "·" . 
. , 
•B,l7ol •" 1 ~H99 '"'"•0234 •0 ,~ass·a .,0,0179 0,0548 0,0179 "'  1 1rHill0 ~0,0109 : 0' 1'88'7 . 
. 
•a,l598 . •0,~011 .. a,a37e 0,0200 •0,0759 ·e,,uas ... 0,0008 .. 0. 02.39 0,0046 0,1371 
-a•!5~s a,0!6'h _•0,0412 0,0207 "'-". 0(/)75 •0,0435 •0,0071 0,009il •0,0080 . •0._0079 
MATRIX La '· . 
0!0 0,0 0,0 0,0 •0,0 
"·" . ·" ,0 
I 0,0 0,0 0,0 ' 
. 't "'•" . "•" 
0,0 
"•" . "·" 
0,0 ! I 0,0 0 0 . 0,0 0,W"~ . 
• :.0,2233 ~0,0512 . 0,0253 _0,.0131 .•0,08&4 ·0,1184 0,_0bb0 •0,0194 0,0855 .. 0,4561 
, 0 I., . - · ."' t 0 . 0,0· 0,0 "·" . . . 0 0: <. 0,0 . 0·,0 0, 0 . 0,0 ' t ' ;.,0,2~54 ·0~15~4 •0,141~ 0,0325 · •0,0116 0, 1.579 ' 0;0584 .. 0,0361 •0, 035(11 0,5354 
0 1 0532- .. a,077~ •0,1438 .. e,a217 .. _e. 0301 •0,1849 0,0856 0,0138 , 0,0412 .. ~a1a2 -
a,e--- 0,0 0,0 · 0i0 
"·" "·~ - 0,0 ~ .0 . · · 0,0 0, a· .. "' 
_.,0,1!99 ~0,0257 •0,~302 •0,1354 •0,04_39 0, ,1348 e .. e4&15 •0,0068, •0,0252 e, .. tf375 
~e,4U81 •0~0014 •0,0477 0 1 0492 .. e,l8oo 0,'0750 ~0,0019 •0,055~ 0,0107 . 0,318_0 











Table 2.3b conti~ued 
. . -
.. 
. MAJ~1X L7. 
' "' 0 
0,0 ~ 0,0 0,0 0,0 ,. 0,0 0~0 
. . "1·0 0,0 . it, 0 . 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 




0,0 e,e .. 0,0 
0,0 
"·" 
•0 ,.3275 -lr]. 0 0,4 ra,001e 0,e 
e,e 0,0 •0,08"22 ·f 0,.0 0,0 0,5857 ·ra;e 
"·" "·" "·" 
0,0 0,0 e,0 0·,0 
0 ,0· 
"·" . 
•0,1b79 0,0 •0,2 . 94 ,0,1240 




37 •0j,0330 0,0 · 
0ti!t 0,0 0,007"1 
"·· 0 
·e, 49 • _0,0570 
"·" MATRIX L8 ~:=I · e,e 0,0 .a, e 0,0 0,-0 0,0 
"•" "•" 
0,0 . 0,0 0,0 0e0 
"·" 
0,e :1,0993 . 0,0 . -~·r01 •0,2512 . 0,0 
_0,0 0·,0 0,0 
"·" 
- ~,0 · . 0,0 
. ·· "·" e,e 0,0 •0,4225 0,0 , .2q3 0:," 17 2 e,e 
"•" 
.0 .. 0 .~0,1061 .0,0 • 09·3 1,440.0 0",0 
. ·, :::: 
.. 
e,e 0,0 0,0 e.e 
• a,.e . 
0,0 
. ·" •"' ~.0 4,216b "·i' .. i 643 0,3050" -e;e e,e 010 . 0;0211 a,~. • • 336 -0,0812 0,0 <>"' 
"•" "·" 





0,0 0,0 0,0 . 
li:),0 0,0. 0,-0 
•0,0386 0,"0096 0,0247 
0,0 0,0 e,0 
•0,1695 :•0,0242 0;"276-4 ~ 
0,e229 •0,0154 •0.,1580 
0,0 0,0 0,0 
0,5559 •0,0226 0,1561 
0,0055 0,6673 •0,0897 
e,~uea •0,0151 0,6829 
0,0 0,0 0,0 
0,0 0 ,0_ 0,0. 
... 0,0895 0,0223 .a,0573 : 
"·" 
·0,0 0,0 
•0' 392'V!ii0 .• 0562 0,6~Ul 
0",0530 .. " ,0357 •0,36~4 
... 0,0 111,0 . 0,0 
..,121,0524 " 121,lb20 1.,2891 
0,0127 1,54]1.1 •0,2081 
..e. 0349_ 1 .'5834 0,0251 






\ . . . 
···-----





































·~'<t· .: . 
• < 
_ .. ... -·~·-
Several tide maps ·have ·been ·Produced using the ti.de. 
height matri ce~· . 
I 
. -" . 
Unfortunately the maps show no di stil'tGt correlation 
' • D 
. . . . 
. · ."with the ocean funct i o~. Figure 2. 2 a,b is the ·tide ran~e of the fo~~- :· 
I ' 
nightl~. tid,e. For · comparis~~ the tide range of 'the fortnightly . tid~. · 
·usingj l.ll and tru~cating to zero on -land is shown ·in figure 2.3 a,l;» • . 
- . . 
. ' ~ __. : . 
. The tide heights in these maps are given.in decimeters and- the negative 
v 0 • ' t 
Q • .. ' ' • • 
sign in the porar . regi-ons is due to the: pha~e . ·. For. a degree-2 order-zero . 
. . . 
. :·.tide potential the o~ean~ in high., latitude~ os.c.ilJtte lao· degrees o~t :of 
- . . 
. phas~. with the · low · latitu?e oceans. The tide ·range Qf 'th_e pQ~e tide is ~ 
shqwn in· figure 2. 4'ti;b·. The amPlitude 'of the polar motion was .taken 
~ . . . . ' . . 
' • ' • ' • • - ~ • I) • • 
_arb~trarily to ··be · .25 seco'nds of arc to obtain' a prescribed_ pole tide 
• u • • ' 
po·~~ntial. The phase .felation~hip of the tide· i~. shown .in_ that oppos'ite ·~ · · . 
. . . . - . ' ' . 
quadrants. of the Earth h~ve tlie same phase·. '(I I • ' . • 
. . ' ' 
• • 
, 








• . Q I; 




















---- ..... _ 
• " ,..J • 
' 
. • . 
























2. 2a .' The: map o! the fortn+gh,tly tide . rang_~- ,_ eastern 
p 
the oce,?n~ fimc~ion of Bal.mJno et ~ (1973) with 
' . . 




. , ' 
0 .. f ,. " 'l .. 
hemisphere. Jh.a :ocean i.e bound·ari es are defi ned by 
e ~o.s-
-
110 1~0 130 140 (50 160 170 180 
. 
10 - b ' '1 - -ill • 9 - ij 'q: •!d ~ 9 :- 0 • 9 .. ~ • 9 ' - ~ • 9 -0 ' 9 -0 '9 •10., 9 -0 • 9 . - w-•. 9 -0 • 9 - 0 • 9 - 0 ' 9 ~ -0 • 9 -0 ~ 9 -0 • 9 -0 t 9 0 
o·· 
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Figure 2.2b The map of the fortnightly tide range. western~emisphere. The oceanic boundaries are defined 
. l : 
by the ocean funct_ion of Balmino et ~with ~ ~ 0.~"'. 
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The lack of correlation of thes.e tides with . the maps of 
. . .. . . 
; 'the ocean functi.on (Appendix B) is d~e to a combination of two errors. . 
.. "" ' ' ) ' . . . 
... 
' ' 
• ,"'• I ol ~ 
First the .o~ean function is accurate to at best 30% and we are attempting · · 
to fi.nd a 'sur'face harmonic representation of the produc~ (the·. tide) of 
two functions giv~n only th.e representations of the two separate functionS'; 
{the ocean fun~tion and the prescribed potential) any error in the 
representations of these ·two functions will be compounded in 'the representation 
of their product. The second error arises from a Jimitation imposed on 
' ' ' • ~ ·, • • o t I 
1 • ~ .. 
. · the matrix method by the selection rules of the integrals. in 2 .48 and . 
· 2.49·. · For example assuming that the ocean function is avan·ab.le to · · 
0 • 1 • 
~ . .. . ' ', 
· ~.egr~e-8 and · that the prescribed potential is 'a degree-2 order-zero· then 
the ~4 ter~ in ' the tide .is given . by 2.49 
, ~ ~ . . ' 
Y/ ~ h a: J~ u; fP;P/P; co$""" co~ it\ ~0:5"f~ Js {2.69) 
· rf. :S . . . 
· \4h.at is the maximuin- degr ee in the tide height. that 'can be accu.rately 




It i~ f~und that for Y,0 we ~ee_d a ,t~-r~ <t,~ which is not available . . '4°} s ' ' . 
the last .term "which can be eval~ated exactly ;. Figure 2.5 sttows the cutoff . 
. of terms. in the matrix which can be evaluated exactly. Terms wh i ch are 
~ i . . 
., 
aoove the curyed line can be evaluated exactly, ~erms which fall on or · 
below the curved iin~ cannot because their 'evaluation requires Ghe or· 
. ' ' ·-/ . . 
more ocean funct ion coefficients which are .not available . ' The solution of 
. t* ', 
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. }~ 
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\1.) 
. t~e feedback problem.requires that the matrices be squ~re. Unfortunate_l y 
·· the largest matr:ix, all of whose elements are correct', is 'only about 12•1~. 
. ' 
which would give ~ tide to degree-4 order-2. Since this is not much an 
. ' '> 
improvement over ~ degree-3 order-3 expansion it w~~~ecided to us~ 10~10 . 
matHc~s. · The ocean function expanded to degree-3 order-3 is barelY .. 
adequate, .the position and size of only the largest land massei' are 
i . 
app~rent, and the vaJues predicted by the oc~an fun~tion are in places 
over 100% off. ' lt. cannot be expected ' that the even more variable tide 
. . .. . - . 
· wi 11 be represented. w~ 11 by a degree-2 order-3 expansion. 
0 
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THE PERTURBED Po'TENTIAL OF AN EARTH WITH NON-G.LOBAL ·ocEANS 
.. . 
i ). 'Introduction 
· . 
.. The results of :chapter 2 suggest .that the perturb~d 
pote~tial of a ·non-spherical1y-symmetr~c E~rth may ·b~ ~~p~essed .in. much 
.. • J ~ : 
. . . 
the same way as the tide height in non-global oceans, that .is with 
. . 
matrices. Hith t~at end in view an at temp~ is made in section 3. i i to_ - · . 
write' the perturbed potentia·l of an Earth model, ·whose o~eans' iespond in 
· equilibriuq1 fashion to a prescribed potential, in a matrix formulation. 
\ ' .. . \ . . . . 
· J.n sectjon 3.iii ·the.matrix method is tompa'red_with the method of Kaul/ 
(1969) and Kaula's 'equation.s q~·e transformed into matrix .equations, 
. "' . 
·so that the:parameters of the matrix method can be given in tenns of the 
•' ' • I ., ·. • 
parameters of Kaula's met~od . 
• 
• 
i i) The Per.turbed-.Potenti a 1 in the Matrix Method 
,· . 
. I 
In response to a presc~i.bed body fDrc:e potential 
. : 
... . ' 
.. : .. 
the potential due to 'the defo~ation is 
·. · .. V. = ~ P: ( q;' ~~~ ~~ + rr·s•~.}V\~) 
. .. . ' . o~ 
. · .. 
·(3.1) .. ·. 




I ~ ' • o 






.with the coefficient" given_ in subscript form by 
'lr :: .. ~ k. I( ff',j,,klUl' + K3(!JII,j~,) vt· · 
rr e K KS"(~M, l,~) v,t- f k 1 UJ",i,k} vt' '(3.3) 
. in d,irect anology_with 2.66, ·using 3.3 and 3.2 the pertu_rbed potential 
can be written . . . 
v = ~ Pt[ ( Kl(t,lllj,k)}o~ IOIH k ~( fpt, i.~) sin i,.n) I) r . ' 
. ' ~\"\ . . .· . ( -3. 4) . 
+ k3'( ~JntJ~~) cosmt\ + K7(.f,mJJ~j 1i11. me\) vfr--
The matric~s K·l, K3, Ks·, ,K7 ma:Y" be evaluated using the matrices Ll, L3, 
~ . . . . 
L5, L7'of equation 2.67, as I now show. 
- .. 
The potenti a·l of the-ocean tide is 
. - ., 
~ - ~ . · ~ 3~ fo PI ( y{',os '/ItA of~ i11 'W\,.) 
(~ tl}f , . 
, . . 
,(3.5) 
. . . \ . 
Now. from 2. tii we have · 
• g it"' = ~ L I ff,m,~,t\) I)~~ + L 3 (l~lll,jJI) vt· . 
·8 z; -= . ~ i.Hfp.,j}{) uf + L 7(t,m,)Jt) v.r • ( 3. 6) ,_ 
. . -
.- Therefore the potential of tne equilibrium ocean tide and associa-ted 
. . . 
'I> ' I ' 
> .· f:arth deformation is · '· · , . · 
. T: ~(I+K~)A ~111tLI({l"~fj u> LJ(f,rrt~ cos'mA 
~"' (cl~il)l' . . . - . . . . .. 








_+[Ls-(f?",)>') Uf ..._ L7(t~JlJ~) YjKJsi11~t\ . :·. , 
., ·. . . ' ~ 
. . ". i 
. . 
. ' 
· I • . I 
. . ' . ' . .. 
. .. 
. . . ' / 
., 





L l ~ ,'' 
To this must be added the potential of ~he solid Earth as a dit:"ect r~sult 
of file prescribed potent'ial : 
. . . 
. _ .y..;:.. I. . k1 P.;"'( _urc..o~mc\ _ + v;si~mA) · ., (3•8> 
.f1'1'1 . . . -
I • . 
which may be re-written using the Kronecker delia--symbol 
-\N·==.L. P1[C kr~f~'"'~) 0~~ -co:,~A · 
' •, ~~ . . 
. ~ (kf Sf~S~ ~) Vt shnnA J (3.9) 
Adding 3.9 and 3'. 7 we have for the complete Earth re.sporise ., 
' 







:· ' 0 • 
- sq - . 
. .. . 
r , 
' ' ' 
. _ Co~p_a~ing '3,4 ~nd 3.13 we hav~ 
. 
. ' 
~ .. . 
( 3.12) 
... . 
: :.· : .·· iii} The Met~od of Kaula 
. . " -=7 . 
·. ' 
• > 
' ' . 
. ' 
..... 
' . ' 
., 
In a study of th·e ·effect of asynmetry in the ' Earth's 
. - ' 
. . } ' . - - ' ' : . . ' . 
1t~dal · response and 'its consequence~ for the tidal evolution of th~ Moon's 
orbit, Kaula (1969) p~~tulated that · in response to a prescr{bed potential 
' ' . 
. . . , \ . 
of 'the form 3.1 the deformation potential -of th~ Earth. would be given by 
• • •• • • • • <: " ' 
_V _~ . ~ · k~(&.c\1 P/"(urco~k.A ·-+ Vj"' ~iYI.ktV · . ·. · c3.13) 
~ ,. - - ' . : . 
, I 
· with the "Love number11 .K~(e,>J ·. a -functi .on of lati~ude and longit'ude, 
expanded ·. in surface hannonics as · 
' . 
., rr· 
· k~(9,tU = '·~ P~ (f5i~ co_s~ . ·+ -t~~ :5h,1A) 
. ' ' 
{ 3. 14) 
• . ', F 
. This method has the disadvantage that the .. function kjfB,~) conceal~ the s~eps 
in· t~e feedbac:k process. which l~ads to- the . ~_esultant '':tide,' wtier~as i~ the 
' ' 
. m~trix method t~.e _feedback processes have b~en · taken into account explicitly . 
. ' 
In. any surface .hannonic· analysi~ i_t is necessary to · 
. - - ~ . 
truncate the series at some value of the degree. -: Now .the effect of 




• • • j + 
asymmetry will ~e . f.~r the~'perturbed 'potenti.a l --t~ ex hi bit h·armoni cs of; b9th _ . · : ··_ .. . 
~!:'".... . . . . . - . 
. 
0 • • 
. ' 
.,• . . -
c;lJ I • ~ • • 
•. 
v . 
· ... :. ' t ) 
_- ·60 
0 
. " , 
. h.igh~r and iower degree than ~he . pre~cr.i"bed potential. -·Thus · J~ Kaula's 
. . . 
met~od the. ~xp"nsion of-kJ(&
1
A). ' must' go to higher terms than the expa~s.i .on 
.. 
. ·.of the presc.ribed pote'hti.al ~ In th~ .maftix _method this . route is .·n~t 
ava~·lab~e~ -~since' (as a res~lt . of."1:11e matrix format) the. highe~t term ' ih 
the perturbep potentia 1 is of the same degre~ and.· order as the hi ghes't · 
• ' f ' ' - I' 
' tEmn in the prescribed potential. The low-degree terms Jn the tide height 
expansion are easily handled by .the matrix. but for the high-degree terms~ 
. \... in the p resC ri bed po ten ~1 a i_. the rna t r; X me i:ho d tfun~a tes the ex~a:ns ; oil ~f 
_ . the ti~e height ·prematurely. This difficulty can be ·overcome in . practice~ 
'' 
by.simply expanding the prescribed potential. to enough terms . so th~t the 
· last several are too weak to·' excit~ a. measurabl~. tide. · This was the · procedure 
. . ' 
followed in Chapter ~ wh~re allowance . was · being made for body-force · 
potential harmon1cs up to degree-8 order-S -even .thpugh the .luri~-solar 
~..:'\. , • __ .. 0 
tide potential ·has ~ negligible terms above degree-2. T~.e basic incompat-
. . .. 
ibility of the two' methods ;~' still present altbough equaf_accuracy can·obe 
·.-' obt~ i~n~d with either.· Th'i s wi 11 ·. 1 ead" to . ~orne, difficulties;.{ n ex pressing 
Kaul a's parame.te~s ; n terms of the rna trices. ~ 
~ . 
s·ubstituting_ 3.14 .into 3.13 'we ~ave· -
. v: ~ k if ( . oq ok · · · ) k fi .\P rp q coso'l.t\ co.s k~ _ .. V~ . 
: f ~· p" ( ~ pk :- ' ' ~ ~ 
. ' -~!t l~p P, J 51Jl~t\ ~~~ kA). l!j· 
·-
t · .. ' . 
·. · ... ... ~~~ .{ r: Pt _<olqA si~ ~A)' 'v:J' ' 
' ' 
· .... { ~ ~ ( P~ Pt ~·in 1~ · · s ·il\ K~· . Vjk ·. 
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" . " 
• . "' . . 0 . .. . • . . . ' . 
. EAch of the bracke.ted terms may' be expanded in -surface hannon·i cs; ·. · 
• ' ' • • I . (& ' 
\, 
-. 
\. ........ . . ' . ~ 
~ ~ P{'( C(~'f,j}t,t,~) ~o~~~ + D(P,'f.~·~kJ.,mr ·~~.ttm~) 
., ,· . . ' . : .. 
{3~16) 
. ~ : 
;, .. ~ · n ° • , , o > '' '. = ~ rct(P,<t,j,k,t,m) 'OS ... ~ ' :tF CP)'f; j ,k.t,m) S.i~ lilt! ) 
. . . 
' . 
- • ••
0 P;~t ;.s\nm~ -~inkA , ~ ~ . .. _ . . • 
- ' ., . . • .. . . '*' ~ . < I' • : • • • 
·. ; -~ P(( (,( P,<t.~,k.~.m} Co~Jritl + H (P:9.l,k,t,~) stn ~>~A}· _, , ~J. . . 
- . . ' 
. ; : 
' 
.. . 
. • . ft, . . . . 6 . .. 
:rhe ·coefficients~A(p,q,j,k~l,m), etc. are triple product t ~urface - harl!ldriic 
. ' ' 
' :. . ' . , 
. . ' 
.integra 1 s ,.an~ defi_ ned 'l py · 
• • ~- ' • 0 
"'' ... ;,•· .  
··· . . ,.s(p,q,j,k,l·;m) . ' ' v 
" 4 
· C{p,q,j,k,l,m) 
. .. . 
· . E{p,,q,.j,k,l ,m)" 
• ' ~ po 
H(p;q,j;k,l ,rn) 
I 
~ A(p,q,j,_k,l ,m) 
D( p ;q ,~ ~k, ~ ,m.) 
• ,c:. 
· ; .. f{p,q,j,k,l,m) ·~ 
. ·- -G(p,q,j,k,r,m> _· 
' •' 
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· --The per~urbed potentia 1 is · then ~ 
' . 
. 
. , . .. . . 
. V "' ~ Pe'" f ki ~ ~ ~c,, 'lj/'l,.., > c ~;,.a J vi'.:·; . 
: · _· · .. (~;f·~k,lJntl St~Yt\~J uf .·. 
.. . ' 
. ,. k~~( f(P,ttji,~,tlw-) sin II\~] Vj~--~ 
' . 
.. 
. . . .. 
Ill . 
; I 
. . . 
Comparin~equations · 3.18 and 3:4 we have 




. . ' 
.. 
~ ,. w' .. . '' 
.{3.18} 
. .., 
_. (3.1S) . . . . 
. . 
.· 
~ - . . . 
. whic~- giv~s: 'the OJ~tr,ix c~~ffic_jen~~ - in te~s o1-Kauj~ ~'s · p~rameters. 
. . - \, ~· ' . . ; . . . . 
· ·:· . -_ ~;< The~apv' ~.f · kl-~1~(figure 3~l~a,b}was pro~uced by using_- ·· ~ 
• 
' . 
. ' . ~. . . . . ,. . 
. _tb~. pert~.rbed po~ential m~e cons~ruct a tide_ rna~ · an,d. then _ d~viding : · ., 
. . . . . . /. . .. . . 
· . . the va:lue obtained at each grid point by ' 




-:~ :~? () 3/il) .·- . _. . ~~· (3.~0) .. · .. 
' ' . . 
.. 
- I . I , . 
. . " · . . . . , . tl . . . . . - ~- . ·. 
'- . . : si nee the prescri b~d · potenti_a 1. is ?f fonn U£· .. The s_am~ comme_nt~ on · 
· , ·. - '· . . c- ; ' -,. ' . . . ·• 
~he accutacy·of representatio~ apply t~ t~ese map\ as t~ those o~ ·Ch~pter ~ 
' .... . . . . . . . ' . . . . .. 
. .. 
. •. 
. . .. . 
. .r . 
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' ' ' . 
·The .possibility of a-torqtle-free wobble· of the Earth 




axis sush tha·t any point on the Ea~th· undergoes a per·i~dic\ cha~ge .in .·., . 
latitude -was first suggested by Euler in 1765. Howeyer, Euler's · 
. . 
t • . ... • 






io months rather than _the eventually observed 14. months ~r 437 days. ' . 
. . 
Most of the lengthening of the period.can be at.tributed to elastic yielding · 
.. 
. of' the solid Earth but the oceans are · responsible for about 40 days.' The 
ocean influence 'can be explained by noting that 'the period is · de~e~jned 
. . -· . by the gyroscoEic .restorin9 torque provided by the Earth's equatorial·. 
bulge. For a ri.gid ~arth, . none· of the _,bulge c'an·. adju_st to .~ new . geo-
:graphical position ·ot: ... tbe \.spin axis as the Ear-th wobbles, a_nd the · effect 
·.. . .. ' . 
. . ,·. 
·. of. the oceans on the period is limited to their contribution to :the differenc~ 
' I ' • 
' ' 
' . .. . . - . . 
in moments of inertia which constitutes the bu_lge ~ But when mobility of the 
. ' 
oceans is taken into account, together .with elasti'c yielding· of the .solid 
' . j ; 
. ' 
Earth; the major axi-s of "' the inertia tensor o{ the oceans will tend to be 
t .• more .closely-aligned 'with. ~he.·moving spin a~is,, thus reduc1ng _the effective 
· · bulge and ·lengt))~ning :the period. In .addi.tion to influe~i.ng _ the period 
. the ocean introduce.s a slight ellipticity in .·the· geographi'cal path qf the-_ 
. . . •. . . 
--
.. . 
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pole because their irr.egular distribut'i~n cautTs the. wobble about .one 
~is to be excited slightJy more strongly than that about' the other. 
. . . 
The potential induced by the wobble excjtes a~ ocean tide 
c 
'known as the pole tide. 
. . 
The feedback :of the ocean pole tide on the 
Chandle,r wobb.le has been investigated previo~sly by .Larmor (1~15) and 
,. 
Haubrich and Munk (1959), but .with simplifying assumptions about ti(i~ 
. . . . .. ' ·~ "' ,~ . .' 
hefghts and the e~fect of .continentality. After ·examining the pr6blem 
. . . , I 
--· 
, I 
in the case ·of global oceans (section. 4.ii'i) and accommod-ating c6ntinentality-
- - .,J- f 
·(section 4. i v) a comp1 ei:e _so 1 uti on for ·the effect of an eq')il i~li um po 1 e 
tide is attem~ted in section 4.v. } · 
. . 
Larmor (1915), the first to attempt the probl¢m,obtained a 
lengthening 6f th~ perJod of about. 28 d~ys. He .alJbwed 'for ~ielding of the 
. ~~ 1 i d £a rth to, the prescribed t ida 1 potentia 1 ·of the. wobb 1 ~/~ but d.i d not 
. . . , .. ··. ), { 
take into account ocean loading or self-attraction. :1fe also attempted 
. . . 
. 
to .allow for .the effect;, on the period, o'f non-.globality of the ·oceans 
, . r - .. - . 
by reducing hi'(-tide he.ight by. 2/3· (which is approximat7l·y_ th~ · fraction 
. . . 
of the Earth cov.ered. by oceans). Although he .gave no clear argument for 
the introduction of thi.s factor .it will be seen in section 4.i~ that the · 
·leadin·g -ter.m in ·the expansion of the ocean function in .surface hanuonics 
; . - , ) . . 
is also the leading .term in the correction for coJ;~tinentality . 
. . 
·Haubrich and Munk (1959) ~ccounted correctly for con-
tinentality but .did not allo\'1 fo.r the effect of load yielding a·nd self- ·-
, \ I ~ 
attractiQn .on ~he tide height, and made an jncorrect e~timat~ (sect~on 4.v) 
) . . . 
· o~ the effect ~f load. yield_ing on the products of. inertia _of .a tide. Their 
· ·error-was at~~ibutabl e mostly ·to incorrect nuJtleri ca~ val u~s of the lbad Love · 
. 
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J 
the Love number method. Their method is ~ssentially that of section 
.. 
4.iv although I have used the more recent ocean function of Balmino 
et !l (1973) in the correction for continentality. 
· ~ere, as · in all pre~ious work, it h~s been assumed that 
· the ·pole· tide is. an equilibrium tide. Although th~ sol_ar annual tide is 
thought to be eq~ilibrium this does not mean that all longer period tide~ · 
will be equilibrium.· The reason· for this is that the sola·r annual tide·-
• 
potential is of degree-2, order-zero whereas the P-Ole tide is of degree-2, 
order-1. This is sufficient reason to rule out equating their dynamic~ · 
. . 
(Munk and MacDonald, 1960, p. 99). · In fact both Haub-rich and Munk 
.. 
(1959), and Miller. (1973) in i more complete arialysis, report pole tides 
an order of magnitude above equilibrium. However the areas ·in which an 
. especially large .pole .tide is ·found are quite localized and .Miller (1973) 
finds -that the e~citation from th~ non-eq~i,ibrium tides in the Baltic 
. . . . 
and N~rt~ ~e~s · is: quite. ins.ufficfent to excite··fn a_~preciable wo.bble. 
On the basis .of this result~~ investiga~ion oi the effect.?f the o~eans 
on _the .,Chandler wo'bble, assuming an equilibriu~ tidal respon~e·, may be a 
. . - ~ 
good approxima.ti·on. ·' 
ii) The Liouville Equations , 
.• 
' .. 
The Liouville equations which describe the rotation ot'a ...  :·~ .~-
- - • I I 
' .(<1 ~ •. 
: , · yi e 1 ding. Earth are ~eri v~d i ri Appe~d i x E. They can be wni tten in the form 
- . 
. . ~.~\ . . 
( 4.1) 
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• - 1"\ • 
where ~ri~ _ _J:he Eulerian frequency of the wobble ·for a rigid Earth and m1 ~nd m2 ar'e the"·~~~nts ~f. the. _angular velo~itY Of the reference fr0me 
(w~ich is attached to the solid Earth in some prescribed man~er) about the 
ax~s· 0°, 90°E longitude in the equatorial plane, _normalized by dividing · 
. .v 
bl the diurnal.frequency . . The ~xcitation functions, for -the purpose~ .. . 
needed. here, .are 
' 
'l$1 11'- ~-~ '11 : C.3/(c- .A) t ' 
~-~ 0-,\ ( 4. 2) {JJ. ct)..3 -/ C< -II) I ':. i~ rfi. 
where c.A are the Earth's axial and equatorial moments of inertia,. and 
. . 
c·13, c23 are t~e small · products of inertia generated by· the pole_.. tid6'. · 
- - ."Jo\ : - . ...------------
-. The first ·tenns on the right hand side are the ocean excitations and 
. I . , ' . . 
/tR ~nd ~'are the excita{~_ o~ .. all ~the~ soutces w~ich have a~1 
effect on ·the period of the wobble. (fluid core, elastic mantle, 
I • . . 
. · atmosphere) •. Using 4.2 equations 4.1 may be written ~ 
(.4. 3) 
Th~ mo'st exhaustive· study of the wobble of an oceanl~ss, but otherwise 
• • <. • 
. . 
rea~ Earth is by. Jeffreys an_d Vicente (1957). They ~have shown th~t for 
"" 
an oceanless Earth equ~ti~ns 4.3 can .,be.
1













'• . ~ 




.,... . 1 
6 • . . . " . . • 
Re-tntroducin~ the oc~an·excitation gives 0 • 0 
m·, '+ 4~ ·m·~ ·· -:: 6~·c~3. /cc .. "~) ~ 
~ ~ 
· W1 J.. - ~e. »1 1. :=. - 6r c.,3 I c.c.:A) 
-( 4 •. 5) 0 .' 0 
0 : 
• 0 
• "' 0 
which may be ·solve.d for the observed frequency..6 in terms of the. 
' • 0 
'oceanless' . frequency ~eand the EulerJan · frequency~~ Subt~action 
of the 'oce~nless' period from the cibserved ~eriod gives th~ ~engthentng · 
of th~ period due to the oceans. 
0 0 
. . iii) The Pole Tide in ' Global Oceans '" ( 
~- ·· . --:::=.--:--- .. _ 
' 0 
0 i 
~ ~ -~--,- -
. This is essenti~lly th·e · model of Larmor '(l915) ·. Although 
. .. 
h_e · ?id not use the per.turbed .Liouvill.e equations and hence could not 
.solve for the w6bble period of an oceanless Earth~ he ~as able ~o obtain 
0 • 
an approximate se>JVtion ' of the probl~m by calculating_ ~he wo~ble pe_riod of 
. . ~ . 
·~ a rigid Earth wh~se pole tide had ~he same height ·it' would have on a real 
( . . . . 
Ear:th. The lengthening calculated on this basis is· about·28 days which 
is ·actually closer to the true lengthening by .oceans which ~espond in · 
' ;1; • • 
eq~ili~riu'm f~s~~o}jfha~ th·e .. 4.~ ~ays w~· ob:ain here by a~pra·a_ch_ing -~he 
0 problem correctly. Jlsing 1:11 . the height_ of the equilibrium tide .is 
• !' 
I 
.... . .... 
0 J i ff 0 / -
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· ·Using 2.1 for the potentjal at' a ~urface layer qf }nown ·height ·and density 
. . . . . ~ 
~e ~ave for the potential of the pole tide: 
Using f1a~Cull agh Is form~l a for the te~s i ~ the gravi tati ona'l potentia r . 
' .. 
. du·e .to· the product~· of inerti@c13, c23 we ~have 
• 4: ' 
... .. . ' .. -~ .: . -· ~ ~ li' (c,] ~o~t\ .... · c;t; s i~~J 
. . Q 3 . . ,(4.9) 
' . . 
. .. 
• " I . . , 
... and c_ompar.ing with 4.8 we have 
The wobtri e equations ~h.en . become ·· 
'. 
. . 
. ' . 
• ? • 
·. 
·When · solv~c'i f~~ the ob~·erved frequency these ·y1eld · 
. ' 
. . . .. ~ f 
. ~ :::; 'd.f! - d,.~ J~ ...It Q. 
Sf ·e:.(c-'A), 
. . · a 
: .-6tt ,- . · oao <6r . ·... . ... 
{4·.10) 
..:, 
. . ~ 
•' 
:- · •z 
. I ' (4.il) 
I tJ I ' 
·-. __ ___). 
c. \. •• 
·. When the Eu)e~ ~nd· observed fregu(mcies -are-·~se'd in 4.12, the . incr~~s·~ in 
. -~ .. ·. 
. . 
, •. 
. ~ ... 
' ' 













7i - :· . 
the wob-ble pe.riod .due to the ocean.l is 43 days, and the wobble period of an. 
I I ' ' • • . \ " ' 
oceanless Earth is 
' • 
(4.13) 
. :'and. 'the oceans accordingl~ incre'}Se the period of the wqbble by--43 days. 
~ ~ " 
As a result of the ·gl oba 1 i ty of the oceans there is no -
.. r 
preference in· the excitation of either m1 .or m2 and the path of the pole 
is circular. 
iv) The Pole Tide in Non-Global Oceans 
If the tide, a's pre.dicted by 4.7, is integrated over. the 
qceans it is found that the integral does not reduce to zero, i.e . 
. .. . 
J . water is not conserved. To correct thi-s we. use the . Darwin correction ·. · 
,, 
.• (secti~n 2. iv). The corrEictO' tide. in the ocea.~ ;,' 
• • > I 
. · :~l:: -Jt~ g~~ J.,.[ mL( P~ to sA .-~:~) · +bt~(~\in~ -J'b~ · )'1 
. . . 3~. . . ·' . . ·~Joct: . . . ftoq~ U { ~_. ~4_) 
. . -
•' 
a . · ~h~n calculating-the products of inertia due to this·tide ' it must be 




~ c,~ ;:. -a "'{E.~(!, 1 ~ (osr\ d s 
~ • r f ' 
.. C.~)= -~N£ ~~-GtP; siMds 
- (4.15) 
. ., . 
. - , 
( . 
. ; 
. ... , . 
..1 











. ' S~bstitutjng the -surface harmo'ni _c expansions o{~ a·nH ~ .into ' 4_ ~·1S ' we ha~e ' . 
~ . 
· <:13 ~ H~t[L.Ptfi'~'a~ t:os»~A cos~ <J:s · 
1 P,'" P~ P; b~ Sill."'" si11.A cos~ 
.s . . . . 
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.- The . nu~ber of non-zero ; ntegra 1 s in 4 ~ 1.6 1 s -, imit~d ·by t-h~ fact · that one . 
·.of · ~~e L~gend~e funct1ons has· been specJfied. to b~ . 'P ~ -~ . r·n· ~act the. only · .·_-. 
· non-'zero · integr~ls a~e those. in which .the ocean coefficients of.-degr~e · 
· o,2,~, and order ·o,2 ·are present. 
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'Following ·the notation of Haubrich ~nd Munk {1959). th~se may be w~itte~ . 




c::.,l = ~ II (~ R ,.{~) . 
R . - · . " .. 
. . 
. 6· . C~ ::: !Jf. A ( 1~ m). + R. wt,) . . (4.17) 
wHere : . · 
" . ,; ') 
• 9 
. .. 
' J . . . 
.  
' ' 
. · . . 
., . 
. ' 
.. ' ·. ' 
. . . \ . ' ~ 
.1', • -
' .. n 
. . ' · . 
.. ""'" ' .. 
. . l. . , 
~ ~j~~l · J . 
· J..oo rl~ . .. · 
V\D '· 
. . 
. . : 
. ' ~ 
-
• r' .... " . .. . 
. ·· .. '. -. ' .. _._ .. : . "' . -(bs; . )/liJ J!. t ·qt -~~~q 1l )·· ' ~ .!fJL _(b~)il ]. 
. · . . . .. . . · tT- · · · . · . · ·. J-_ . .~00 q"0 · 
. · .. . · ··:·. ·. · R . :; ·[ b~ ~. S"IL(3.2( · ·~ b~ ~G.4~q 11 ·. - 'D.J. a~.1 h.,.r J . 
. ·. . . . , . ", ., . . ~ .. I , . , ~.' J.~' · .. ,t:/,0 
.. . . ' ; : ~ . " . . ·. 
·. 
. . . ~ ~ . 
' . 
- ~. or . . 
.. . 
. . ~ '4 . 
: t-f .T . :: (I. 8 .71 , X. IO .' 
·7if. - ~ .· . .'i .. ·. . . " 0 . : 
.. . . . ' . _(., 
.. . . :· -.!_ItT ~-?·_o. q, s-q ~to · . . · . · . 1 -· · , • ·• · . . · . . 
_.' . - ~- 0 . · . . ·. ~Li . :. · .... ..... .. - . . • (4.19.) _ . · ··. · ~ ' 
· · · · ··r ~ · o · ob; "J. .~< 1c.r · ; D. • •• · • • • • • • • . • • 
- . . . . 
0 
. . . q . . . ' . .. .. ·.· 
· .:-.· · .. ~ ; . . L3CfLj .o:-lo-., _ ·. · . . : - . . - . 
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• ~ : 0 
. m, -+ fo~ - :fi &,.. ) nto. ::. d_i..B m1 
. . \ H· I H 
Y,i:-- (&c Jt <-r) "'• :=_- ~t-/~ ( 4. 20) ' 
L 
i 
· ·.:. . where 
"' '• 
. ' . . (4.21) 
. . ·. . . '\ . ·. . . . . . 
' ~· ' . ' ' 
·· 'Equations 4.20 may be ·uncoupled to yield 
. . . 
m, ·+ f(6e - T~) ( 6~ -r,_ &r) - &l_g~\ . »11 :: 0 . \ _ . H . H . . . H~ I . ' . 
. . - - ' . . . . . ~ ~ . . . (4.'22) 
WI~ + ( ( 6-e - ~) ~c· - Ta- .&r) _- .&r R ) m~.:= o 
. H H . H~ . . II 
. . . . 
and the freque'ncy· is' 
/ · ·-
··v·- . 
. . , ·: '"' 
.6 = ..s~~ 1 - Jl.(rls:r~) . - ~ (f?.~~ t L.)] .'" (4.23). 
.{ . . I 
. . . 
··. ··:: .. . or"' to ·:a first', approximation I, . 
l .. 0 
c& ::: d _e ... (Ti '-l·T.).) ·.n. . 
.- . ~ · _/ 
\., . . : ( 4. 24). 
... 
.. ' ~hich gives for the wob~le period ot' a~ o~eanJess ·Earth · 
• # ... • 
• 0 " 
"( 4. 26) 
: ' 
.• \ 
. , · . . . . . . . . . .· 
· reducing, the ' increase in period to 30 days ~ T~e ·t~ree-'day difference 
. . ~ . 
· between . .this and Haubrich and Munk 1 s (1959) re.sult . is attributable to ·the 
. . '\ . , . . . .. ·, 
l, ·.· 
.' - I 
.. 
' . ' . 
.. 
· · diff~rent ocea~_ functi_ons u~ed .' _ Si nee th~ result is appreci ably'"' differ~nt . · ·· 
. .. 
f~om that. obtained ~sing global oc.eans, the importance of continentality 
·' . 
• Q ~s re~dily apparent • . 
•. 
·.I .·.· . 
. . 
·. ~ .. 
. , .. 
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. ' · 
.·· · 
• • ot .. 
.. .. 
r. 




. . ' 
• •• 0 
,, .. 
. ,·:::· .. 
_ ... .. 
. . 
. Becaus.e Tl i.s greater than T2 the excitation iS not 
' . . 
.. 
.. sy(rmetric .and an elliptical pole path·resu1ts. 
• 4 • • ' •. • • • •• 
' 
... 
i . ,.. • ... 
' t• 
. ; , ., 
·· v) The. Complete So.lution of the Pole Tide 
. () 
. ' • . " . 
· The treatment i!l , section 4., i.v was an over-simpl i fi cat jon 
·· in that the tid~· hei~hts · diff not ~llow for. self-pttraction and ·l~.a~fng· .. and 
l • ' • ' • • ' 
· . .. . the' cons.equent diminish'ing of the produ~f inertia of the ~cean . tide 
• . . . : . . u 
. . 
: . .... ."was not accounted for. 
• • b • • ~ • .> 
It is. not sa.tjsfactory ta.·a.lJow for loa'd yi'eldi.ng) 
as ·it affects the product of inertia, s·imply by·.calc.ul(!ting the· product of · 
Cl • • ~ • """ 
. . ' . 
. ' 
iner.tia ·of an Earth tide · of
1 
~mplitude ·:. . ~.. ":·.J. 
htl ~ · ~~ . 
. , .. ~f f( 
.. ~. . 
and density.'contras.tf~fo, "as Haub~ich a'nd.Munk (19~9) .·suggest. This :is 
' . , • . .. . . 
. 
. '··. 
a misuse .of the Love number methQd, as· can be .eas·i ly seen by noting .that · 
. . .. .· . . . .. . ,. . . 
using this argument 'the potential' of · the solid Earth as a result of. the : 
' . ,, ' . ' "" . : . . . 
. ' "'-.. . 
J ·: :;. 
. ocean t 4de would b~. 
.· 
.. , . ___ , .. "', ~ · .. ; {4.27) •' ,' 
• . . .• tt 
' . 
: sut the deformation pot~ntial ; is actually 
. ·• . • v ; , . . t 
. . ... ·v. 
. '; '· 
... . ( 4.28) 











. and. certainly 
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. . ' (4.29) .. 
,• 
' . 
. .) . ~ . 
. II 
'!.• I• . 
. . ' 
'• 
•, I 
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' .. ··' " v • • 
. ' . It._\'tas -shown in Chapter .3 ·that the defonnation potential ' 
- • ' 1 
( 
ot th~ tarth in y~~pons~ to a prescribed potential . 
. "" . . - . . . ~ : 
. \.• 
' . I . 
. . 
can be· written in a manner analogous to the equatibns 2.74 for the ·tjde 
I . . . . 
.( . I· . 
heights . provided the response of .the oc~ans is equil.ibriunL The deformation 
., , . 
·· potential.is. 
,, - \/-:; · ~ P;'[ KIH.~,l~) ut{.~SiMA. -t ~.f(f.~.~~)Ut~~)\~u,\•> 






' . . 
.. 
' 
·In this chapter . the-K matrices will account for .only the perturbed 
- ---- ·--- --------- . __ __;_' -----,------
poten.tia1 due .to , t~e oceans. In contrast to chapter .. 3, · the dir-ect 
perf~rbea potentiai of the ·solid Ea.rth 'fn . re~pons~ ~o . the prescribed· 
~ 
r~• I 
> \ •• > I ; 
. . ...... .;J 
poten~ial is -not included in ~he K matrices ·because here the · K matrices 
., 
j • 
.,!> ' .. 
1' 
:are to · give the perturb~d potential due to the oc~ans only. · The only .. 
• 0 • • ~ • • \ 
. . ·tenns in ~; ,31 ,which' are the result of. the inerfia p'roducts, .cl3·· c21 are -~he_ · ~ .. 
' t • • • :. • ' ~· • • • • : • 
. . 
·:. u~. ~errns 'sq · that 4 .. 3-i lll~Y be _written ~- _ ·' .. 
. V= ·.~ p~~[(kl(~~-~~~J~) uJ' i. ~~(~.~~}\) vt) c~~A ,I 
. • . (4.32)'-





. ' ' 
- . - ' 
· .. From equat:ioils 4.9 for the ~en~ial of the p~oducts of _iyertia . c{·3 ~ ·~ · 
. • a 
' . · c~3 .. we liave ·-
. r .'';p 
.· 
... 
:L k r (c)..\ ~ ~) u~t.. i k 3(~ 1 ~'k) v~tr..~~-- .- ·J.. 6 : c,3 ·· . 
~"' . I .. J . I ~ I ~ -~, · · . 
_ ~ ~i(a.,r,)~} ~i~ "' K7(~,1.~,'\) ~k = <~.C:. c.:~ . (4 •33J 
" . ~... . . . ' . q'l . ' 
. ' . 
,. 
. . . 
u 
~ 
I • , , ~ q I ' •, .. 
:,"./)--· 
. ' ... 
• .. 
t 
. . ' 
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The ·pole tide has on_ly degree-Z, order- f tenns 
. • ( . 
r - i.e. 






.. 1j Kl (cl,L.~}) .J).~af/.3 fiR :. ·~ I ' \ ' 
r~ ... ~ k ' ~ .. f'/ 7(~}~~)) ....n:. o.. . .~G.. A : ~ 
n. 
' .. ~~ k3(~~~~1) ..n.l.4" I 3 ~ ~ 
, . ' 
' -
. ' 
. ·"' · 
Following. the previous ·sect·i.on this "leads to • =- • 
' . . . 
. . 
' . 




. r~ ~ =· 411. days . 
-
· ·so: th.at ttie o.ceans. i n·c~ei!l~e the period by . .-26 days. 




• J • 
' . ( 4.34). 
. (4.3~) 
' . . ' 
·~ ("4.36). 
.... . . 
v-" 
. 
.. (4 ~ 37} . 
"" 
. . 
,:. , .. 
\ I , -
1






T~e _ result~ and. ~eak~esses of ~he ~hree solu:~ ons· a_re· 
. . • - . . t. .... - .. _L _ _, . . . . . . . . 
'presented in Jable ·4 .'2. The. non-global,ity of the ·oceans has the greate~t 
. . ~ ~ . 
• <T 
. . . 
,, 
. ' . . . · · i nfluenc~, ~ re.ducing the .lengthening by 13 days.. The ~)ight adj.ustment 'of · 
' ' ", • ' • I ' ' ' ' • ' ' • 
• I 
. I 




· _·. ·, 4 ciay.s. as ·a res·ult 'of allowing -fo~ ·· loal yfelding i s ... the. ·resultant.'of {a) J .·. · · 
. . . •' , - . 
. . ' 
'· · · an · in~rea~e ·;n the.· pole tid.e ampl i.tude by lo~ding a~d· particularly .. s.e l,f-
- ~ ~ : . 
. . :.~. . . . ·.·a : . · . 
...... . .. ..  .
-, . ' ' • , ' 1' ,• I ' 
, · . . 
' .. 
• I 'I 
'. 
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-· • II 
attraction by a factor of ab_out .84/.69 ~nd (b) a· r~duction in this · 
- .·- tide's · a-bility to rai.sei p~oducts of ·im~r~i~ by ~'factor. ·afeo_ut ;69. 
. . ' . ·i 
Earth is about 392 days. according to Jeffreys and Vicente {1957)~: 
Pres_u~ably, ·the qiscrepancy between ~92 and 411 js t~ _b,e a~~oun:ed for .bY . 
·· takin~ into account.t_he departure of.the . pole tide . from equilibr11Jm. 
' 
I • c . , : . ' .. 
L e.· by a fully dynamical ,treatment-. ·- · 
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· Lengthe!ling 
of peri ad· ·{days) 
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section "4. iv ~0 
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... cant i nenta 1 it.}( 
does not allow for , - · · 
. . ~ . . . . 
. ·- . . self-attra-ctirin · or- ~ . 
l'oadin.g · .. '· · .. . · · 
\.. . 
' . ~ . 
~ -. 
does not allow for · 
' I 
' '\> I 
non-equilibri um' response 
. . 1 . 
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'· ~·l 
Table A;.2 The results of the ·three successive .: ·. 
. . . . ·. · .. ... . . ·. . 
' . 
1·. · .. ·' 
. .. 
'' ·I J 
' • ~·; , I to • 
·· · · appr~xi.inations to th'e pole tide J ·. -
. i' 
. ' . 
\. , ' . 
' • 
~ . : . 
• • . ~ · • I 
. . "' .. 
q"" • • 
, '; ."' ,1> f . • ' • ,' I t 4 ~ • I 
C~andler- ~~bbl~ · prob,lem., _ . 
I . 
~ . ' ,. 
' •, 
. . 
,._ t .: 
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. 
.. -, . . b. ·r 
. . . .. 
vi)The·Ellipticity of the.,-Pole Path . , ·. .. , . ' ,() 
" . . ' -
'The path of the'pole at the .Ch~n~ler · frequency is not 
circular 'due in part to 'the di striouti on ot' the_ oceans' and in part to .. 
• tJ "' • : I • ' 
.-.-->· the: in~rtia'. ellip_s.oid of .the s·olid. Ea.r-th 'being sl .ightly :tri-axial. 
.. 
' . 
Hhen a triaxial body is rotating nearly about i.ts ~xis_ . . · 
. ' . ~ 
• .. • ,J:I _ • • ~ t .. 
of greatest moment anti wobbling slightll}', the major axis of the · ·_:._ . 
. ', I ~ , . . . - . 
' .. ·. elliptica.l pole path.· points toward the principal ~xis ,o'f intermedia'te 
• • I , 
. . 
inom~nt' of inertia~ This is .simply becaus~ the wobble.energ,Y'is split 
. ·; equall~ between_ the· t~o equatorial a~es and the axis ' of ·l~ast 111o~ent · of . 
. ->' . . ( "' ; . . .. 
inertia must. have a· greater amP.litu~e of r_otation._. The a~i"s of. ·least :. 
' ~ • . . I ' . 
. moment· of ·i~ertia for the Earth is in the Indian.·ocean which puts .the · 
( . . . .. . . . . .. 
· ·· irtterinediate"axis at about 10 degrees ·East longitude.· Haubrich and Munk 
\ . . . " .. 
. (1959) _place th-e majo~_axis of the ·pole path -at .107 degrees East longitude ~ 
• .. . 0 "~" 
app~rently by confusing ·the greatest ·equatorial radius aiilthe ,gr.eates_t::~- ·· 
. . . . .. . . ' ' ~ . . ~ . . ! , 
equatorial _axis of inertia. . ' < 
• • . {j fJ 
_ rf' . .M1" and M2 a r~ . ~he a_~P 1 i tudes ,of the po 1 a r IT!Ot i o~ s 
' ' • " f ~ • I ' ' ' I " ' 
; . then their magni tlfdes will · bed n. the rati 0 of ,their excitations . . 
. . . . . ' . ' . . ' ' ~ .. 
' . 
. . 
; ..  
: . 
. /). ' 
'· , 
\ 
6: = .f - !:1i. . 
.M! 
= . ~>'4 
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. ·' 
Writing' the e~u~iion~ - of polar moti~n as 
'\ . 
. I . . . ~ 
if!' ' 





. whe~e"'/3 is a ~ phas~ a~gl~ 'and M1_M2. ~r~ · t~e amplitud~s :oylie _ polatmoti~·n. · 
• I • 
By substituting .i11' 4.2~ we h~ve ~ 
.. 
I ' ' 
-.. 













which i.s an ell ips~ ori ~nted a·t an angle " . such that· 
- . 
t ~ • • 
• 0 • • • • w . . ' . ' .. 
The oceans· thus contribute to' the ellipticity Qf the ' po~ pat~, whose . · . 
• • ~" \ ~ ' ' ' ' : ' I • • "' • ' ,. I • •. : 
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THE - GRAVIMETRI~ fACTOR . ' 




The gravimetric factor for a prescribed non-load potential 
. . . . 
· ·was given -in secti~n· .1. iii. Farrelj · (1970) suggests that the -gravimetric 
' o I ' 
. . . 
"' factor for a load .. potential 'is.the .same as that for a non-load potential. 
. ' 
J • ' {) • 0 ~ • 
with lo.ad,Love numbers· r~_placing no~-load Love null)bers. ·Slichj:er (1972) 
. . . .. 0 
makes a si:milar. statement and compounds his error by_ using load L9vef<1_ 
t> • - • • • . 
· . . 
·-- number-s-of--e.ru::rect abso 1 ute va 1 ue· but wrong ·s·i gn. In s·ecti on · s·. i i · the 
c •' 
pr-oper expr-~~sio~. fco_r· -~he .·loa·~· .gia~i~etr~c f~~tor ~ ·s ' deriv~d •. T~is i~ .t .hen 
·Used, in conjunction with .. eq. 2. 2 6 fOr the gi opal eff~ctive \ide h~i~ht, 
to arrjve at a gravim~ic factor for a-model with ' global oce\qs. ,,In · 
. . . . ,. 
'section ·.s.iii the ma~rices which govern the 'fluctuatio~s in gr~v-ity will , 
• L • , • ' · • • a , • 
qe· derived and used to examine the gravity tides associ-ated .with several 
• ' 0 ' ., . • •• '\ • • 
_lon'g pert,od _ tide~s. ·Slichte_r (1972) ha~ · shown that sout_h polar st~.tjpns 
· ,,_;_; · ~~~ / ·r· _;,.i ·· .. · ~ (I• · · , 
.afe. ·ver.i' 11\-tTe influenced by, ttw .grav;.i:ty ti_de from th_e 1 ong period ocean 
, , ' , , , ~ ;J, 'I r 
1 
<J ' . 
tid~s: By exam_ining ·vari~_~s _t~i~al ~a-~t-ernsjt ·r.a~ b«: ~-o-~sibl<_to f~nd · _· 
.. . . II 
'·other areas in the ·Ea-rth for whith th~ gravity tide ·correctiop for a giveh-
• 0 . . . - . 
. ' . '\1 . . 
tide is sm~ll. 
Q' \ . 
. r. 
. _A .-. 
.. . . ~ : . . ~ . . . . -{_ 
:-- · • :. ii·) .The Gravimetric ..factor For Ja-' Load Potential 
. ·::;.- ._ ' . - . . '. ' - ~ " . , 
. . ...k~ . . ~· . r . . / . 




._After jieldihg~ : the. potentia~ du~ . to ~prescribe~ · load 
', ' ' f.?,~ • • • '- ' ' I \ 
• .I .•• • •. l.tq . '. \ ; . 
., . 
; 
. .~ . 
' •. 
·J 
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· pote~tial U' is :. 
. . 
. '
. _ · ~,I:'tr + k,') u~ .· 
. n . 
at t~e surface and 




, - ' 
p ('5, 2)· ·.. . .. 
, . 
ou.tside_· the surface: By differentiating with .re_spe_ct_ to r - w~ obtain th·e 
perturbati qn in gravity c¥t the surface; 
. ' 
•. 
·. ( 5. 3) 
.. 
'0 • 
\ . . . . . 
T_iiere- is an addittonalccontribution_ · t~ the· gravi~Y- tid~ whi~ aris~s 
-fro~ th'e ·ve~ticaf defl ~ctions .a{ t~· Earth's .surface :· . ·. - " 
~. 0 , ' ... •. J ~ ' .- ( . 
~. • ' II' 
•' ' 
: -L(\Io) : ~,, 
. ;d.,.,. - . 
. r-
' • ' : 
_.·G)· · . . 
·' 1.1.') •• -
c 
.' ._wher_~ ~ 0 is the im'disturbed potential o{ the Earth arid 
.!'\·= ~ ·h·~~~~~ ) 
.• (5. 5) -. 
, .. ~, ~ ) 
" ' . -~5 .• 6 . -. 
I . , . . 
.. ' · 
,~ : ~ or -
.. 
. 
0 . • 
' I. . . . : . 'J ' . . 
- ,· 
· ' ... .. : 
.. . 
. ' . 
',' -. 
·• 
·- . _J 





·- . : 
. . 
~ • f • ; . 
. . . 
Q .. • 
l 
t • • • · ' . • 
.. ' . 
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l • • • 
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. f • . 
. . ' 
where ,the 1oao gravimetri_c factor ~~ · . . . 
. . 
' ~ • & . . 
·-
\ . \ . • I . 
-cS·~ =·· I ·-t·kn -~,;·-
1\il 




- . I ~ • 
. ' 
•, . 
- . . 
(5_;7) . 
-In the c~s~ of equilibrium tide$ in global oceans we have I . . . . , 
. . 
' ~ -~ . n . . 
·and the l_o~d. poten_tiai.,.of· t~is. tide is 
. . 
so.that the total gravity t~de is 






. ~ - . 
-".A3-~ -~;('~ ._.~~ · 
a~~· ttllob~l effective graVimetric factor is 





' .. ~ 
.-. 
' ,. 
(5.11) . ( ~ 
Actually these gravimetr'ic . ·factor~ are · to be' 'used ~1th. me~surements · made . . · 
0:... • • • 4 .,. .. • • • . ' 
.. -~ ~ ~-.: ~ ?" . ~e._so_l ~d- ~~rth · ~u~f~c: ·~ · ~o equati~n 5:11 ~oul,d no_t, ~_trfctly speakin'g·~ - · , . 
_ .:fPPJy· to global.~ceans· but only to oceans which were-. so extensive t~e tidal .. ""' : 
. . ' .. . , ·,~ . -. , . . 




, • t' :.. • \ .. - "~ a . • • • • • , ' ' 
. · · · . . ~ . Num·~ri ca 1 va 1 ues of · the 1 oad gravtmetri c . .factqr and . t~- · . · , 
- .. 1 •\ • . • • • .I , - • • 
global . effectiv~ · gravimetric factor ar~ "given . in Tab1e· 5.1. ·. _: c· 
. . " . . - -
I · ·. 
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. iii) .Gravity -Tid~s on an Earth · With Non-Global Oceans 
. ~ ' 
: ' 
' Sf_, 
. . . As in the. earlier chapters, we would : 1 ike to .e~press .the 
' . . . . . . . 
' I 
. gravity ·t~de ov~r ·the s~:~rfac.~ of th~ .Earth in a s~rface .hanno~ic. ~xpa~sio~ 
- I • 
whose coefficients would' be ~iven by ... 
e 3•t' = Gd(t,rn,i}';) llJ" _ "', V. 3 U,!'l,4,k) Y/ 
' (5.12) ' 
.. . 
._ ··. -5~~ := Gt~( e)mJ~~) ilf· .,.· ~ i_ (t_;m,j~) . '!Jk l ' .. ,. 
·. . . . Q , .. .. . . a -· 
' 
Gonsidering 'only nori~load p~tential~ and using 2.66 for 
. • . ~- : . . r.;:_ . , . . ~· . . • • , • 
the :tide height and 2~1 .. for the load potential ' of this tide we have .for 
- . • ",. • . • . - ' , I . 
· · · : . the .radial deflecfion o.f the solid Ea.rth' due onlY,. to the ocean tide · 
. . ·. ' (., v"' :~ . h~:  r· i 'ict,~;ik) u}' ,· ~ . i 1(tfK~,k) v.i~ . ·. . . . . . . 
· . d It . ' (J:{tl)f · · · , · 
- .. -. ~ z;= h~li-(L3~~,...i,I<;)Uf + L 7(f,Wl,j,k) vn . .· ,(S . lJ) ' 
. , • (~t+oP ' " 'I ', , ' ~ I • ; , 
' 'l ~ I 




· · 'solid surface .is .· 
. 
·..L. · .. 
. • • I ' 











. . \. an_d simf;l a r_ly for the other c6'effi c1 ents. 
' ·' 
• . ,, .. ~ ..... ·h 
_·.The pert1,1rbed potentia f o('the. Earth · due .to the· oc~an tide · ·,. 
~- is ·_given by 3._13 and :3.14_. w.i'th th~ direct. sol ·i~ Ea~th ~e_rtu_rbed .:potE~ntial· . 
' '\ ' • • • • • • • • • ~ ' • • • • < • • .. 
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and ~he perturbatio~ _fn · gr~vity is ' ' ·-·- -- .· 0 
. ' , .. ' . ' 
. ( ~. 16) ' ' .· : ' . ' . 
. ' 
' : ,• I " • 
. and -~imilarly for th.e. ~-th~r co,efficients. Th~ total cen.tribution of , th~ . ·.,-
.. ' - ' ' . . . . 
. ~. : ' 
.. . 
.,-
i :' . ~ .' ·~ -.[~. ht 3fo L3((,1K,,i}<) - ({±j) t\3(e.m.~.k)] Vt~ 
. . ~ (a.J tO! . . . \ a . . . . . 
.: i . . ' ' ' ·. . ~ . . . . - . ' . ' ·. ( 5 .17) 




·; . ._ · . . a. a t +t)f · . . a. · . J . . . . . _ . _, . . 
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. · 
: -The G ·matrices · are 1 · • 
• . • . I ~ ~ , ' .... - } \ 
,, ' 
" ' -· 
' ' 
' ' . 
. . Gr 1-H .,. ~· k.)· =, · ·r· ~~ he' . ~ Ci +:b ~-i + ~i 1q· 3 fc, ·. ~,I (~ 'M. ~ ~) .-
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' . 
·- .~ ' 
.i 
.. ~ 
.I.n. ·mast textboo.ks ·and pub 1 i shed research _pi'J.pers .an the . 
'· 
sutiject, the representation of·eqlifibrium .. tiae h~ights is by tne ~~ · -· 
,· . 
. -
(1 , • • 
·-
'(6· •. 1) ..• 
. - . 
. ·Munk and-' MacDpnald · (l~6o, p •. 36) g'a.ve ·a>fonnula. modifying: ,6.1 so that the. 
. .. . . . . . . \ 
oc~~n feedback on : itself,: ~iir~c.tly· ~nd thr~~~h ioad yieldi~g, was -al .low~d r • 
fo~ . . ·The derivatiott presented by Munk and MacDonalp was, however, .c.ir~· 
• • ' ,. tl . n ~ 
cuitous ~nd the ,actucil fee.~back prpcesses ' <?'C:curring were not' transparent. •. 
(4. •• ':'1 • • ' .. • 
in the · deriyati~n. T_heir ' equation was t~f?r~fore ~u~pect an~ ·tn.e i.nitial ·. 
.. 
. ~ .. . . .. - . 
purpose of.this research was to ~either verify. 4r refute their equ-ation ~nd . 
0 • • • • • .. 
in a~di.tion. to solv~· .for the tide.height, something ~hich ~u·nl< and M~cDonald did 
u " r J • , • ,.., 
not attempt. . ' . 
_.. . . ' 
. • . 
Th.eir equation wa~. vel"ified, (apart from a- ·necessary . 
. . . . . ' . . . ·. . .,::_.., . . . 
""• (,.. . 
... ·. 
. ~' 
correcti_on for mass conservation .. which was .not clearly incorporated by 
them)3 ·bu.t obtained ·by a_ more com~rehEmsible derivatio~? and .:J?.Qjy.ed. s~ · 
. . ' . ' ·, . . ... ..r .... _ . 
thai the coeff~cients in the surface ~arm~nic expansion of a ~idi ~tie ~o 
. . . . . . . . . . . ' . . 
' . . · ·, . 
- : ~ny prescr.~bed potent'.;_al could be quickly 9btained (Settior; 2.v.) •· · · 
' . 
' It: 
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c..~ .. • 
' • 
~ ... ..;:., ... . 
_,. 
' f( • 
_... ... . 








<. • • ~~ 
... 
~ the a~ial spin acceleration. : ~ . . 
. , · Much ~r the- phase 1 qg ·and a~p 1.it1.1de a; screparicy of 
the gravity tide observed -at co~inental station's . is due to the- non·-
. :: : . . ' .. . . ~ . . . 
equilibrium tides . i.~ the global ocean. Hhen a ·mor·e complete knowledge of· 
~~~ ti~~ in the open ocean ~~:available it wil-l ' be pos~16le to ~em6v~ =the · 
oceanic contribution to the ob~erved - gravity tide and . thus' obtai'n a · ~olid 
. . . . .. . . . 
Earth residual which .will.yiela ~n accu;at~ v.alue~ pQrti2ularly of.the · 
• - • • 0 - • • • • • - • ' • •• • • • 
solid-Earth phase l~g, so that the dissipativene:;s of the solid-Earth at 
- . "' . ' . 
tidal frequencies·· may be obtained. This has a1ready.·be.en attempted by --
.. . . ' ' . 
f,arrel~ {197_lb),. Although he ·doe~ not. m~nti-on ~he soii.d-Ear.t_h , -' phas~ 1,ag, 
• f • • • 
. .. , ; " .. 
~is resulti. indicat~ that ~he specific dt~sipation func~ion Q-is 1bout· 100 
. ""' . . . ).,. 
· wherea'S,Yii_thoutthe. ocean correot.i on- the mi dcontfne~ta 1' data yi e 1 d a Q 
. -:- . 
~f about 30. Here·Q is. given .by . . 
' 
(6 : 2')_ 
--
"' 
I J " 
... , _ ' t . 
,. 
I 
·_ . .. ~ ' 
. ,. 
..,,. ·where' E- is th~ P/a~ energy ·s:ored in:.> orte _ cy~ie of the- v.ibr~tion under 
' & ~~ I o ~ 
··. 
' s4:.udy, and ~jf "~he rat~ a~_ . which ~-nergy i~~~ssip~ted._, · · 
.. 
~ , {)'Hora' (1973) ·discus~es the systematic error ~n . P.~.·T .* 
~ .. 
. . 
~· ' . .. ., . . . . ' . . ~ . " 
, - ' . o observation~- ariS·ing from the n-eglect of _the local deflection ~f the 
. , '. 
'I ' •{J • • 
0 
vett'ical cause'd·by neighbouring oceans~ . . . . ... Althoug~ the gl-obal ocean ,tide' 
·. 
.....::./ :- . 
' 
' .. ·. 
·' 
> ~ .... ' • • • ~ • • .• \;jo • ' • • • 





lrical defl~ction : of ~he ' vertical 
-~ 
' . r 
it may be useful to -separate' this .. effect t'rom. the P.z.r... observation.s , ~ onte.-. 
II . • I • ~ r • 
I . ' _.. 
· .· rel:ia~)e·· .cotidal charts· a.re av~ila.bl e .' 
. ' _, 
... ... ' . ~- , ' . .. . 
* photographic zenitR tube 
- ·• · - . A . . ' J , • \ 
- . 
. . .... . I 
r, ' 
I • '* . t • 
. . \ . 
, _ 
' . 
,::; .. .. - I . 
, \ 
' 
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It was found that the matrix methoi developed~ ~n -Chapter· 






.. · 2 · c_l:}..u:Id. ·equa.lly .we 11 describe the · pe-rturbed poten'ti a l and gr~vi ty tide · · . 
~ - • • , ' • , I • ', .c.· 
. : ._' on a nan .. spherically-syninietric-Earth. :Explicit-formulae ~e given to : ·.·.· · , 
. . co~vert· ih~ t; de: he; ght rna tr; c~s .; nio the. perturbed . potent j a 1 ·~gra ~;- . : 
. . 
metric matrices (Sectio~s - 3. i i ·, 5. iii). Following ~aula· (1969)0 the L~ve 
~ ,. r 
. " " ~· . 
number _k2 was. map~ed ~s a _functi~n of position on an Earth ' ~ihos_e oc_eans 
' . . .. - . . 
"responded in an ~qu.ilibrium ·fashioD to a prescribed potept_ial ( S~_ction. 
\ . • .; ...... -..,~} • . : ~· \ . -. . . t . , . 
3. iii)_. . . ' . 
' . .. 
·· The iriflu~nc~ _ of ·t,he ~cean~ on the per.iod_ o,f the Chandle~( -
wobble has not belor.e ~eeh so c.ompl~t~ly. investigated·, · i.n p;rt-icula~ · : _ .... . . 
.. 
16ading and self!atfraction havi not previously fully ~een cons i der~i. 
. ' . . . ' . . . . 
,.., 
... 
Thi ~ was done in Chapter .4. . . . . 
. . ~ · Some c~nfusion ·-~b~ut the .l~a~,r~v·Ct~; -~ fB:~tor . was. ·· .. ·. -
.·· . ;.,. .. . ·, .. ' , -~ · 
pointed out and the cor'rect .expression ·aeri'ved (Sect,idn ~ -.i -i) . . 









. >'. 0 
I I 
. ·
. . . 
• 0 I • ~ 
. ,. 
. . 
., . . 
·.· 
)n calculating the ex.citat;ion·fu~dion (Munk and MacD.onahl, -. ·"., 
. .. 
, - ' ' • () 0 ' -. 
0 
, I ~ • • • t • , ' 1 t 
. 196Q:·p _. _39) fa~ . Change's in ax i-a.l r~~.arian ·ana· Wpbble due 'to ~e~nal_• sh .. if~S ·. ·. I · .. :' 
·Q in : ~~r · ma'ss and gro~nd \'/~ter ·, Munk and~a.cDonald ('1960) and :Van -~y1Cka~~- - ·· .~ 
I , 
. -'(197b) have not 'considered ·the effi.cacy' of a· land. based lo~d .i n•exci tat·in·g· · 
an ocean tide~ '· .--the appropriate elements of L2 a~d L6 i.ndi cat e, t hat. ;· _ ·.· \·_ .p.., 
' " f . ' . ' 
sizable. tide · may be gener~ted . . The· effect .of n,egle'c·ting thfs t.i de .. is _· .: · ' , ~ ~ 
• I • I 
• , - :' • • ' • , , t ' • • I ' .I 
to .overest.imate·. the ·sectoriai ' shi:ft fn mass and underestill_la'.t e ~he zon al, ' 
( 1 •• • •• }· • • ~ • ' • • ,. 
.• 
and consequently to overest.imate thtr wabbl e excitation arid unde.restimate -:.-
~ · , • : • ' . ' · . I • - _' •, • . I .' • •' ~' ' .' ·,: '{ ,·, · . : • ~ 
!· ' • "" ' ' 
; ·. \ 
' . I 
. ... ',\ I 
' .... -[' I -.· l I .. .. 
' .. 0 
'I I I . 'I . . ., ·· ~ -j~ ' ... -'· 
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" ' . 
... 
. ' As fS well known the sea floor i~ covered wi.th a layer 
of se~iment which may .reach a · kilometer in th.ickne~s.·_. To my 'knowledge· 
' . 
. . . "' . 
. no one bas investigated the effect of a surface layer of very. low .rigfdity 
. 
. . . 
. . on the load love numbers, which are very sensitiv'eto~ sur.face ·conditions.' 
' . . . e 
· . . ~n this ~he.sis it has b~n de~onstrated that ·self:-attrac~ion-
. .. . . . . 
(\nCI l -oading have significant ·effects 'On equilibr'ium tide theory: It would .• 
,· be r~asonable to e~pect ai least as importa~t a· consequence to dynamical . 
• ' • • • .I "' • ' • ' • 
. . 
'. 
ti~e .:theot(, as . the preli_mi.·na? resu1 ts of Henders~ott ( 197.2) s~gest . . In 
• <I 
.. 
particular th~ · aynamical interaction between the loaded .. sea floor and . the 
. . , . 
ocean -requ·ires investigation .. At pr ent. no co-tidal chart ·has been . 
. verified-and any resul~ obtained us·ng one is subject to que~tion: The 
· .... J .. 
· ·secular acce)eration of the Ear~h s a result of the ocean tides has been 
investigated ~Y Pariyskiy et al (19 anq Kuznetsov (1972) using co-tidal 
. . -- . .. 
charts -derived without a~lowing for the ocean · fee?back,and · these ;studies 
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A cornpu_ter ·program has been· w:ri t ,ten to: g·; ve the m~ trices 
. ' . . . ' 
L1, L2; La, L4, L5, L6, L 7, L8 of 'chapter· 2. T~~ matrices have b~~n 
~Om~Uted to giVe th~ tid.i height- ru<pansion _to degr~e ~~d 'Or~er a_ in :~r~s -~ 
·of the _pre~jbOd potentials. The 1 arge s-i z~ of the m~tri ~~s p~events,. ... 
their being entirely displayed here. However, columns 4 and 5 ~hich . 
. . . ·. ' ' . . .• \ 
· determine tbe tide height due to ,prescrfbed potentia 1 ~ o.f degr~e-2 
. . . . .. 
. ' 
.. ' and order-0, and . degree-2 and order-1, respectivelyr o'f Ll.and LS are 
\ I - ' ' ' 
v ·-
lhroughout the comp'utati ons· the associ a ted legendre. 
di.spl.ayed in Table A.l. . ' 
' . . ' . 
. . ' f 
· functions used were those defined by yeffreys 'and Jeffr·eys (1966 ,p. 633}· : . 
n.,.; · · · ~\~ 1 " 1"' · 1 )" .• r,..(p)={Yl-)Ml!(I~~J~$!- - . (p.-1 ~,P.~Co5£? · ... .. 
,. . .· J.."' n ~~ . d.t«"i~ . :· . . . . . ' . . 
' . 
' .. 
· '- r ,. -These norma 1i ze as 1t .. ~ . • . . · . 
. ' ~ .• ~-- . . . . . fC r:) .5 i ~ e d9 = ~ (l'\- M) ! "1 t}tt)! .- . 
~ . . . . • . . o . . 0\.n.f I - (YJ !) 
(A.l.l) 
· · -·The triple product {ntegrals of the ass~ciated Legen.dre · fu~ct5ons, · 
·· · · JltP~W p; si:ne<lG , • ., · · , 
were cqmputed using the fo'rrnul a ,of' Infel d and ·Hull -(1951) • .. They: u~e the 
. . . : .· 
. . 
'. 
f~lly nonnaliz_e~ polynomi.al~ . l · · · · . . . · / . · _.,_- _· 
. . .L . . -~ "'"'"" . n 
. P;(fo) = (~..n.:t! · _{)\! lf\)! -)~ . (1- ~,A.,.) ().J c)~o 
. a Cll+~! '" \'\ ,_ · '~iW\ . ·· 
. . - • lj(. ' '· • ~Ji . , , -r' . -
' . 
~ . . 
' . 
.... . . . 
r· 
• '' ' ...... I 
. , ~- .~ . 




·- ~ . 
.·.· ...

















. . ' 
so that·a nonnallzation facto~ must be inc)llded in eguation 2.47. · 
: · , I • 
' 0 
~s the o~_ean _function of ~alm.in~ ~ (19?~) ·pro_ved. to 
be· a b'etter rep res entat.i o'n than that o·f Munk and MacDona 1 d ( 1960) it was 
. . 
. . . '"\ 
· .',. decided to usel?the for~r :in the .programming. . .• . 
·: · . . · · ··-···· ThE/o~ean ;unction .cJfficients of'Balmino et ~~ere - I • I • 
computed using· Leg~ndre· functions norm~ li ied in yet a· third_ way sO: that 
' 
.. ~t · was . necesdary to convert these coefficie~ts to the normalization 
· ·:._. Ai-.1 by .mult,iplying the degree-n, .order-~ coefficient by the factor 
. . . . . . . . l;--;. I . . . . 
.· ·. ,. · . ( -an-tJ ... )·cJ. n:.· . -
. \ · . · l"·· .. Ml!<n...:wo~ . · . '"' · 
~I .. 
... 
.. . The coefficients ~n bot~ . normalizations are. d_isp.laye~ . 
.. 
·, 
ir{ Table 3.·1. . ' . . 
c. Th~ computer program 'with .su'fficiemt comments to clarify 
' l j ~ -~ ·. the ope,ra t i pn is · g-:\ ven .be 1 QW :. 
\ . 
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LE..VE:.L 21 MAIN . ·DATE ·=. 73242 
' . . f 
C· PROGRAM fU EVALUATE THE TIDE PREOICTION MATRICES 
. IMPLICIT ~~AL•8CA•H,O•Z)·· . 
' ,• 
. ( 
REAL*8 lNTtG . 
INTfG.EH R, P' Q,.RR ,opp, QGl:r EXPO 1, EXP02, EXP, EXP 1, E XP2, EXPO 




. . ' 
"13/06157 
' .. · .. t>iMfNSlON X(4 1 2b) 1 AIJt10,t0) . ,.. · 1 
'. 
t . 
_1,AIJ1.(10, l~)fAIJIAU0 1 10) 1 BIJ(11a, 10),BlJI(l0, 10),RIJIAC10, pD, 
·2A2J(10rlil,A2ji(1~,10) 1 A2JI~C10r1d),a2J(1~,10);e2JI(10,1~), 
':\ 3S'2Jl~ (1~, UH · . . . 
'l : ·: o I MENs 1 oN A 1 J 1 A l C10 , 1 0 > , A 2 J 1 A I 00 , un 1 • 
. 0 I MENS'! ON G 1 MBEJ 00 1 -10) ~ BE.T G 1M t 10/10 i; PAR 1( 10 , · 10) 1 PAR 2 ( i 0, 1111 i, 1PAR3(1~t10J~PA~4(i0,10) 1 PAR5(10r10),fAR6(10rl0),PAH7(1~'l0)~ · 
1PAR6(10tlldl • . . - . • · 
DIMENSION · SETC10,10) . 1 GAM(10•10lrBETGAM(1~,10),GAMBET(1~'10) _ 
. · C TH~ LOVE NUMBERS ARE FROM LONGMAN . ,19~3) ANo · ARE PUNCHED ON ' 26 CARDS 
· C 1'0/ C A R 0 9T HE F l H ~ T • 1 S. H T HE SEC 0 N 0 K T H ~ T HI R 0 H ' T H f. F 0 lJ R T H K ' , . 1 • , 
. · READC5t<&40)((X(I,"J),I:t 1 4) 1 ,~=1r2bl _ . ' ... . , . . 
.. 440 HlRMATC4F6 · ~). · , , ' · . ' · · _ · . ·. · . • 
c· : JHf:. OCEAN .. f UN~flQN CO~Ff. I C l.~TS ARE F R'OM B.ALMI NO El AL ( 197 3) Wl TH 
C ._ THE -NOR)1AL IZA T ION CHANGED TO THAT OF MUNK ir MACO.ONALO .( 1960) · AND 
C •• -ARE PUNCH~O ON- 9 CARDS '10/CARO 0 · . . 
REA0(5,10l(A(NlrN=t,9~) 
1 0 F 0 H M'A T ( 10 F 6 , 4 ) ' . . . 
... ~ . SET'EV€R.Y ELEMI:.N..T . IN A1 1 AZ"~B1,62:0 
REAL-8 ·A2 (1 ~110) /.100*0, D01 . . 
REALt8 ' A1(1~r10)/100*0 1 D0/. 
HEAL*B Ei 1~( 10, 1"0) /100*0., Did/ . 
RE~L~8 B2(10r1~)/100*0,001 
DO 150 " ~P=ti4 
DO 160. QQ:1,P.P 






, , a 
. ~ · . . DO '180 LL:a.l tRR 
.DO 190· NN•1,9 . 
-, . ... 









. - ' 
' "'• r • 
' J ' • 
. M:MM•1 . . - . .. 
C CARD 30 TESTS fHE.. REQUIREMENT' ON lHE AZHtuTHA~ INOECES 
. IF(,NOT,CM,.EQ,L+Q,OR,Q.EQ,L ... M,OR,L~EQ,Q+M))GG TO .200· . i.· " ·, · · 
C TE:.ST FOR SUM OF' ORDERS EQUAL. EVEN INTEGEH\ - . . . ·'! .. 
20 ., NRP=CN+R~)/2 . ' ' 
N1:N+R+P•2*NRP · 
lf(Nl,Nf,0) . 'Go TO ·200 . 
C . CARD 3b .TESTS . IF · ORDERS SATISFY TRlANGULARioTY - -. o .. 



















• I • 








' , . . 
MAIN OA TE ·=· 732~~ · 13/~b/57 
... ,. . 
, C SUBROY"f I NE OROE~ ORDERS THE lEGEND~£ FU~C T IONS SO THAT THf. 
C · C R ITER I A 0 f 1 N f E L o· · AND HULL ( 1 9 51) < ARE SA T I Sf. I ED 
CALL 0 R 0 E R ( N ' .M, R , L, P, Q ) . · . . . 
C SUBROUT INI:. VAL f:.VALUATFS THE TfH\PLt. PRODUCT INTEGRAlS USING THE 
C FORMULA OF INF-ELD ""HULL (1951) . 
4 'CALL. VAL CN,M,R,L 1 P,Q, INTE~) 
C . SUtJROUTINE. AZM EVAI,..UATES THE INTEGk.AL. OV.ER THE AZt.MUTH . 
·- CALL AZM · ( MM iLL, QQ~ ASMCCC, ASMSSC, ASMcs"s ~ ·ASMSCS) '. 
Oc2*NN•1 . 
t=2*RR•1 ·, 
. F'=~PP•l I • ' . • 
C T ERM3 l S A. CONVf.RS I ON FACTOR fROM THF. NORMALIZATION OF INFt:.LO AND 
,C :HULL TO THf: NOfH1AJ.r 1 Z A TI ON OF ~UNK AND MACDO.NALD ( t960 ~ . : • . 
11 
, ·.· . TtRM3cDSQIH (2.f>~1rfACT1 (NN·~)*fACTUNN+MM•2)*fACT1C~R•LL) 
-. , 1 *FA C T 1t R R + L L • 2 ) * F'l ( 0 *E. *FACT 1 ( P P • Gl Q ) ilr F A C T 1 ( P P + Q Q • 2) j ) 
. -2*FA~T1(PP•1JtCFACT1(NN•l)~~rFACTUiH~•1)) . · . 
~ C A R D S 9 7 •.101 f 0 R M T HE . l4 5 $ '4 5 MAT R 1 C E S A h A 2 , B 1 , B 2 . . 
B 1 ( R R ~ ( R R .. 1 ) l2 + L L , P P * ( P P •1 ) /2 + Ll Q ) : B 1 ( R R * ( R R.;, ~ ) /2 + L L , P P * ( P ~ • 1) /2 + 
. 1QQ)+A(NN?"(NN•1)/2+MM+45)4fiNTEG*ASMSSC~tTERM3 . • " , ~ . . 
·e2 ( ~·R* tiR~ 1) /2+LL, PP* ( PP•1) /2+QQ) =B2 (R~* CRH•l) /2+t.L, PP* ( PP•U /2+ 
· 1QQ·)+A(N~*(NN•1)/2+MM+45)*INTEG*ASMSCS•TE:::RM3 . . · 
A1(RR*(RR•1)/Z+~LtPP~(PP•l)/~+QQ):A1(RR~CRR•1)/l+LL~PP*(PP•1l/2+ 
lQQ) +A (NN* ( NN"D /2+r1M) *I NTEG*·ASMCCC11TERM3· . · . . · ·. ./ 
A 2 C R R * ( H R ~ i ) /2 t L L , p·p * ( P P •1 ) /2 + Q Q ) :A 2 ( R R * ( R H •1 l /2 t L. L , P P * ( P P • 1 J 12, 
10Q)+A(~N~tNN•1)/2+MM)~~NTEG*ASMCSS~TERM3 . 
200 "CONT I-NUI:. : . - a 
190 CONTINUE ! ' 
180 ·coNTINUE i I . 
17"' CONTINUE: j . 
I 
lb0 CONTINUE i . . ~ 
150 CONTINUE . I· I 
C ·cONVERT THE "MATRIC-~5 Al ,at 1 A2,B2 TO THE T. IDE HElGHT MATRICES .WITH 
· .C NO FEEDBACK · ! 
.·oo 500 N=t',~ · 
DO 5~ 1 M:Z 1, N 
. · DO 5jt2 J:1, 1\1£' .. 
I=N* (N•l) /2·M·. I • \ 
AIJ(J,t)=Al (I,J)*(l,0+X(2;N)-X(l,NJ) I 
· A I J i ( J , lJ =A 1 ti , J ) * ( 1 • 0·+ X ( 4 ; N ) • X ~ .5 , N )J ' . , 
. A I J 1 A ( J , I ) = A 1 ( I , J ) ,_ ( 1 • 0 +X ( 4 , N ) • X ( 3, N) ).* fd • 55 6 50 0 0/ ( 2 * N .. 1 ·) 
B I J ( J , I ) : B 1 ( I , J } :* (1 t 0 +X ( 2, N ) • X (1 , N l ) .. - · 
BtJ1CJ,l)cB1ti 1 J)1r(1 1 0+XC4 1 N)•X~3.tNl> .. 
. BIJlA(J,X):81(lrJ)*Cl•0+X(4,N).,X(3,N).)*0•55650 00/(2*N•1) .-· 
A2J(J,l)ZKA2q,J);(l,0+X(2,N)•XC1,N.l) \ 
A2Jl(J,1)=A2ti,J)~(1,0+X(q,,N).,X(3,N)) . . ; ._. 
A 2 J 1 A ( J ' I ) :A 2 C I , J ) * ( ~ , 0 +X ( 4 ' N') • X (' 3 , N J ) * 0 • 55 8 5 D 0 "I C,2 1r N •1 )1 
B 2.J ( J , -I l :: S .2 ( l' i J ) it (1 , 0 + X ( 2 , N ) • X (.1 , N ) ) . ·, 
B2Jl CJ,l)•B2 IrJ) tt(1,0+X(4 1 N)•XthN)) 
- . . 
4) • . 
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' L~VEt.;·· 21 MAIN DATE · = 73242 
· B2Jl A C J 1 I) =!1:12 (I rJ) * (.1 .. 0+ X ( 4r N) •X ( 31 N>) *~• 55850 .. ~0/.c'2•N··l) 
502 . . CONl.INUE . . ·. -·· · , I , . . . . 
501 . C'ONTI NUE . · . ;\ •. \:~ . 
. 500. CONTINUE . . l:t11 
c· PEHFOHM THE MATEUX ALGEBRA OF. THc~:{~f:HE.SIS AND. E-VALQA'TE .~HE . 
·.j 
C fiDE HEIGHT MATRICES · \ 
" C SUBHOUTINt:.. .DIV INVERTS THE FIRST ARGUMENT ·,AND CALLS IT . . THE SECOND . 
C SUBROUTINE. PKUD MUL-TIPLIES THE FIR~T H(O AND CALLS IT .. THE THIRD· . 
C SUBROUTI Nt:.. TEH H c'ALCUL A TES T tt,:,_)}t_,_.,.·.):flT I DE PrHE_ D ..I _  c_ 11~ 1 a·N, .. MAT~ I c_ ~s ' · .. · . . . _.· CALL .. OlV(AlJIArAIJt'AI) · · . ~1 \ r-' 
·CALL DIV(A2JlA.rA2JIAI) ' · 
'CALL PHUO(AltiiAirBIJ!Ari:IET) 
CALL PROO(A~JIAl,B~JIA,GA~) . 
CALL PROO(BtTIGAMIBETGAM) 
. . 
. CALL PHUO(GAH,BEt,GAMBE::T) 
C ALL · 0 1 V OH: T GAM ; B E'.r G I M) 
CALL · oiV(GAH~ETr&-lMBI:::T) . . 
. , 
CALL 'TERM ( SE TGlMr A I J I AI ~Jr.BE. T 'A2J IA I, B-2J 1 PARi) · 
. . c· ALL T ~ R M t tit T G I M ~ A 1 J I A I L . . I J 1 , BET , A 2 J I A I '· B i:! J 'I , PAR 2 ) . . . . 
·· · · CALL TE.HM(Bf.TG1/1 1 AIJIAI,B tBETtA2J~.J,A2J,PAR3) 
CALL Tf:..RH(~t::T(\IMrAIJIAI~BfJlrBETrA2JI)~ ·,A.2JI,PAR4) 
. - ~ - CAL I. T C. R H t G 1MB E-: T, A 2 J I A I r B 2 J r GAM t-A I J I A I , A I J , PAR 5) 
. _ · '"CALL, TEHM(GlMBEJrA2JIAitB2JltG'AM,Al~l IrAlJI,.PARb) 
CALL - TC.HM(GIMBETrA~JlAl,A2JrGAMrAIJlAI,tUJ,PAR7) 
, ,. 
C A L. L~ TERM t G I M BET , A 2 J I A I , A 2 J 1 t G A M i A I J I A I t B I J I , PAR 6-) 
. ·oo 509 l=irlL1 .' · · · .· . · · · 
· AIJtltll:0,00 • . 
. AIJl(l,ll=0~b0 ~ 





B2Jl(1, l)z0,D0 _ . . . _ 
· PAR1 <1, 1):0.00 
· P•R2(1 .. ,l)z0,00 
P·ARlci, 1):0.00 · 
PAR4C1,1)=0.00 
PAR5(1, 1):0·.o0 
PAR6Cl,l)=f6 1 00 
f)AR70 1 ll="-,00 , 
PAR8(1,lj:",D0 
S~'f CONTI NUt . . 
WRITE.(&,890) 
.. · 








' ' ' - ·\. • . I!!,. . ' 
. . 
. J . 
~ . . -
. . 
.. 
,. P · 
. ~ WRITE(t>,510) . .. 
51.0 FORMAT( 1 . MATR'IX .Al(NI'M) 1 ) 
· wRITE(6~5~0)((A1·(l,J),J=1~1J),l~1,10) 
520 .FORMAT~UF8,4) . 








' . . 
- -· 
. . . .. 






·-. ~ .. . 
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. l.E·V·~ · : iH_ · MAIN .· ·;DATE = 73242 · 
• \ wRITE(b,S3~) - · · ; . . . . - · 
' . 31r:1 FnRMATC I . ' . r tfATRIX A2(N~M) -) ·, ' 
. W R 1 TE ( ~ , !;, 2 0 ) ~ ( A.-lJ , J .. ) , J: 1 , 1 0 ) ,I = '1 ; 10 ) ,. · J . 
WRllE(b,S40) . 
540 " FORMAT( 1 . " : . MATRIX Bl (N,MJ 1 ) 
·wRITECbi520)((82CI,J),J:1,10),1:1;10) 
.. · _,RITE(br55~) . J · , ·~ ' -. 
· .. !5"50 FORMAT(' - .MATRIX B2(N,M) · )· 
WRITE(6,52~)CCB2CI~Jl~J=1itlr:1),1~1,10) . 
W R I Tl:. (b, 8 9 ~ ) .. · . . . . . 
WRITE(&,b2~) . ~ 
b20 FOfH1AH'· MATRIX AIJIA 1 ) , . 
w R I TUb·,. 3 1l ( ( A ·1 J I AC I , J ) , J = 1 r1-0•) , I ;; 1 1 10 ) 
·• 
WRITE(b~bS~J . . 
. b~lr:1 F·ORMAH' MATRIX lHJIA.'l'. . .............. I . 
' w R I T E ( b , 3 1) (..(f:U J I A ( I , J) I J = 1 I 10 ) , I = 1 ~ ) 
WRIT£Cbrb8~) . . . 
· b8~ FOR~Al(' MAT~lX A-2J1A'l 
·wRtTE(&~31J((A2JIA(I,J)IJ:1,1~J,I=l,1A~ 
. ,. 
w R I T t: ( b , 7 10 J . ' . • ' . . .. . ·; . ' ....... <:-:~.;.c·· I 
7111) , F 0 R M A T( ' . , M A T R l X B 2 J 1A 1 ) . . ;, t:' r : 
' ' 
\ 
w R I T t ( ~ i ·3 1 J ( ( B 2 J I A C l , J ) , J: 1 , 10 J , I = 1 ~ 1 0 i . 
~ WRITE(6r890) . 
....--t.,.RITE.(&,720). 
720 .FORMAT<' INVEHSE MATRIX I•AlJlA 1 ) • , 
li'IR I TE (b; 31 -~ C (A IJ I AI C~), J: 1, 10~, 1=1, 10) 
WR1TE(br730) ,.., . , · _ . 
73" FORMAT(' . INVtRS TRIX '1•A2JIAI.) ·_. 
wTU T ~ ( b ~ ll H (A 2 J I A I (I , J) , J: 1 t1 0 ~ ' ~ = ~~ 10) . 
w R I T E ( 6'; 7 5 ~ J . · · . . · \. · 
750 ' F.QRMATO -· MATRIX BET 1 ) . . / -
WRIH.(b~31J(CBET-C·l",J),J:1,1l1),1=1d0) ., . ~ 
' ~RITj. (&.r7o0·)· . . • . -. · \ o 
7b0 FORMATC' . MA"TRIX GAM') . , 
WRITE(br.31J'ttGAM(l,J) ,J:1, 1~),1=1' llil 
WRITEC6r890J . · ~ ~ . . ~ 
WRITE(&,710J . , · . 
'170 FORMAT(' . . MATRIX BETG~,_, 'l . 
WRITE(bi31)((BETGAM(l,J)IJ=i,l~J,l=1,10) 
WRt·TE(br78.0J . .. .. . 
78."' FORMA TC' ~ . MA TRlX GAHBET' l · . 
WRlTE(6;31J((GAMBETC~ 1 J)~J:1r10~,I=1;10) · 
WR1'TE:. (&, 79~) . · ' .· 
790· FORMAH 1• . INVEHSE MATR.IX BETGIM 1·) 
'WRITECbr3·1J CCBETGIM(I,J) ,J: l, UU, Iicl, 10) 
WRITE(&r800). - ' . . . 
800 FORP1ATC 1 . ·- INVERst MATRIX GIMBETi)" .. 
WFUTE(bi31)((GlMBETC·I,J),J;r:1r10J,H:1,10) ' 


















. . . L ... ·
- .. ----
. . ~ . 
: ·•· 
-' 
.. ' .... 
,' 
' .. 
·- 101 ~ ~ 
. . . ~ ; ' 





LEVEL · 2·1 I:'A·iN 
wRIH:.(o,89~) · -
WRITE(b,~b0) .· . I . ' 
~b0 FORMAT<' . · MA.TRIX AIJ (Ll . wiTtj.OUT FEEDBACK)') 
loj IH JE:. (..6 i 3 ll ( l A I J ( I , J ) 1 J: 1 , 1 0) ,I : 1 r Hfl 
~RITf:(bro1~j . . ' . 
.-
bl0 · .FORMAH' MATRIX AIJ·I (l2 WIT-HOUT fEEO.lUCIO t) 
i'IRITtCb~31J((AJJICI .,J) iJ~1 1 10),l=ld0) .-r 
WRI.T~(brofloil · · · . ' · .. . . 
. 630 FORMAT~'~· .MATRIX RIJ (L.5 ·1'4ITHOUT FEEDBACK)'· ~ 
~ R I H :. C b r 31 J l,B I J CI , J J , J = 1 , 1 ~) , I= l1 10 J . · 
.wlHTf:.(br891t1) · · - · · · . . · ' 
. . jlj~JTE(brat.ild) ' e 
640 FORMAT.t 1 MATRIX BIJI (L4 WlTHO\U\aFEEO'SACK~· ') ' 
. 1111Ulf:.(or3lJ qa.IJI,ct,~) .,J::t, 11d),l:H,~j'l · · . 
~RITE.Coro90) . · . · ·. 
o9W2 • FORMAl(' MATRIX B2J (L5 WITHOUT- 'FEEDBACK) •) 
w R I T E:. ( b ~ 3.1l ( ( B 2 J (I , J ) 1 J: 1'1 1 0) , I= f~ 10 ) - ·. 
w R I T E ( b I 7 0 0 ) . . . ,.- . . .• 
· . 7 0 0 f 0 R MAt( ' MAT R 1 X. B 2 J I · ( L. b WI T H 0 U T fEE o·a A C K ) ' ) . : 
WRITEto,31)(~S2J~(I 1 J)~J:t,tld),l:lr10) . 
WRITE (or 8916) . ' . 
WRITE (or oolr:l) 
bb0 FORMAH' MATRIX A2J \ (L7 WITHOUT FEE:.DBACK) t) 
WRITE(b,3l)((A2J(l,J),.J:l,t0),1:1,11D)_· ·. , . ; .. '; . 
WRITE.(bio70) . . . . . 
o'70 FORMAT<' - MAl'RIX A2JI .(L8 WlTMOlJ'T FEEDBACK') 1 ) 
~RITE:.(6;31J((A2JilliJ),J:t 1 10)rl=lr10) : . ~RITE(br890) . . . 
. WRITE(br81"') 
610 fOfH1.ATC' . MATRIX Ll') 
WRtTE(6,31J((pAR1(I,J),J:1,10),1::1,10) 
WRITE(b,820) . · . . - . . 
_, 
: 
~ fORMAT('........_ MATRIX L2 1 ) · 
. W R I T.E ( 6 , 3 1 ) ( ( PAR 2 ( I 1 J ) , J: 1 , 10) , I : 1 , lid ) ~ · 
. WRITEC6r8:S0) - . . . • · . 
83" · FO~MAt~ 1 MATRIX L3 i J ·. . . 
WRITE ( 6, 31) ( (PAR' 3 (11, J) ,. J:: !', 1{1), 1 = 1, 10~ 
11RIT£(b,eq0) . .. . 
WRITE (b~ 841r:l) · · . . - ' 
8"0 fORM~TC' · .MATRIX L4') ., · . 
. ~1~(6~31~ ((PAR4tlr1) .1 J:l; 10),1:1, 10) 
- ~~r TE (6, 85~) ' . · . ... 
8 s". f 0 R AT C' - . 11 AT R If l5 I ) . : 
. WRITE(6r31~ ((pARS~ ,J) ,~:1,_ 10),1:1, 10) 
WRIT.E(b,~b0J .. · . . . 
860 fORMAT<'~ MATRIX L.o'l 
WRITE (6; l~ ( (PA~~~Ji 1 J), J:~ 1 HH, 1::1, 10f 
WRITE(br8) , ,,~, ·· . · 
·. . .. . . . .' 
. . , . 
:. ·r-: ...  








• #. ' 







; . .. 
. ~ .. 
. ' 
. ' ' 
' .. ~ / · 
.,. 





\- . .\ ' . .-J ' . •' 
. ' , . 
., . 
. . ' ' 4l 
. ' . • fY<./ ·. 
'' 




• 0 ' 
.. w R I T E ( b , 8 7 ~..) , . 
87.0 · FORMAT .(' ·.· MATRIX C.7') 
· w R 1 T t: ( b ; 31 l; ( ( p' A H 7 ( I I J ') ; J = 1 , 1 0 ) , 1 : 1 -, 1 0 ) 
0 •• WRITE(bt88~). •. . 
~80 . FOR~ATC' . MATRIX LB'l 
· WRITE(6,3)l((PAR&CI 1 J)~Jct,10),Iit,10) · 
890 FORM'ATt'l'J . . · · ~ · 
_ ..... 
31 .fQRMATt10F8.Q) " I. 
. ~TOJJ .. '! ·--· . 
'l 






, .... . ~ 
. ' 
: ' . 
.. : 
, )... 
Q : ' 
i - ' 
.. • . . . 
.. 
. ,, . 
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. ·.E.Vf:.L" ·21 o dROER . · . ·DATE · : 73242. l3/0b/S7 
. . · .'·SUBHOUT I~E- OHoEH(~,M,R,L:·p~Q) .::..:,,- . . : . . . 
; :. S USR1JUT l N f:.. OHDf:.~ ORDERS :fHE LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS SO ·THAT .THE · 
" · CRITEHiA' OF INFELD AND HULL (1951) ARE SATISfiED ~" 
. INtE.GEH. R,L,P,Q '· -- -. I . 
·f)' IFtN.EQ,0) GP·TO 7 ·1·0 
• .. lf(R',EQ,'0) GO, .TO 11 ' I 
· If(P,EQ.0) GO TO 12 · 
. . ' .. GO TO 1.3 
11· IR:H 
.. . ... 




· · M=IL . 
· · Gjl> Tt:> 7 
· 12 IP:P . 
I Q:;Cal _ 
·...: · Q:M 
.P:N 
: '~ M=ICal 
N:IP 
GO TO . 7 
13 CONTINO£ 
\ 
. . . . 
. . ~ 
. ' t 
\ /~~,· • I, 
: -. \-
















" . . 
_., . 
.• 





.,. ·. " 
.. 6 
•· t.q . 
. 
. . 
.• ... 20 
:. 
' ~ 








.· ·. ' 
. ~ . 
lFCR~Gl' .. N) GO. T0 -30 . 
IR•R · y · 
IL=L 
R:N ·· . 
L=~ . . ·_ 
. N:IR· 
: =.M:I L 
' '. 
, .30 . coN"TINUE . 
'I 
- ' 
o • -· . 
\ . ·.• 
-,. 
. -1. ·· ' - !F(P •. GT.R)· ·GO TO. l&"' 
I . ·rP=P · 











· l&~ ·CO~TlNU~ . 
. lf(M,EQ,L+~,ANO.N,LE,R) . ~6 - TO 
' ' , . 




. - ~-. _ -IP=~ . 
. ~ . . . JQ:Y' 









' " ' I 
\ Q~L ' 
R:IP .. · ,· ... 
·. 
L:IY.. . _ , , ~ 
'1FCJ-I,£Q,L+Q •. ANO~N~l,E,R)' G·O TO 51 . , 
; . . lNa::N . . . . · 
, I. 
I 
;. , I M~f:l· --~ ·; - ·"· 
· •. ~ - · NaR_· · . . ~ ., 
I _.: . '·,1 'M:L ·: . ·, 






' · . · ·~ . -\. · . · \. L =l M. ~ . ~ · _ : IFCM.£Q,L+Y,AND~N~LE~R) - GO TO 51 · 
'I • . I .· . •, . I . I P:P .• . . 
\. ·. :· i-' . . . I , IQ=Q 
. ' ' . \ P:R , · \ .. · ., ·\ • • Q L -. . 
) 
. I ' 
I 
I • 
0 \ . l 
I ( 
. ~,· ', 
.. 
I ·.· 
• · ' • 'I ' • 
''\1 . ' • . 
. . '' .\. = . . . . 
-:i R:IP · . . , · . 
• • 1• ~-~~~,E~~+~,AN~,~--Lf ·~~( GO. TO . 51-
: 1 N:N . , . • .- · . .., ... 
-. . \. ·IM:aM 
. I NaR · 
'.' \ M:L 
. I . 1'1 
' I R C l N • 1 , • , ' oV , ' ' 
' . 
'· . . 
I 0 I • I I • ~ --. . ., ··, ~~~ ~'EQ •lf+Q, AN~ .. N • LE, R) . GO . TO _: 5 ~ :' 
· I . · ... 
• I 
. ·, ..., 
I 
. i . .. 
I,- ·'i . 
' · 




I ' , t''' 
... · ~ · 
·'· 
· I. 






. : ~ 
' . . 

















- Q:l. . 
R:a!P . 
L=IQ _ 
- 104 - " 
'·· lF(M,EG,L+G.ANb.~.L~tR)·GO TO_. 51 




~:: . ' ... -
.' ' ':·D 
43 CONTINUE:. 
lF(P,GT,R) GU .. TO 5 .-
. IP:!P 
IQ:GI 
Pak Q:L , · 
... R:r IP -~ 
L=IQ . ·· 
. 5 CONTINVE. .. . · . 






b tQNTINU~ . 
' .-
IFCP.GT ,R) ·GO TO 7 
IP:P • 
IQaQ_ ·· 
P:;R ~ Q:L . -. , 
R:IP 
L::aiQ 
',I ' ~ 
1 CONT 1-NUE 
IFCM.EQ,L+Q) GO -TO 
.t .,  . ~;/? :·- \lFC.L·,f·LI,(HM) GO TO 
_(-_' .-- ~ IFCLI.EQ,L+M) GO ·ro 
·" 49 Q:•Q 
·-· 
GO TO 51 
50 L=•L · 
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, . 
I • , 


























- lOS ;,. ( 
-. 
LEVEL 21 VAL,. DATE z: 73242 13/0b/57 
~' . 
• '1! . 
. . 
. suB R 0 u T 1 N E vAL ( N, M",· R, i., p, Gll 5) I ,, . 
C SU_BROUTINE - VAL CAL.CULATES THE· TRIPLE PRODUCT INTEGRALS USING THE 
C FORMULA OF INffLD ~ HULL (1951) AND RETURNS IT AS 5 
IMPLICIT "tAL•8tA~H,O•i) . . 
INT~GtR P,U,R,EXPrtXP~,E~P2tEXP9,~XPOi,~XP02 
C CARDS ·45•79 • ·EVALUATE THE' I ~TEGRAL . 
KK::N•M+l - · · . · . · · 





'40 SUM=. (F.~C 'Tl(P+Gl)*fACT1CR+N•Gl))/(FACT1CN•M)*fACTiCP-Q~ ' · ~- : 
1 ·•FAC'tl tR.,.N+GI) ) · . . -
.. 
GO T 0 1 i' 0 · · " 
~-0 SUM= • ( F ACT 1 ( P + Q ) -.• F A C T 1· ( R + N • Q ) ) I ( FA C J 1 (. N • M) * F ACT 1 ( P • Q.J 
1 •FACT1(R•N+Q)) . . . 
GO TO 1Hl 
Ml SUM=~; Ord 
'oo 100- I=l,K~ .... 
J:l•l . j . ........ . .. 
EXP0=C&r.R+N)/2+(IABS(Q)+J) _. 
EXP01=~P0/2 . . · · ' 
EXP02:EXP0•2*£XPO 1· · . . 
IFC.EXP02)60,70 1 80 ' . . .. 7~ TERMq: lFACTl(P+Q+J)*fACT1CR+N•~•J))/~FACT1C~•M•J)•FACT1CJ) 
· 1 •~ACTlCP•Q•J)*fA~~l(R•N+~+J~) 
GO TO 90. ~ . . . 
80- TERM4a•(FACT1(P+Q+J)*FACT1CR+N•Q•J))/(FACT1(N•M•J)•FACT1(J) 
. 1 •FACT1(P•Y•J)*FACT1CR•N+Gl+JlL, . . . . 
9~ · SUM=SUM+TERM4 .. ' . 
11d0 CO-NTINUE. 
. 1 n o=2*N+1 
« E:2*R+ 1 ~· . I 
.. 
f·=2*P+1 I · " . 
~ TERM1~CFACT2lP+R•N•l)*OSQHT(D*~*f))/(fACT2(P+N•Rl 
1- •FACT2CR+N.;.Pf*FACT'2C.N+R+P.f.1)). . . .·. . - . :, 
· T E.RM2:;05QH T ( ( F ACT.l C N+.M) •F ACT 1 ( N"'\'"1 l'•F ACT 1 ( R•l) *fACT 1 C p ... Q)) I 
1 (fACT1(R+Ll*FACT1(P+G)*2,0)) 
:. 
120 I · s=tE.aMl *TERM2*SUM · · \ 
C CARDS l5•S2 . Tt:S T .IF . A CHANGE· 1 N 5 I GN OF ONE Of THE . AZIMUTHAL INOECES 
C WAS MADE AND. CORRECTS S 
IFCg,LE.0) GO TO 62.· 
.· 
· IF (l. .LE .-0> GO TO 63 
· GO TO 61 · -
62' EXP:;IABS (Q) 




















. .. _f:.Vf:.L.: ' - 21 · 




IFCEXP2-, _EG~0J GO TO 51 . 






IF(E.XP2,E~.~l GO TO 6! 
s:.:s . 
CONT 1 NUf.. dl 
RETUR~ · 
END 
. ' t 
·. ' 
. ' . 
•. 
DATE :a 73242 
. . 
" . 
. ' " ~:> ,. 
' . 
-·· · - ~ 
. ·' ' ~ . • r 





' . ' 
.· . 
' J 






. · . . : .•. EVtL 21 




• r " .~ 
. suaHOUT I NE . AZM ( M·M, LL/QQI AZMCCC, AZMS5C, AZMCS5; AZMSCS) . 
: SUBROUTINE. AZM EVALUATES THE. fNTE.GRAt. - OVER THE· AZIMUTH, .THES.E 
: . WEHE FOUND. AN.AL YTICAl.L Y ·FOR ALL 8 POSS.IBLE CASESC CARDS 5~19 ~EST 
: WHICH CASE THE AZIMUTHAL INDECES FlT AND TRA~SFERS THE COMPUTATION, 
THE VALUE OF THE AZIMUTHAL INTEGRAL RETURNED LS NORMALIZED 
IMPLlClJ HEAL•8CA•H,O•Z) . . -
I~T~GER QQ . 
1~~ lF(MM+LL+.QQ~·tQ,3) GO. TO 230 : . • 
·IF ( MM+LL. t.G, 2. oR., MM-tGQ, EG, 2 •. oH ,LL +QQ ,_EG, 2> Go 'ro 240 
IF(QQ~EQ;U G.O Tp 250 . . t . . 
If(LL,EQ,ll GO T0 -260 
IF(MM,EQ,l) GO TO 270 
If(QQ,tQ,l.L+MM•1) GO. TO 280 
· lf(LL,EY,QQ+MM•ll . GO TO 290 
: If(MM,EQ,QQ+LL•ll GO TO 30e 
230 AZMCCC= 1, D0 ' 
AZMSSCt:l6,00 
'AZMCSS=0, 0~. 
AZMSCSt:0, 00 · ·. 





€?0 TO 156'· 
' ' 
'-. 
" ' . 
·' 
, 
, ·.· .. ~ 
• \1 
I ~ o • I 
. .. . _ , , 
·- ' 





. ' . 
. ·- - - ·107- ' • ..· 0 . 
. . . .. 
·' 
• 
. . . 
250 AlMCCC~~.S~O e0 
_ 'AZHSSC=~, 500 00. 
AZMCS5:0 • 00 ., 
AZMSCSa:0 . ,00 · 
·Go TO, 1~6 
2t)0 AZMCCCa:l,. 00 
, , · AlMSSCcll:i . _00 . 
· AZ'MCSS:0.~ 00 
AZM5CS=1 ·.·00 
GO TO 156 
270 AzMCCC=l.O':' 
AZMSSC=~ 11 00 ~ZMCSS~:1,00 
AZMSCS:I:i.Ok' 
GO TO 156' 
"280 AZ~CCC=0.50ti 00 . 
AZMSSCa:•0.~1:iD . 00 
~ - AZ'Mtss:0. s0u 00 
AZ MSCSa:l:i. S~W 00 
GO. to 1~6· 
290 - AZMCCC=0,~00 00 
AZM~SCc0,50D 00 
AZMCSS=0.~00 00 
AZMSCS=•0_; ~l:iD 00 
GO TO 156 
· 300 AZMCCC=0.~00 . 00 
AZMSSC:i'd,Si'dO 00 
AZMC.SS=~0, ~00 00 
AZMSCS=i~.500 00 
156 CONTlNUI:: •. · 
RETUHN 
END 
.... . '· . 
. .. .. ... 
·. 
' .. 
. . .. . 
' ~ .. .. 
' ,, 
... 
~E'vEL. 21 ·, F AC T.l 
. . 
fUNCTION fACTl(MM) 
SUBPROGRAM FACT1 tVALUATES· THE 
IMPLICIT REAL*8CA~H,O•Z) ­
FACT1:(,D0 
·If ( M t-1, G T , 1) G 0 -T 0 31 
·RETURN - . 
3-1 ·CO-NTINUE . \. 
DO 32 K=1,MM · 








DATE : !3Z42 
. 
FACTORIA.L Of MM 
.. ~: ·: 
\ 
• ' 
' ' < • • 











' '• -. 
. ·. 
.. . ' ' 
.. 
.. . 










·, . . 
'· . - -108 - ' 
f' .. 
. • EV~L 21 MAIN . DATE : 73242 
.. 
.. FU~CTION 5USP~OGHAM fOH -- FAC'TORlAL2 
FUNCTION FACT2(NN-) . -· . · .. .. 
SVHPROGRAM fACTi EVALUAH.S THE DOU~LE 'f'At.TOTIAL- OF NN 
~ . 
I~PLICIT REAL•8CA•H,O•Zl . · 
FACT2=1.-D0 ' . . . 
· lf(NN-.L.t..l)GO. TO - 20 





· DO . 2b' t<=t,NN.r2 
AK=K .. . '
-... FACT 2=F.AC T i" AK 
2& CONTI~Ul 
· . ·_ RETURN . 
. ' 
• • I 22 CON T1 NUt. 
DO 23 K=2rNNr2 






















- .EV~L 21 _ P.HOO . DATE .• =· 73242 
· . SUBROUTINE fJ~lO(AA,BBrCC) 
· ; SUBROUTINE PROO~ULTIPLIES AA ANDBB AND RETURNS CC 
IMPLICIT H~AL•8(A•Hi0•Zl ' . I 
DIMENSION AA(t0,10),6B(10 1 1~)~CC(10,10) 
DO 1 1=1,10 . 
oo · 2 ·J=ll 1~ 
CC(l,J);;",D0 
DO 3 K:1,10· _ 
CC(lrJ)~CCtlrJ)+AA(lrK)*BB(K,JJ 
. :3 . CONTINUE. · . r . 
-2 CONTINUE. D • 
: . - 1 CONTINUE . 




. ' . 
., . 
• . 13/0b/57 
- •. 
. ' 
. ' . 
• ( 
. ·. 1:S/0b/~ 
' " 
.. 




. - . 
' 109 - • . ;.. ,• . ... 
.... 
..·.· ~ 
. . ' 
~
.t.VEL 21 ' CIV .. -. DATE = 73242 "13/06157 . 
·' I 
L . SUBHOUTIN~ QlVCB,Dl 
SU~ROUllNl DlV .USES GAUSSIAN 
IMPLICl~- HlAL*8tA~H,O~Z) 
ELIMINATION WITH MAXIMUM PIVOT TO INVEHT 
DIMf:.NSibN B(10,10),0(10i10l•~Ci~,20),C(l0,20) -
: . FOR~ THe AUGM~NTED MATRtX ., . - . . - • 




lf(J,L.E.10) GO TO 30 
1Ftl+l0,E.Q.J) GO TO .40 
A(1rJ):~,Ol1 
GO TO 21a 
< ' 40 A(ItJJ=l.Ok1 . 
Go· ·ro 2ra. ~ . 
3~ IF.Cl.E~.J) GO TO 31 
A (I , J .) = • fH 1 , J ) 
. GO TO 2~ . 
31· A(IrJ):l,D0~8(l,J) 
20 CONTI NUl: . . 
HL C·ONT INUf::: · 
SEARCH FOR THl· LARGEST.' ELEMENT 
0 0 50 L. = 1 ' · II 
t<= t' 
o o & 0.. J = 1 I ·aJ · · · 
. + 
0 "' · 
~~AtjS(AtL,~)),GT.~ABStACLrJ.))~ . ~0 TO b0 
60 CONTINUE:. • ·,___ (l 
:1 f ( K • f:: Q • l )_ G 0 T 0 7 0 
DO 60 J=1t10· 




A ( J, L'+ 10) :c ( J 1 K + t0) 
.. 80 · CONTINUE ~ 
'.70 L-l=L+ 1 
DO 90 K=Ll,, 1~ 
S:A(K,Ll 
DO i00 j:L,40 . 
... . r 
A(KIJ)~A(K,JJ-(5/A(LrL)J*A(LrJl 
100 ·co'NTINUE. . . 
. -90. CONTINUE. • 
~0 CONTINUf:. 
. DO 11~ J:1r10 . 
0(10,J):A(10,l0+J)/AC10r10) 
DO 120 . l:i,9 . 
SUM&:0,"Dk1 . -. 
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SUM=SUM+D (10•K, J) ~A (10-I, 1'0•K) 
CONTINUf · · . . : 
0(10•I,J)~(A~1~•I,l~+J)•SUM)/A(1~~1,10•1) 
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' t• ·. . • 
• EV~L 21 TERM . _. . · ·.pATE ·: 73242 
... . 
' ' . 
... · 
. \ , . 
, .. 
.SUBROUTINE TERM(A,Hic,orE:,FrG) 
~ · ~UBROUTINE 'TEWM . 'OOES THE MATRIX . ALGf:.BRA AND RETURN.S THE fiDE. 
''. PREDICTION MATRICES 
IMPLICIT REAL•BCA•H,O•Z) 
' .. 
. . . 
. ' 
' DI~ENSION A(10r10),B(l0,10),C(1~,10},0(10,10l,E(10,10),F(10,10), 
1G(10rl0),T1(10,10),S1Cl~i10),T2~1~,10)~T3(10,1A),S2(1~,10) · 
CALL PROO(A,B 1 T1) · . . . 
G CALl. PROD(TlrC,Sl)' 
CALL PROD (A; D 1 T2) . 
CALL PHOD(f2tErTl) 
' CALL PROO(ll,F 1 52) 
00 1 I=l.i0 
· DO 2 .J: 1, H1 
G(ItJ)~51(l,J)+S2(I,J) 
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. " . Appendix B . 
·\ 
. ·-
The Oce~n Function · 
. ' 
,Th·e ocean function has been· ~ompl.ited by s~ver.a 1· authors · 
(t-1unk and MacDoni!ld, · l~60 ·;, L~e ·and K~ula, 1'967; Ba_l!Tli~o ~ ~ J973). The 
expansJ~n of lee ·aryd. ·Kaula (1967) has been shown . .-to\Yield. unsatisfactory · 
re~ul ts· (Balm.ino et al, 1973) ·and will not be ·d; scussed further here. 
. . . -.- .. ~ . . 
. ' I • , ' • " . . 
. Due to the fact that most land· masses are either greater 
/' 
. . . 
than 4.5 degrees or 1 ess than a few. degrees in · ex ten~, an ~xpan:; ion .to.· · 
. . .. . . -
. .· ~e-gree and order 3 wi i 1 reP.resent ~he. ocean cant i nent dis tri ~uti on 
. . . , . 
alm6~t as ·~ell as an expansion tb . degre~ and order 8. ··A highe~ order 
' . ' ' .. . . ' 
'\. • I' • • .. 
· e~pan$io~do~~ h~ve ~he advantage o(desc~ibing the coastlines a .littie .bette~, 
· and when synthesized it gives lan·d value of the ocean fu~ction· which are 
·~·lose~ -to zero 'and ocf.n· v.al~es which are clo·s~r to 1. · Fo_r t~e - purposes 
. of thi ·s. thesis t-he p~si ti on a~d· ~hape . ~f the. continents need not be known ' 
. 
to very great accuracy but 1 and val ue.s. must be as close to zero as po.ssible 
. . 
·and ocean values ·as close to 1~· The effect· o.f a. variation from the.se is 
to introduce a spurious tide. · 
.-The . e~pans iqns of -Munk and MacDon\lld.'(l960) (Fig : B~ a,b) 
' .. . . 
. . - . ' . . 
and Balmi_no .et ~, .1973)· (Fig. Bl a,b)' r~presen't 'the o~ean-~co·ntim!nt 
. dis~ribution · equ~~ly. well; but the expansion of ~unk and t·1acDon~ld 'gi_ves 
• • • ~ - ' • t) • ' 
s_onie anomalously low values in land areas and high values in ocean areast : 
. ' . 
partic~larly io low latitudes~ It.is _not ~ifficult to trace this to-values 
·._of th~ coefficients .b~, b~ · which ·are··too g~eat . ·A glance at Table ·a.t . 
. ~onfi rms thtl. . . 
. " 
. , · '· 
\ \... I 
0 \ 
. .. 
. \ 112 





' Balmino et al Balmino et ~ Munk an~ MacDona l'd 
---\ 
. 
' · ' 
'(1973) : 
. ' . M&M norm (1960} 
_,am bm ·. m . m· m bm n m a b - . a 





0 "~697 : ",0 0,697 0,0 0,71~ 0,0 
1 0 . .. 0,l2b l·0 t 0 -0,218 0,0 •0,213 __..,...."' 
~ { . l •f0,108 •0,056 ·i6 ,.18.7 •0,097 .. 0,188 '"'0,094 
2 •' 0 •0,06fd 
-0' 0 . •0,134 ' 0,0· -0,130 0,0 i ' 1 ~0,04" 
"'". 0·51 "'"·103 "'"•132 •0,11.:11 •0 .1 ~8 2 2 0,040 0, 0''02 " 0,1.:1~2 0,003 0,~t~99 .. 0.007 
. 3 0 
". ~45 0,0 0,119 ".·0 .~.uo' 
"·" 3 1 !) 0,044 •0 .lii32 0,143. •0 ,1 ~4 0,149 ~0~ 128' 
' l 2" 0,070 . •0' 06-9 0,143 ' .. 0,182 0,257 ,.0,367 . 
J 3 •0-,01b ' •0. 0"89 •0.013 •0,074 
'"'-". 014 . •0,211· 
·q 0 ·•0,024 . 0, 0 •0,07.2 0,0 -0,078 
". 0 .. 
lj 1 0,fil3b 0,030 ,..· 0,137 0,,1 14 .... . 0-,!53 0,095 
.,, 4 2 0,090 •0,021 0,241 •0,05b 0,471 "'"•11~ 
. . lj. 3 •0,053 0·, 005 -0,~76 0,007 ,. -0,207 ·0·, 010 
: ·ij 4 16,014 ':"~. 1"' 1 0,007 •0,051 ra,03~ •0,206 
5 (d · "0,109 ' 0,0 0,362 0,0 . 0. 325 0,0 
s 1 •0,005 0,011 •0 , ·021 0,1d47 ·01034 lll,rH9 
. . s 2 . 0,049 0,029 0,159 0,094 '0 ,314 
·" .1 6 7 
·5 l .. 0,028 •0,iiH6 •0,055 ·0·,032 ~~.212 •0,071 
5 4 •0,100. 0,03~ •0,093 0,033 .. •id. 34"' 0,099 
5 ·s • . .. 0,1d01 . •0ti0q·~ -0,00.e -0,014 .0,0 .. . .. 0.076 
0 0 
. ~" '• ld22 0~121 ' •0. 0'T9 ~.0 . ·.0,116 0,a b 1 
"·· fiH 3. 0,023 0,061 , ,f,109 ' · . 0, eqs •0. 095 6 2, ,0,019 ·~. 005 0_,071 0',019 0,124 ·~.024 
6 3 
. 0~002 •0,033 0,005 •0,082 -0,006 •0,·186 
b. · 4 ~~~t0,031 fi:). 023. •0,042 .kl.031 .0,150 0,124 
6 ~ 5 .. 0. 021 0,029 0,012 · 0,017. 0' 0(,j 0,066 
b 6 ·0~002 . •0,013 •0,000 .. 0,002 ..0,002 •0,013 
6 b •0,002 •0.013 •0,000 •0,002 .. 113,002 •0,013 .. 
1 ' lil 0,060 0,0 0,232 . 0,0, . 0,197 0,0 
. 7 ' .. 1 •0,004 •0 ,-036 . •0,1420 •0,184 .. 0,031 . ~0,177 
] . 2 ·•0, 021 .. 0,006 •0,088 -0,025 ' -0, a~a:r .-0·, 009 0 .. 
7 ,3 0,009 •'0. 019 0 , ,027 •0,056 0,128 ·• .0. 095 
·. 7 4 0,028 •0,010 0,050 •0,1CU8 0,1~4 •0,0~6 
.,. 5· •0,005 0,022 •0,004 ' 0,020 •0,019 0,.10b . 
_··f b 0,004 0., 030 .0,001 0,010 0~011 0,057 < • t 0,001 0,0..32 
"·""" 
0,003 0,00U 0,021 
" 
. - '· 6 0 e.·~as 0,0 0,062 0,0 0,040 0,0 
8 ' 1 -. 0~00b' 0,027 · ·0,1H3 16,148 -0,0~9 0•149 ' 
a 2 ... 0.,002 0,003' •0,009 0,014 ~0~094 0,112 
8 J ·•0,008 .. 0,019 •0,"'27 ·-0,004 .0,1~6 it0,092 . 
- 8 4 "'0 t 00'2 •0 •. 018 -0~004 •0,039 0,0 •0,113 
8 s 0,012 . •0,002 0,015 •0,002 . 0,141 •0,~0~ 
.. 




7 •0,020 .' •0,008 







_Table '\31 Surface harmon'c 
. 
coefficients of the ocean functio~. 
~-·-~.~,..... ·· _ .. -----· 
' ' . 
•. ~ 
' . 




r';gur~ E.~ aT~ ~~~~-;u~cti~? ·.of Balmin? ·et !l. {197~)i easte~n_hemisphere~_The boundaries_ are _ d~fin.ed by 
u' · 20 30 · 40 ~" ·. &0 10 . 60 - 90 100 110 -120 1·30 . 14la 150 . 1&0 -170 use . · 
10 .,,9· 0,9 0 1 9 ~.9 . e,9 0,9 0,6 0,6 e,a 0,a e,6 e,a · 0,s 
alil ,s .e,s. lcS,4 ----~." · 0~4 0,4 0,4 0,3 e,3 16,3 ~ · 014 
30 
d0 "·~ - ~~4 ~.2 0,1 
0,1 0,1 · 0,1 0,1' 0,_0 """·" •0,1 .. _0,1 •0,0 ' 0,0 :0,2 
• 1 ' • ~ -
' o~"tn!·' ~ 
0,0 •0,0 •0,0 . •0,0 -e.~ : ~e,1~~ra,z •0,2 · •0,0 0,2 
514 e,4 0,.3 0,3 . e,3 J:1,2 0,1 -e.e 0,0 e,e -0,1 •0,1 •. ra,·e · 0,2 
6"' e , 1 0 , 1· 0 , 3 0 .-" "' , 3 0 ~ 2 . 0 , 2\ ·ra., 2 . e • 2 "' , 1, 0 , 0 0 , 2 
?~-~0,0 ~0,1 ·~,e ·0,2 ·· 0~3 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,s 0,3 
UHd ~, 0. 
110 1,0 
12k1 0,9 0 · & .. 
1 ' "- 0 • 9 - {6 • 9 
0 "9 0 , .9 ' 1," 




fat 2 .- {6 1 1· 
ah_ 0,2 
0;9- . 1,0 " 1,fi' -
. ..._ 
". 8 1 •. 0 










1.0 · 1,0 1,0 •150 
0. 6 ~. 7--- 0. 7 . ~&·0 
110 - e,r 0,1 "•'' ·"·" -~.1 ·•e.l "'"•• -0,2 ... a.z •0,2 •0,1 -e,1 •011' .. 0,e e,e· 0,1 · .. e,z e.z · e,,l 110 
~~14 : •"•" ~e,e •0 1 0 •0,0 ~0,0 •0•l •0,0 •0,0 -0,0 ~"•" ~0,0. ~a,e -0,0 •0,~ •0,0 •0,0 •0,e -a,e -0,0 ·-1s0 




- . ,.· .. . _:_ . 
220- 23~ 27.0 28~ ·290 :310 
'"' ~- ·13 1,1/J 
1"' ~.s "'•·8 13,8 . ld-,8 
1.0 1,0 1,.0 .1··" . 1,0 1~0- 1,0 1;0 1,0 1,0 
~.7 0,7 0,7 0,7 ~.7 0,7. 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,9 
1' 0 
. .
0,9 0,9 1_,0 
1,1Q 1,0 1,1 
~-----------------------------------
1 • 1 1. 1 ",.9 
1.·1- 1,0 0,9 
1,1 "·~ 0,9 
1.-1 ~.9 · 0,8 1 • 0 1 '3 '. 1, 1 
•0,1 0,1 
I -





.5.30 3~0 350 3&0 
1.0 1,0 " 
0. s- · 1,1 
t--.1 1,1 · 1,1 
1 • 2 1 • 2 ·1 , ·1 
.. 
0,9 • . '10 









" '9 . 13'0 . 
1,1, .. 1~0 
0,4 ~.s. 0,5 . 0,4 "'·" 0,4 0,4 · a,3 0,3 0,3 0,2 -0,2 _0,2 . 0.1 
1&0 
170 
!~" .-e,"' · .. 0,0 -0,0 -0,0~-0,ra -0.0 .. 0,0,-0,0 -0,0 .-0,0 -.0.0 -0,0 --0,0 .. a.e •0,0 •e,rD·•ra,ra -0,0 -•0,0 180 




. . . 
"" · ·o 
._ Ffgure B.2a.The ·ocean function· of Munk& ma~Do~ald (196-o), eacstern hemispher_e. ~he bo'undari ~s are defined . 
. ·b.y the ocean . function ofrBal_mino et 2]_ with e ~. o.s- ~ ~ 
-~ 0:9 ~~: ::9··::9 . ~:: : -~-:-~:· :·:~q-"!:9· .-:!: _i;> i!~9 ·i:~:~j::~-~:~: i:~:-I:~9 I ::9 1;:9 
..... . 
1 ~ ",a · 0, a 0 i a 0, 8 ~, 8 0 • 8 , . e, '8 -0; 1 0, 7 · ", 1 0, 1 -0, 7 · e, 1 · 0, ~ .a; 1 e, 1 0 , .7· 0, a _0, s 10. 
e,5 0,2 . 0,'3· 
"" ·0,e •0,,5 0,2 "•" .• e,2 · .. a·,2- -•0,l 0,1 "•" -.113,3' •0, 1 -.e,9 1!0-,o 0,0 · 
·' ' 
. . l 
50 0,2 0,2 .0,3· 0,3 0,1 •0,1 •0,1 0,1 . 0,1' -0,3 •0,8 i.0,9 -0-,3 . 1,5· ' 1,,3 ~~2 50 . ·. I 
bi2 .. _,,.1 -~.~ 0,1 0,4 "·" . ld;3 - 0-,3 0,4 0,3 .~0;2 •0,8 -.0_, _8 
116 - ~·0 •16,8 •0,5 •0,2 ld,3 0,9 . 1,2· 1·,1 0,6 
. . 
•1 t 7 •i '3 
.t,& _1,1 1,e 1.,1 
• n 
/"""'-.. 
. 1,4 1,s: ·1_,3 100. 
1,1 1,8 1,2 110 
1,6 1-,8 1,2 f 12kf 
1'fld i:l 1 '! 0,8 0,9 "1·,3 1,_5 1,5 1,0 _0} 6 0,6 - 1i1 1,6 · ·J.,6 · 1,1 0',6 e,b. ·1.0 1,4 . 1,5 . 1,·2 140 
15 0 . ~ '0 1 • 0 1 '0 . .1 • 1 1 ' 1 1 • "' 0. 7 " • 5 0. 5 . 0 • -, 0. 9 . 1 • 1 . l ' 0 1 • 0 1 ,· 0 ' l ~ 1 1 .. 2 . 1 • f 1 .. 0 15 0 
1810 
) ·-
0,0. •0,0 •i4,1 .. 0,1, ·0·1 -.0,1 •0,1 ..-0,1 ~0,1 •0,0 
I 
"·"' 0,~ 
_. 90 " 100. 




e,ra 0,0 "·"· . 0·,e 





' J . 
·a . . . 
' , 
' • • 11 ' ' • • 
.. . _· .. F~?ur~ 6··. __ 2b Th_e,· ocea.n f~nc~- &· Ma:Qonald (l9~o). ,- western he!"isphere. The boundaries are ·defilled 
.Q . b; th_e . ocean function (yf o ~·almino et ~with . e < p._) 
- - · .:.. I I • • < - • ',: - : - ~ . ... - - - - ' ' --. ~ .... ~ - • •- - ' • - - 0 - t.ll'- -- - W-- f I --- - ' ' - I .. - t. ¥ - I ..... l:.. 
l80 190 ' 200 210 220 230 240 250 2b0 ~70 . 280 290 . 300 31~ l20 330 ~40' 350 -360 
1:S 0,9_ 0,9 0,9 0,9 0,9_,-- ~.·9 e,'9 0,9 · e,q . 0}'.9 e,9 e,9 0,9 . 0,9: . . e,9 . e·,9 . a,9 -0,9 0',9 ~ 0 
~ 0,8 0,8 ._0~8 •. 0,8_ 10 
20 
·1 0 . ' li) l~ ;,0 1,1 .' 1,1 
l4~ - ~,2. 1,2 1,3 
Sid ~ 1 2 1, 1 - 1_ 1 2 
., 
,. :1 
1,5 _ .. lt7 
1,2 '1,8 
. . . 
. 1~ 1,2 • r,1 · 0,·s .. e,b _ 1,s 
1 ~. "' '.-_ ..1 ,2 
i211f ·. 1,'2 
, ~ I .,. 0 
-1,5 -1.1 ~0,3 . 0,5 ,. __ ...,..., l,b l.e:-7 1,5 l4 0, 
~ 
1 , 0 1 , s 1 ,··a 2, 0 . 1 , 9 1 , 4 0. 1 0 •• 2 
i ',3_.: ~ ;~3 2,0 1._12! •0,2 ·0,7 
50 - 1 
.. .) 
2,0 
70 · '·. 
2." . - .1. 7 1!? . : .90 
~7 
2 • 2 . 2 t'-0 2 , :7 . 1 0" 
~· -" ·2 .4 




1'.5" 1,2· ~,7 . 0t8. 1 ';1 . _1,2 · -1•0 _. 0 1 8 1,~ le.ll 1,4 ~,7 -~~0-.,0,1 · 0,5 . Jt3 1 1 7 1 1 & _, 1,3 ·0 9 8 ,1~0 
.. . -·· 
0,8 _0,8~ 0,9 . 1'.1 . 1.~·- 1,( 1;2 : 111 ,,. 3 0. 4 _0. 9 1. 4 ~1 '6 1, 5 1~2 
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0. t · ' 0 7 ,.:0,·8 0 8 -0,·9 ·· 
• •• • • 
rd,l . ·0,3_'·"0,4 :. 0,4 .00,'1 
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18~ .- "'" ~~0 01'0 rd,0 0.0 1!20, ·230 240 
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". 5 . J3 ,fb . ' ". 8 . 1 .1 1 '2 . 1 • 2 150., 
" .. 0 '0. _!c) . ~. 0 . 0 '0 0. 0 
250 · ··26" - ~70 280 ·29~ 
~ -0,5 a, o' . -~, 7' 
.. 
0,7 ~.7 •• 7 0~7 160 
~.2 .0.2 .. e,·2 - ~70 
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\ 
I ' . 
;.~l : 
. ' 
.:A ~rogram ~as b~e~w~itt~n to compute the ~ide height 
, 'f. • . I . 
# 0 . l 
··.e'<pansion ·due ~ a. prescribed potential . . 
. · ' follo~fng t~~: suggestion of Hopkin~, (19l3) the values 
. :t -~' s' . . 
11 •• • , _~_) " '] ..... .. \'.~«~ ' 
of the ·associ a ted -Legendr:e functions ~t grid points ,separated ~Y 10. ~~';;· ·-· 
· ··degrees : of. l .atitud~ and Jongitud~ wer~ cbmputed· by. recllrsior\vrelat_io~~. , 
. I ~ - I 
' ~ . ' , " ' 
For · :h~normal~zati~~ A 1.1 the recurs;on · ~elations are 
. . I 
' .. p;-.(lol9) =· c. or~ r: ( (05~) 
l'd'\ . ' " P;,·., (~o,s_ t?) -= l-·l\.!.1 sin~ Ph ( c.o;9)· 
. . . . n-tt. . - . . . 
. ~- . . " M . . W\ . 
. Pl\ .. , (co~ (1) - ~I cos& P, (Co,~)- ·QJ+ml(K-ml ~-~(olir) 
· ·h-tl · · n< l\.tr) . -· 
" r , • • ' 
.. The mappi~g defined .bY 2.52 · ~s useful in identifying a Legen9re ·function 
• ' I C. J : Jl ' 
~ I 
r . 1 
~~ • 1 
.. I 
' ' t· 
'. -
by o~e index _ instead· of the normal two. ~ . 
' . \ 'J ·.- ~The program, with sufficient c;oiTITients to cl~rify . t,h~ 
. . 
..a · I' • .t" co 
' I 
. ' 
' ~ ~. 
' • I 













operation( ,5s given below. lhe program fo'r the ocean function is given 
. tfie prqg~ams ·for the tid~.maps being {dentical in -oper~~i~n • e;cep~ for • 
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. 73242' " 13/05155 
C PROGRAM TO PLOT T~E ~CEA~ FUNCTI6N AT EAC~ : GRlO POINT OF · A 10*10 D~GREE 
· C · PROJECTION . 
c 
IMPLICIT -RfAl*8(A .. H1 0•Z) _J 
. REAL•6 OCf.AtH 3.6 d 9) /68LI*0. 00/ . . . -
DIMEN~lON P(45) 1 Al.0),MAP(36,19J,LONG1C~9),LONG2(1q),LAT(19) 
· REAl.~t8 C/16,17450•01/ • · . . · . ·. .. , . · . -
REA 0 T H l C 0 E f F I C I EN T S OF" --THE 0 C E AN ~UN C T I 0 N 
NEA0(5rl)(A(l),I:1,45) . 
•• • ¥' HEA0(5rli(A(I),1:46,q0) 
. . 
i 
( r FORMATC10F7,:S) . . · 
· c coMPUTE r HE LEGENDRE F.UNcT IoNs· usING REcURRENCE · REL~ r r oNs · · I 
. P(t)c:1,00 . 
DO 30 K:f, 1 ~ 
F= ( K-•ll *(;~tU 
o o· 10 1 = 1 , e · . 'to 
. .... 
, ' 
N=I•l . . 
PCtN+fl*(N+2)/2+N+Zl=P(N*(N+1)/2+N+1)*(211N+l)*OSlN(f)/(N+1) . 
P ( ( N+ l l * ( N+2) /2+'f;i+ 1 )'~p ( N* ( N+'l )./2+,N+ 1l * ( 211N+ 1) *OCOS C F) I ( N+ 1) . 
r F c N. L r, 1 > Go r o 10 . · · . - · . 
DO '20 · J=l rN · 
M=J•l · . ·, · · · -· · , .. 
. P((Ntil*CN+2)/2+M+1)aP(N11(N+l)/2+M+1)* .(2~tN~l)*OCOS(F)/(N+l) 
1• P ( N * ( N •1 ) /2 + M + ll.* C N + M) * ( N • M l I (' N * ( N + 1 )J . ' . 
20 . . CONTINUE. . 
. 10. CONTINUE "~~ . , . . ' 
C - COMPUTE THE VALUE OF-- THE OCEAN fUNCTION AT , THE GRID .POINTS 
. -
00 60 L=1r3o . ' , . 
o.o 70 1=1, 9 
DO 80 J:t,1 · 
X:(L•ll*C*1., " No 
M=J•l : . • ., , 
INM=(lfl(l.-1)/Z+J) . · ._ . . 
61 OCEAN (L; K) =OCEA~ (L;., K) +P ( !'NM) *(A (I NMH•DCOS (M*Xl 
1+ACINM+45)*DSIN(Mf:X)) 
80 CONTINUE . . 
70 CONTINUE · 
60 ' CONTINUE.· 
:50 CONTINUE 
DO 180 . I=1r19 
LONG lll.): 10* C 1 ~1) 
LONG2(I):10*ti+17) 
- ·LATC1)•10~(I~1l . 
180 CONT.INUE . .. 
. . DO i~0 1:1,36 . : . 
00 200 J .=1r19 " ·. 
IFCOCEA~(lrJ)~GT •• Sl> 00) .GO TO 21,0 
· · "MAP(I,J)~11 . 
' ·, 
• . ' 
( ' 
.. 
:I GO to 200 "-
-......., 
"·4- c--~ 














-· •. ,. . 
-






CON lei NUE 
WRITE(b,400) 




WRITE (br 2b~)· 
· · wr-uTECbt2Z~l 
.. 
\. 
·2b~ FOR1'1A_T't'0'l ... . ~ 
. 220 FOHM~Tt' MAP OF THE OCEAN FUNCTION,~ . OEGREES EAST '' 
11 L.ONGitUOE •180 DEGREE·s : EAST LONGITUDE') 
. · WRITE(br240)(LONG1(ll,t=1r19) · . 
oz~rtJ fORMAT<.SX,1915) • 
· · oo 25~ J=1,1q . , , . 
250 . WfUlE.(br2701 · L'AT(J) 1 (0CEAN(I,J),i:1,19lrL.AT(J) 
270 · FORMAT('0 1 rl5,19FS.1r15) 
WRITE(b~29~)(L0NG1(IJ 1 I=1 1 19) 29~ . FORMAT(SX,1915) 




. · .. WRIT.E(6,260) 
.· 
· . · - WR.ITEC6r300) . • 
. 300 FORMAT(~ · - MAP OF THE OCEAN FUNCTlON 180 DEGREES fAST'' 
1' LONGitUDE ~ -360 DEGREES EAST, LONGITUDE') 
WRITE(6,310)CLONG2(1) 1 1:1 1 19) 
310 fORMATC5X,l9i5) . 
00 .320 · J=1r19 . . ~ 
320 WRITE(br.330) L.AT(J.j 1 (0CEAN(l,JJ,I=19r3b),OCEAN(1,J)rLAT(J.) 
330 FOHMATt'0'rl5r19F5,1 i i5l. . 
WRITE(br350)(LONG2(I) 1 1=1 1 19) \ 
. 350 FORMAT(5Xr1915) 
WRITE(br360) 
3b~ FORMAT( 1 1 1 r 1 WORLD MAP'> 
WRITE(br370)((MAP(I,J) 1 l=1 1 3b),J:1,19) 
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Consider a l~f ~as~ ~f densi~y ~ a~d variable 









' . , 
The potential ·of the· mass ih the layer is · 1"· 
(' ' . 
-





Ver;~~?. == 6J? 
. ' 
' . 
. ' . 
. -' • .D · . n 
f . ~ .-.L L Pn(<:o~ 'f) (R) . 
. r ,.:C) ·, r 
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- '1.21 _. 
.Substi'tuting equations D.2 and Q~3 in D.1,1we ·have. l c: 
By 'the add4 t ion theorem we have ' 
Pn(cos Cf') = Pn(co.~&) P)l((os~~-
·~ ' . (0.4) 
+d.. r: . n'.. . r;((o.5lf) P:Ct::o.5&1 cosm(ll·-~'r 
lrl-:1_ .()\*~!()\-l'\),1 . . '' ' . ' . . 
· Substituting equation 0.4 in 0.3 and using the 1orthonorm.aHty properties . ·· 
. . . 
of the Legeridre functioris •we haveagiven in Appendix A, we get I ' 
. 
·, ";' 
vc-r,&, ?o) " ';rr 6 ro '\r;r' . ' · 
- ' . X:.&. p: ( y,"' CRS )>\. tl + Z~ :>.i I\ WI. ,1. ) ):1~ + I) 
1'. 




=· -4 rr G.t'c R~· ~" /c 2n~.f) . 
' . ( 
= .. - ~~.& ~-~h/(2~~~1) 
~ · f . ,' .. 
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• .Appendix E i --
'1. .. . ' 
t. " • • • 
Th~ tiouville .. Equations 
'\ . 
In a coordinate frame - x~ (i =-1, 2, 3) rotating with 
' 
angular .velocity w re1ative to .'a frame fixed in space, the equations of 




· L. · = i ' th -comp-onent of the net extern a 1 torque on th~ body about ~ 1 . . 
it's cen tte of mas~, 
-
.. H1 -. = i 'th component of the angular m~mentl.ITTI of the body about.; ts · 
I 
.. :: 
· ,. · centr.e of mass, 
f.ijk =· the levi:..Civita alternating symbol.; . ., 
· 1'1 , I 
and . the sumnation' convention over r7peated subscripts i: used .. . 
o.for convenience take the rotating- frame to -fie fixed to the surface of the 
I I 
. . ' 
' ' 
solid Ea,rth 1 n sane prescribed way. Then it is . called a geographic frame. . . -
., . . ~ 
C·· w · + h· ·. I~ - ~ I (E. 2) 
where Li~ are _the components of · th~ inertia tensor ·in : tpe chosen frame a_nd · 
h' is th'e i 'th:component of the cody's ang!Jlar. memehtum relative to that 
. ; - . 
frame. Substituting E.2 _in E.1_ we have 
,· 
L·i = ir ( C.i~~.i .. hi)+ Ei~k WJ ( Ckt wf ~hk) • (E.3) 
0 • I , 
.  
~.. ' . 
. . , 
' ' 
'\"'-
'! . ....... 
"'· 
.... ... r 




For small depar.tures from a state. in which the body is uniax.ial and. 
.. . 
rotates about .. th~.axis x3· with. u.niform angul~r speed JL ·, equation E~3 . · . 
'• ' ' ' 
can be put in a perturbation form. Def~ne 
C11. :: . A"' c,, . 
c,).. -:: c,~ . 
w, =- ·_n_ m, 
. ' 
-~ · 
· Cr3 = -c,'3 
w).~ft;...l (E. 4) I ·tAll = Jl(l"i: ~1)' 
t 
. · c ~ are perturbations from the di agona,. i ner:ti a tensor whose components 
. . . ....... 
· _are A, A, C. The variables mr, rn2·' measu.re the angular. departLre of the 
,.. <I • • • • • 
rotatipn axi-s . from the axis .x3 , and m3 measures· changes in the 1 engt~ 
' . . 
of ~ay. Substituting E.4· ipto E.3 and neglecting products and ·squares 
• of small quanti tie~ .we have; finally, . . 
. . . 
~ .tt .m~ = c:p~ . 
,&,.. 
rn -· 'n1 _,. . c 
'' • 
· .(E. 5) 
. 6,-
.. 
/ _here . 
~ - . 
. .- . m3 :. 
..6 · -= (C· a) .fl· .. :( · 
r ~- ··{t:.6) 
·--
· ·' 
. . . .... . 
=- ~~ c,1 + :.1t cl,· -+ ..11. h6 ~ h~ - L~ . 
~ ~ . , . 
JY.. ({.·- ~) <fl ~ -'l ~J.l ':- Jl. (I~'+ .Jl h~ ~ .h~ - L .. 
..t' ' . 
:f' ..ll.1. ~ 4>3 =. - -fll c"l"3 - Ji. n~ -T ..[l I Ll ·rl:J:. 













' . f); are. ca l.led ). The functions excitatjon fun~tiorts because they involve 
: . .. 
. 




changes in the mass distribution itself, ~hang~s in· the internal 'distr.ibution 
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Appendix F 
,. The Pole· Tide Potential 
_. . · ·T~entri fuga; fO~ce experi en, d. b~ a parti c 1 e at 
. distance d from the axis of .rotation, about w~ch the Earth- spins · 
• ' ,J ...... \"' .', ' 
- . ;.. . J 
.with ·angutar spe.edw, is wc.l .. Thi~ is derived fr~m a potential 
.J.. w~J~ = ._t 1· w 1- ;-~~ ~ 
. i).' ~ . 
· - where 
•} . ,· 
o · is the ctistance, from the Earth'~ · c,entre ~ of the particle whose longitude 
,. 
i s A and whose colatitude is(}_ ; To the first order 1n the sm~l l quantities-
.. 
.., 
Therefore the centri fug~ 1 force poten'ii a 1 reduces to 
· j_ i>.~o..~[ ~i~~~ - Sin;fJ ( mj C::~~t\ '--to .. M 2. sit\ A) I · . 
' . " J 0. . . 
. . 
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